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Abstract
This dissertation focuses on a framework to support decision making in the manage-
ment of ageing (oil and gas) facilities. Within the oil and gas sector on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf the topic has become important as the installations are approaching
the end of their intended lifetime. The objective of the thesis is to provide decision
support for managing ageing systems and equipment with respect to the inspection,
overhaul and replacement strategy in a life cycle perspective. The replacement strat-
egy also include evaluation of obsolescence i.e. changes in external requirements and
thus functional demands that call for a replacement.
The thesis presents a model designed to investigate and seek optimal solutions
when it is possible to classify the items present condition and predict future develop-
ment based on previous condition monitoring results and future functional demands.
The deterioration process is described by a Markov process, and the sequential de-
cision problem is modelled as a discrete time Semi-Markov Decision Process. The
transition probabilities of the controlled time-variant Markov process are described
in a condition transition probability matrix. To account for the end-of-horizon effect
and time dependent external parameters e.g. varying production profile, the optimal
solution is found by use of the value iteration procedure (stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming).
The model has been applied to a case study including inspection and repair of an
offshore gas turbine. Two main degradation processes have been studied and added to
the model. In the case study, an investigation has been made into the effect on the op-
timal plan due to forthcoming known turnarounds (planned shutdowns for inspection,
maintenance and modifications), and knowledge about new technology.
The provision of methodologies that can support decision making for future main-
tenance and operation activities is challenging, but hopefully the thesis presents ideas
that will improve understanding of the applicability of Markov Decision Processes in
this matter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Oil-companies operating on the Norwegian shelf have considerable challenges as
installations are facing the end of their design lifetime. Increased oil recovery has
made it desirable to produce for a longer period than initially estimated. Extended
production periods due to technology improvements are however in most cases too
small to defend investment in totally new installations.
Ageing management has thus become important as the installations are approaching
the end of their intended lifetimes. Within Nuclear Power Plant industry ageing man-
agement has been an important area over the past decades. The International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) defines ageing management as engineering, operations and
maintenance actions to control within acceptable limits ageing degradation systems,
structures and components [1]. Ageing management provides vital input to life cycle
management.
According to IAEA, life cycle management can be described as all activities over
the life of an industrial system in order to (1) maintain an acceptable level of perfor-
mance, (2) optimize the operation, maintenance and service life of structures, systems
and components, (3) maximize return on investment over the operational life and (4)
take into account strategies for decommissioning [1]. Ageing management activities
are primarily directed to ensure that operatability and availability are in accordance
with the requirements for safety, environment and economy. Economic profit is a
condition that has to be fulfilled, but in several cases this alone is not sufficient to jus-
tify further operation. Change in requirements with respect to safety, environment,
and reduced availability of product support (spares and experts) are important factors
1
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leading to obsolescence.
In a broad context ageing management includes both the consideration of material
degradation and technology obsolescence, as well as human and organizational as-
pects. Figure 1.1 presents the main topics in ageing management.
Physical impairment (material degradation) is a result of physical mechanisms inher-
ent in system/equipment/component materials. The degradation is dependent on the
design, assembly and functional characteristics, and it is influenced by the stresses
from the environment and from the operation. Knowledge about the present con-
dition is essential to select cost effective activities that also ensure safe operations.
The lack of reliable information is a challenge, and substantial resources have been
directed to research and development to quantify degradation mechanisms and to de-
velop condition monitoring techniques.
Cost effective solutions may imply modifications of existing facilities or even a total
change of technology. Over the production lifetime several main systems will nor-
mally need to be modified. The production facilities offshore have to adapt to the
changing production flows from the reservoir. Typically the water treatment systems
have to be upgraded to meet the increase in water from the wells. External factors
such as new rules and regulations may also have significant impact on performance
standards and require a modification.
The transfer of knowledge and information from experienced plant personnel e.g.
due to retirement of individuals is also an issue in ageing management. The same
applies to adequate training of operation and maintenance personnel in the use of
new equipment. The organization of an ageing management program is demanding
because the activities involved typically are distributed among several organizational
units (integrity management, spare parts management, operation, purchasing etc.).
The offshore industry has not yet developed a similar guideline for ageing manage-
ment as the IAEA has done for the Nuclear Power Production (NPP) community.
Although such overall guidelines do not exists, the use of reliability methods in as-
signing proper inspection and maintenance programs is adopted by all operators. On
the strategy level methods like Reliability Centered Maintenance, Risk Based Main-
tenance and Safety Integrity Level analysis are applied to define preventive main-
tenance programs and inspection programs for different types of equipment. These
methodologies are transparent and effectively combine the probability of an event
with the consequences of such an event. The degree of utilizing statistical data and
estimating residual life do however vary. Risk based inspection analysis, which fo-
cuses on the integrity of structures, pipes and other static equipment, is in general
more quantitative than reliability centered maintenance analysis which primarily is
directed to machinery components. The ability to classify and describe the stresses
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Figure 1.1: The main topics in ageing management.
and the deterioration process may be the main cause of this difference. Structures,
pipes and other static equipment normally suffer from only a few dominating deteri-
oration processes that are well known, which make it easier to monitor and state the
condition and calculate the probability of an event.
Important aspects in ageing management decision support are the ability to handle
several and sometimes competitive criteria, and to provide methodologies able to
handle the uncertainty in the available information, both historical records and future
prognosis. The use of condition monitoring and update of the estimates of residual
life based on knowledge of present condition is a mean to reduce the uncertainty in
predicting the residual life. For slowly deteriorating systems, equipment or compo-
nents there may not exist any suitable statistical data to adapt, and condition moni-
toring may be the only practical approach.
In an operational setting, the costs of performing an inspection, replacement, an over-
haul or a modification may depend on the accessability to the system in operation. If
a production shutdown is necessary, the economic consequences will be substantial
and may often dominate the overall costs of an action. In some cases actions may be
rejected to defend against high production losses during execution. They may have
to line up with other ongoing activities to share the losses. Planned production shut-
downs or turnarounds can be viewed as opportunities reducing the overall cost of the
replacement or modification.
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The culture of applying more advanced mathematical models have been limited within
optimization of maintenance, which often tends to be very pragmatic based on expe-
rience and rule of thumb guidance. In-service decision support methodologies for
maintenance strategies have to provide capabilities to systemize and utilize informa-
tion that is vital for the decision making process. The work in this thesis focus on
optimization models for repair/replacement/renewal of equipment, utilizing the tech-
nical condition of the system/equipment as the basic information.
1.2 The challenge of maintenance decision support mod-
elling
In addition to describing the present technical condition of equipment/system/facility
under evaluation, the modelling approach should also include e.g. the knowledge of
planned shutdowns, the remaining time to operate before closure (end-off horizon),
the probability of having new and improved technology on the market in the near
future. The effects of obsolescence and limited time to operate often have significant
impact on the decision policy. An approach that combines the information about
present technical condition, planned shutdowns, remaining time to operate, effect of
new technology etc. should therefore represent a step forward to grasp the decision
problem related to maintenance policies as part of managing ageing systems.
1.3 Objective of the thesis
The objective of the thesis is to develop a methodology that provides decision support
for managing ageing systems and equipment with respect to the inspection, overhaul
and replacement strategy in a life cycle perspective.
The purpose of the developed methodology is thus to:
• Provide decision support for maintenance or modification activities based on
technical condition and system boundaries.
• Include the effect of operating a degraded system/equipment both with respect
to integrity as well as with respect to economy.
• Include the effect of obsolescence.
• Include the effect of production prognosis and limited (fixed) production hori-
zon.
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1.4 Limitations
The thesis focuses on the technology aspects of physical impairment and obsoles-
cence and to utilise condition assessments as the primary source to classify the tech-
nical condition. For the proposed model the following assumptions and limitations
apply:
• a decision can only be made after the condition (state) has been determined
• the condition of the system is revealed without uncertainty at inspection
• each deterioration process is independent
• a fault is detected immediately with probability q
• an overhaul/replacement action returns the item back to “as good as new” or if
modified “better than as previously installed”
• a new technology always has better properties than the existing one
The issues relating to organisation and human resources are not considered. These
issues are quite comprehensive and each area may justify an in-depth study in itself.
1.5 Overview of the plan for the thesis
In order to give an overview of the thesis, a short outline is presented as follows sup-
ported by figure 1.2. Topics related to management of ageing systems are discussed
in chapter 2. The chapter includes topics such as monitoring technical condition and
methods applicable to support decisions in a stochastic environment with multiple
goals. Chapter 3 presents an overview of different mathematical model approaches
to support optimized maintenance actions based on an economic criterion of either
maximum revenue or minimum costs.
Ageing management decision making can be characterized by sequentiality, sto-
chastic environment, and several requirements to be fulfilled. The Markov decision
process provides suitable capabilities for handling such a decision environment, and
the topic is discussed in chapter 4.
A description of the proposed decision process and a mathematical formulation of the
decision model is presented in chapter 5. A short description of the different input
parameters is also included.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the thesis structure.
Estimation of model parameters is the central issue of chapter 6. The chapter contains
descriptions of possible approaches to establish deterioration processes and mainte-
nance cost functions.
To illustrate the applicability of the methodology and model developed, chapter 7
presents the results from an optimisation of the major overhaul interval of a gas tur-
bine installed on a platform in the North Sea.
Chapter 8 contains a summary and gives some ideas for further development of the
proposed method.
.
Chapter 2
Management of ageing systems
2.1 Introduction
The primary objective of the chapter is to introduce important aspects that have to be
considered in supporting management of ageing systems. The chapter also includes
an introduction to methods and terms normally used in maintenance and maintenance
decision making.
A central issue in management of ageing systems is to understand and monitor the
deterioration processes. The degradation is due to physical mechanisms inherent in
the equipment materials and linked to equipment design, assembly and functional
characteristics. It is influenced by the stresses from the equipment environment and
from the equipment operation. Stress factors originate from the manufacture, pre-
service, or in-service operating conditions. Deterioration processes and stress factors
are further discussed in chapter 6.
To ensure that the equipment complies with the performance requirements, condition
monitoring must be in place. The condition monitoring should be dedicated to mon-
itor the dominating degradation processes leading to an overhaul or a replacement.
The challenge in management of ageing systems is further to select an appropriate
action and schedule for the action that may balance between multiple and perhaps
competitive goals. The main objective is in general to have the highest life cycle
profit (LCP) without violating any safety, environmental or other sorts of require-
ments. An increase in safety level often results in increased cost thereby lowering the
LCP. Suitable methods for such multi criteria decisions are discussed in this chapter.
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2.2 Maintenance management
According to NS-EN13306 [2] maintenance management is defined as:
All activities of the management that determine the maintenance ob-
jectives, strategies, and responsibilities and implement them by means
such as maintenance planning, maintenance control and supervision,
improvement of methods in the organization including economical as-
pects.
A common approach today is to write a document describing the philosophy with
respect to life cycle management (operation & maintenance philosophy) to address
the objectives, requirements and responsibilities. The document(s) should include a
description of all aspects as mentioned above and relate the activities to the overall
Business Management. The Business Management is the management of all activities
influencing the business performance.
The maintenance objectives define the targets assigned and accepted for the main-
tenance activities which may be e.g. cost reduction, product quality, environment
preservation and safety. The methods and tools applicable for maintenance manage-
ment decision making may be classified in several ways. Pintelon and Gelders [3]
have proposed a three level classification scheme ranging from the top level strate-
gical planning, through tactical planning, down to operational planning. According
to their classification scheme the strategic planning is concerned with provision of
production resources to ensure company’s competitive capabilities. The decisions in-
volves e.g. consideration of capacity, technology and investment criteria to retain or
increase availability and keep maintenance costs low.
Tactical planning is focusing on selecting the optimal maintenance strategies to en-
sure available and reliable equipment and a cost effective solution. The maintenance
strategy specifies maintenance activity(ies), action interval and the need for resources.
Different maintenance management approaches can be applied to work out a mainte-
nance plan, connecting basic maintenance strategies to identified maintainable items.
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) is a methodology often applied to deter-
mine cost effective policies[4], [5],[6]. To some extent, use of maintenance opti-
mization models provides a quantitative balancing of costs and benefits of alternative
maintenance strategies.
Operational planning deals with day-to-day operational and scheduling decisions.
Maintenance scheduling addresses the problem of arranging the sequence in which
work orders will be executed to utilize available resources and minimize profit losses.
It is necessary to consider job priorities and the availability of workers, spare parts,
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Figure 2.1: Short term and long term planning based on system condition.
tools and equipment to be maintained. The benefit of grouping activities to reduce
down-time costs and logistic support is an important issue in this context [7], [8], [9],
[10]. Figure 2.1 illustrate different approaches to maintenance planning. Short and
medium term activities are often not sufficient to keep the condition of a system to an
acceptable level, thus major overhaul or replacement has to take place from time to
time.
Applying the classification scheme proposed by Dekker, Wildeman and Egmond [8],
management of ageing systems is a vital part of strategic and tactical decisions. The
ability to ensure cost efficient and safe operations over the entire lifetime is a key issue
in ageing management. Over the past decades the industry has started to undertake
more formal methods to determine the economic life of physical assets. Complex
production facilities involving high overhaul and replacement costs force the compa-
nies to include criterion modelling in their decision processes. Although maximum
profit is the main driver, other factors have also a significant influence on the deci-
sion process i.e issues regarding safety, environment, comfort, shine, etc. A study
performed by Hsu [11] in late 80’s, questioning 200 of the largest firms in the United
States, revealed that 89% of the firms had an equipment replacement policy. Their
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study indicated a relationship between use of formal replacement policies and the
capital intensity. Use of formal methods tended to increase as the measure fixed-
assets-to-employee ratio increased.
An overhaul or replacement is primarily triggered by the condition of the asset itself
necessitating an action. If not, an action is released by external requirements or a
combination of the condition and the external requirements. Change of external re-
quirements can be exemplified by the introduction of CO2 taxes. The new tax regime
gave new incentives to reduce the emission to air calling for action to increase the per-
formance. According to Park and Sharp-Bette [12] the main reasons for considering
replacement of a physical asset are:
• Physical impairment — changes in the condition of the asset itself.
• Obsolescence — changes in the environment external to the asset.
Physical impairment may cause a decline in quality of products, speed losses, and
increase in down-time, maintenance costs and other logistic support costs. The phys-
ical impairment can be measured in two different ways – directly by measuring phys-
ical deterioration on the object itself and indirectly by measuring the symptoms of the
physical deterioration. The performance indicators which classify the physical im-
pairment may also differ, dependent on the objectives. Several techniques are avail-
able to classify the physical impairment, ranging from specific physical measures
of the deterioration to economic performance measures of profit and costs. Several
terms have been used to describe the physical impairment of an equipment or system
e.g. technical health and technical condition. The topics are discussed in the next
section.
Obsolescence is caused by changes in the function which the physical asset is in-
tended to fulfil. New and more efficient technology, regulations and an increase in
capacity are typical causes which may force a modification and/or replacement.
Physical impairment and obsolescence often occur jointly, but they also occur inde-
pendently with respect to a particular asset.
2.3 Technical condition and residual life
The ability to monitor the technical condition of systems and equipment is vital in
managing ageing systems and the term technical condition is often used but without
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a common definition. The technical condition can be described by quantitative and/or
qualitative measures of the system, by representative parameters from which it is pos-
sible to determine the soundness of the system. Reinertsen [13] describes technical
health as "the soundness of a technical system".
It has been recognized that it is difficult to classify the technical condition by a single
parameter. To illustrate this a car is used as an example. If the brakes of a new car fail
to function due a brake hose rupture, the technical condition of the car with respect
to safety may be classified as poor. From an economical perspective, the technical
condition may on the contrary be classified as good due to the low cost of replacing
the hose compared to the total value of the car.
The research project Ageing Management proposed the following definition of the
technical condition [14]:
The technical condition is defined as the degree of degradation relative to
the design condition. It may take values between a maximum and min-
imum value, where the maximum value describes the design condition
and the minimum value describes the state of total degradation.
It also introduced a technical condition index (TCI) where the minimum and max-
imum values are set to 0 and 100, respectively. The design condition is taken as a
reference in order to make the technical condition independent of the demands of
the system in question. The TCI is always related to a specific context e.g. safety,
environment, production availability etc.
The TCI value on a plant or a system level is calculated based on an aggregation
methodology. In short, it comprises the following four steps; (1) Establish a hierar-
chy of objects which represents the actual industrial system. (2) Assign a weight to
each of the objects according to its criticality. (3) Assign relevant input variables,
which characterize the objects technical condition (mainly at the bottom level) (4)
Based on values of the input variables (e.g. maintenance statistics, process data, con-
dition monitoring and inspection data/notifications), the TCI values are then aggre-
gated upwards in the hierarchy. Figure 2.2 is a screenshot from TeCoMan, a software
designed to calculate TCI values based on the above mention methodology [14],[15].
Application of the TCI methodology and the TeCoMan software has revealed diffi-
culties in stating the consequences of a specific index level. This is due to the fact
that a single TCI value on a specific level normally consists of several measurements,
and is based on rules that have converted the measurements to TCI and aggregated
these to the level of interest. The solution has been to focus on trends rather than
the absolute figures, and to compare different TCI levels with the real situation on
the plant. On a low level in the hierarchy, the TCI value is only based on a single or
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Figure 2.2: Aggregation of technical condition in TeCoMan. 1) The hierarchy, 2)
Measurement values 3) TCI values calculated from input values.
few measurements, and therefore the connection between TCI and the consequences
becomes more obvious.
In the literature the term "residual" life often appears. An important distinction should
therefore be made between technical condition and the residual life. Technical con-
dition can be viewed as a static value while the residual life is both dependent on
usage and external demands as well as present technical condition. The operators
may strongly influence the residual life by changing the operating conditions. By
reducing or increasing the stresses, the residual life may increase or decrease respec-
tively.
In the reliability community the term Mean Residual Life (MRL) has a different
meaning from residual life as described above. The definition is limited to purely
the technical ability to survive (strength) taking into account the knowledge that the
component may have been operating for a time. The MRL of a non-repairable sys-
tem, is given by [16]:
MRL(t1) =
∫ ∞
0
R(t | t1)dt (2.1)
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where R(t | t1) is the condition survival function of a component given survival up
to time t1.
2.4 Condition monitoring
Use of condition monitoring (CM) as a means to improve maintenance performance
has been adopted to a great extent in industry. Especially in tactical and operational
maintenance planning CM is a well established strategy. Development of new CM
techniques, improved diagnostic methods and tools has made it more beneficial com-
pared to periodic overhaul and replacements. Introduction of production philosophies
such as e.g. “Just In Time”, and the gradual increase in complexity and serial depen-
dencies in production facilities have in general increased the importance of reducing
equipment down time and unnecessary repairs by means of CM.
The CM data is collected using either on-line or off-line measurements. Selection
of appropriative methods depends on available CM technology, investment costs and
equipment criticality. Selecting off-line CM implies that inspections have to be per-
formed to reveal the condition. To choose an appropriate CM interval, the benefit
gained by an inspection has to be compared with the cost of performing the task,
which may be significant if an inspection requires a production shutdown. On a typ-
ical offshore installation the production down time cost is typically 5 − 12 MUSD/-
day1. Thus there is a great incentive to keep the number of inspections to a minimum
if a production shutdown is required.
Application of CM techniques requires a rational consideration of the investment
costs and benefits. Quantitative methods to compare potential cost savings when con-
sidering CM are available today [17]. The potential benefits of condition monitoring
can be summarized by:
• Reduced repair time and costs. A planned maintenance action reduces the costs
with respect to acquiring necessary labour resource, spare parts and tools. Use
of CM gives detailed knowledge of failures and repair requirements.
• Avoided revenue loss. An impending failure is detected well in advance, thus
the availability can be increased by planning actions at convenient times with
respect to known outage periods or periods with lower production require-
ments.
1On the Norwegian shelf, the production capacities typically vary between 80.000 and 200.000
BPD . 1 barrel ≈ USD 60 (2006).
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• Maintenance cost savings. Unnecessary maintenance work is avoided and sav-
ings can be achieved through reduction in maintenance induced failures, reduc-
tion in scheduled maintenance, reduced spares inventory and reduced planned
outage.
• Increased equipment lifetime. The CM allows longer service time, because the
life of each individual equipment item is utilized at a maximum level without
increase in damage severity. An incipient failure is stopped.
• Higher efficiency. Performance monitoring is useful in scheduling mainte-
nance actions such as e.g. cleaning of heat exchangers and washing of rotor
blades of a gas turbine.
• Sound basis for continuous improvement. The CM suits procedures for an effi-
cient evaluation to improve maintenance actions. By monitoring the condition
both before and after a maintenance action, means of improvement can easily
be detected.
• Improved safety assurance. Increased equipment knowledge reduces conse-
quences for personnel and environment due to primary and secondary damage
caused by machine failure.
Based on equipment criticality and the time from an incipient failure to a failure
occurrence, different CM policies are eligible and have to be evaluated. Off-line
surveillance generally requires less investment than on-line CM, and the reasonable
method is often visual inspection without use of any measuring devices. A more
objective approach is by use of condition measuring devices at regular intervals. Use
of CM equipment generally increases the pre-warning period before a failure occurs.
On-line CM is in general only beneficial for equipment where failures may have huge
consequences either for safety or costs.
2.5 Economic criteria
In addition to ensuring safe operations, management of ageing systems includes eco-
nomic evaluations. The ability to select cost-effective solution provides an important
competitive advantage. Measures like availability and efficiency are readily converted
to economic figures. Safety measures and risk reduction to achieve a specific safety
level also have their merits and price, but are in general not converted to an economic
value.
Economic analysis of overhaul and replacement decisions require a variety of data
inputs, either to make individual decisions or to study a class of assets. Two types of
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Figure 2.3: Optimal overhaul and replacement periods by using LCC and LCP cal-
culations.
data are needed for the economical evaluation — general economic data and specific
asset data (see 2.5.2).
2.5.1 Life Cycle Profit versus Life Cycle Costs
A common method to compare the economic features of alternatives is to apply Life
Cycle Costing (LCC). The alternative which results in the lowest LCC is generally
preferred. The benefit of applying the LCC concept is that the investment costs are
only considered as a part of the total cost. The LCC involves all costs associated
with the system life cycle i.e. it includes research and development, production and
construction, operating and maintenance and system retirement and phase-out costs
[18]. A weakness of the LCC methodology is the omission of the profit achieved by
a selected alternative. The Life Cycle Profit method recognizes this limitation, and
includes the income to evaluate the net profit instead of costs only, to classify the
benefit of a specific alternative. The alternative with lowest LCC does not always
equal the alternative which results in the highest LCP. In overhaul, replacement and
modification decision problems, this difference may often have an impact on the
optimum schedule for actions (see figure 2.3).
The cash flows identified by using the LCC and LCP method have to be compared on
the same basis. A common basis is the net present value criterion, which is expressed
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as:
NPV (β∗, N) =
N∑
n=0
β∗nF (n) (2.2)
where β∗ represent the annual discount rate 2, F (n) the net profit at year n, and N
the expected number of years to operate.
2.5.2 Generic and specific asset data
The challenge using LCP and LCC criteria is to select and collect necessary input
data. Some data are generic and independent of the asset to be evaluated, while other
data largely depends on the selected asset. The preferred technology and present
technical condition during operation are typical examples of asset properties in this
context.
The amount of data needed for the analysis depends on the required level of detail.
Looking at economic and financial aspects for a group of equipment items, it is nor-
mally sufficient to collect average data on purchase costs, operation and maintenance
expenditures, overhaul costs and salvage value. The disadvantage of such an ap-
proach occurs when the inhomogeneity of the group, with respect to the technical
condition, is large. While the mean net profit of the group is below acceptance cri-
teria, some of the items may have a high profit and should continue to operate for
a longer period. To consider the individual properties of each asset requires a much
higher degree of detail and the analysis is therefore generally more cost exhaustive.
On a detailed level, the individual properties which may/should be considered are:
• Capacity – depends on selected technology and the technical condition during
operation.
• Product quality – depends on selected technology, and the technical condition
during operation.
• Energy consumption – depends on the efficiency and may have a significant
effect on pollution taxes. The efficiency is a result of selected technology and
the technical condition during operation.
• Maintenance expenditure (including spares) –depends on selected technology,
time in service and the technical condition during operation.
• Overhaul costs – depends on selected technology, time in service and technical
condition.
2Annual discount rate, β∗ = 100+inflation
100+interest rate
.
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Figure 2.4: The effect of operation and maintenance on the technical condition, and
on the resulting net present value (NPV).
• Salvage value – depends on the technology, time in service and the technical
condition at replacement and market demands
A prediction of the future development for each of these properties has to be based on
historical data combined with expert knowledge. Figure 2.4 presents an overview of
different physical elements and objectives which may have an effect on the resulting
net present value (NPV) during operation.
The generic data relates either to the company policy regarding e.g. minimum at-
tractive rate of return (MARR) or to external condition such as e.g. authority re-
quirements and market constraints. Internal condition such as budget constraints and
production constraints may have a significant impact on the final decision. In addition
to these constraints, the following properties may have an influence — depreciation
schedules and tax allowances, property tax rates on assets, overhead rates on e.g.
maintenance parts and labour, and old price indices [12].
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2.5.3 Planning horizon
Technical systems are normally designed to operate for a specific number of years.
During operation, several overhaul and replacement actions have to take place to
maintain a specific standard. As the facilities reach the end of the operating hori-
zons, the probable profit resulting from overhaul, replacement or modification often
reduces. In the end, the decision may either be to overhaul or replace the equipment
one or two times before the final shut down. This end of horizon effect may be signif-
icant and should not be ignored. Although the predicted operating horizon is highly
uncertain in the early phases, the operating horizon becomes more predictable as the
age of the facility gets closer to the final shutdown.
Looking at slowly deteriorating systems, it may be even important to consider end of
horizon effect early in the life-cycle. Despite day-to-day maintenance on systems and
major equipment, replacement or major overhaul may be the only option to facilitate
continued operation. In general these actions are infrequent, and thus the historical
records (mean time to failure) are often insufficient. Use of condition monitoring is
therefore a necessity to improve the decision process.
2.6 Decision making
Ageing management can be described as engineering, operations and maintenance
actions to control within acceptable limits ageing degradation of systems, structures
and components.
Management of ageing systems involves decision processes to prioritize and select
between different activities to ensure a safe and cost effective operation. Decisions
relating to ageing management are often characterized by uncertainties and multiple
goals.
2.6.1 Uncertainties
Uncertainties are introduced by the physical properties of the system or equipment
item itself, change in environmental properties, imprecise measurements, lack of data
and inaccuracy in the prescribed decision model.
Starting with the physical properties of the equipment, the ability to withstand influ-
ence from the environment depends on the quality of the equipment itself. The qual-
ity is a result of the production process and is in general assumed to vary randomly
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within given limits. During operation, the equipment is influenced by different modes
of operation and external environmental factors causing the equipment to deteriorate.
These environmental properties generally vary randomly, but they may also vary as
functions of time due to the season and/or change in production plans etc. Other
properties tied to economic figures do also come into play here such as e.g. discount
rate, market and release of new technologies. A general problem in management of
ageing systems is the lack of data and the quality of that data which is available. As
a consequence, the statistical models of physical attributes becomes uncertain. Both
mean and variance may be affected. The process to fit data to statistical distributions
or stochastic processes should therefore be considered as a source of uncertainty.
The statistical models are based on data collected through measurements. The un-
certainty introduced by measurements may consist of several components, and the
International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) has divided these com-
ponents into two categories, according to the method used to estimate their numerical
values [19]:
• those which are evaluated by statistical methods,
• those which are evaluated by other means.
The first type of uncertainty is commonly classified as “random”, and the second as
“systematic”. The “random” effects often arise from real world phenomena. The
“systematic” errors may result from alack of precision and/or relevance in the in-
formation available. The last source of uncertainty is caused by the mathematical
models of the decision process. The models are general a simplification of real world
phenomena and decision processes, thereby introducing uncertainty (i.e. approxima-
tions, rounding errors„ etc.).
The “randomness” in the information can be managed through use of probalistic theo-
ries. By applying statistical methods, the historical records may be fitted to statistical
distribution or statistical processes.
Decision analysis provides methods for decision-making under conditions of uncer-
tainty and multiple objectives. These methods are therefore applicable for ageing
management decision making.
2.6.2 Decision analysis
Decision analysis (DA) is a general term which applies to modern microeconomics
and statistical theory for decision under uncertainty with multiple goals. DA provides
methodologies for both structuring decision situations and making rational choices
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[20]. DA analysis may be divided into two broad classes of problems. The first class
concentrates on one-time decisions, where a group of alternatives must be compared
on the basis of multiple competing goals. The second class involves sequential deci-
sions where uncertainties and probalistic dependencies are very important.
The decision problems often involve a trade off between multiple goals. In addition
to achieve a high profit, the production facility is generally required to keep a high
standard to avoid safety and environmental hazards. The latter demands often do not
coincide with economic goals, and the decision maker (DM) must therefore relax on
some requirements. Applying specific methodologies and techniques such as hazard
studies, fault-tree analysis and LCP analysis, the decision maker is capable of gener-
ating the input to an overall evaluation. To describe the overall planning process in
formal terms, Massam [21] has defined the General Planning Problem (GPP) as:
Given a set of U plans, and for each an evaluation on a set of V criteria,
for a set of W interest groups, classify the U plans in such a way as to
identify their relative attractiveness so that agreement among interested
groups is maximized.
A class of methods which considers the GPP is the "multi criteria decision making"
(MCDM) methods. The MCDM methods are concerned with the general class of
problems that involve multiple attributes, objectives and goals [22]. Attributes refer to
descriptors of the objective reality while objectives are closely identifiable with DM’s
needs and desires. An attribute becomes an objective when it is assigned a purpose,
a direction of desirability or improvement. Criteria are measures, rules and standards
that guide the decision making, and goals are fully identifiable with DM’s needs and
desires. Common methods within MCDM are the “multi-attribute utility theory”
(MAUT) and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Both are classified as additive
MCDM models [21]. The additive models seek to reduce the plan evaluation and
selection problem to one in which each of the alternate plans is classified using single
score which represents attractiveness. They use a multi-measure utility function that
allows an alternatives overall desirability to be computed based on how it performs
on a set of evaluation measures. Both MAUT and AHP have been applied to evaluate
system design and different reconditioning alternatives [23].
Sequential decisions are modelled using tools from stochastic optimization theory
and simulation. Typical solution methods within stochastic optimization are decision
trees, dynamic programming and scenario aggregation [24].
A decision tree consist of nodes and arcs. The nodes represents states, the arcs deci-
sions. In a stochastic environment the decision tree is extended to incorporate circular
nodes called chance nodes. Figure 2.5 presents an example of a decision tree includ-
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Figure 2.5: Basic set-up for a decision tree.
ing chance nodes. The chance nodes represent points in which chance and probabil-
ity plays a dominant role and reflect alternatives over which the DM has (effectively)
control. A third type of nodes, called terminal nodes, represents the ends of paths
from left to right through the decision tree. Each branch in the tree is checked, and
the best decision for each node is found by folding back from right to left. Due to
the stochastic nature, it is only possible to determine the best possible first decision.
The general approach is to chose a wait and observe strategy thus, a decision is only
made after observing the first step.
The decision tree has its advantages when the input state is known. When the input
state is known, the decision tree produce numbers in the leaves, which are not func-
tions of initial states (which is the result when using stochastic dynamic programming
(DP)). The folding back is therefore very simple and efficient. The strength of DP
lies in the number of cases which need to be investigated compared to the decision
tree 3. Figure 2.6 presents an example of dynamic programming.
Important aspects in dynamic programming are the time horizon, state variables, de-
3In the case of a decision problem evolving over 10 periods, each period involving 2 possible deci-
sion, the decision tree method would require 210 + 29 + 28 + ...+ 1 = 211 − 1 = 2047 calculations,
while DP only would require 20 calculations.
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Figure 2.6: Basic set-up for a dynamic programming.
cision variables, return functions, accumulated return functions, optimal accumulated
return function and transition functions. The time horizon refers to the number of
stages (time periods) in the problem. The stage will be represented by the variable
n, where n = 1...N . N is the time horizon or in this context the planning horizon.
The stage is the element in DP which transfers the problem from a multi-variable op-
timization problems, to a sequential series of mono-variable optimization problem.
State variables, zn ∈ Z, describe the state of the system, for example present tech-
nical condition related to safety. The set of all possible choices is reflected and/or
governed by the state at each stage. Decision variables, xn ∈ Xn are the variables
under one’s control. They can represent the decision to modify a plant, replace or re-
store an equipment etc. The transition function shows how the state variable changes
as a function of decisions, i.e the transition function dictates the state that will re-
sult from the combination of present state and the present decisions. The transition
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function can be expressed as [25]4:
zn−1 = zn ⊗ xn (2.3)
[ output of stage n ] = [ input to stage n ]⊗ [ decision made at stage n ]
A return function, rn(zn, xn), shows the immediate returns (costs or profits) as a
result of making a specific decision in a specific state. The sequential solution proce-
dure makes it necessary to keep track of all the returns accumulated in the decision
process as it proceeds from stage to stage. The accumulated returns calculated over
n-stages, given a particular state variable zn, are denoted by Jn(zn). The optimal
accumulated returns show the value of making the optimal decision based on an ac-
cumulated return function, in other words, the best return that can be achieved from
the present state until the end of the time horizon. A particular value of zn may give
rise to many possible decisions, xn, among which is a decision, x∗n, which gives rise
to an optimal n-stage accumulated return, J∗n(zn). This situation can be expressed by
the equation[25]:
J∗n(zn) = opt{rn(zn, xn)⊗ J∗n−1(zn−1)} ,∀ xn (2.4)
Once the N -stage optimal policy has been discovered, the N -component decision
vector can be recovered by tracing back through the N -stage transition function.
Scenario aggregation operates on an event tree, which is a tree that branches off for
each possible value of the random variable, P , in each stage. DP is considered to
be more flexible than scenario aggregation in terms of distribution of P , similar to
scenario aggregation with respect to decision variable xn but much more restrictive
with respect to state variable z [24]. Figure 2.7 presents an example of scenario ag-
gregation.
A methodology utilizing simulation is "influence diagrams", which are considered to
substitute conventional decision trees in modelling and solving real world decision
problems. It offers an effective representation of independencies between variables
compared to decision trees. An influence diagram consists of nodes which repre-
sents uncertain quantities or random variables. Lines joining the nodes represent
conditional dependencies/independencies between them. The problem is solved us-
ing Monte-Carlo methods, which combine the diagram with statistical variation into
simulation models. Random number generation is used to represent statistical aspects
of the system being modelled.
4Here the symbol ⊗ denotes any mathematical relationship between zn and xn, including addition,
subtraction, multiplication and root operators.
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Stage 0 
(Today)
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ending up with 
scenario sn
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Figure 2.7: Example of an event tree.
2.7 Final remarks to the chapter
Management of ageing systems includes all technical activities ensuring safe and
efficient operation through plant service life, including any extended life. It often
requires balancing between multiple and in some cases competitive goals. A general
challenge in management of ageing systems is lack of data and data quality i.e han-
dling uncertainties. Managing the ageing process means predicting and/or detecting
when a system or component within a system suffers from physical impairment or
is obsolete. It also includes taking appropriate corrective or mitigatory actions. The
sequentiality in the decision process, updating requirements and system knowledge
based on surveillance and the uncertainties in available information call for formal
methodologies provided by decision analysis. The process consists of:
1. definition of the objectives and criteria for which the systems are going to be
evaluated (safety, environment, economy, etc.);
2. selection of important plant systems and/or components for which ageing should
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be evaluated;
3. perform ageing management studies/evaluation for the prioritized systems
4. managing the ageing degradation in the selected systems by selecting proper
surveillance, maintenance and operations.
Several studies have been conducted and reported within this area, especially within
the Nuclear Power Plant Industry. The Nuclear Power Plant Industry and the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have published several technical documents
concerning proper life cycle management and ageing management to ensure safety
and sustainability [1], [26],[27], [28], [29].
Application of mathematical models in management of ageing systems is often di-
rected to ensure safety and environmental issues such as methodologies within Prob-
abilistic Safety Assessments focusing on the system reliability. Risk reduction may
also be measured in profit or costs but is generally treated separately. Probalistic
Safety Assessment analysis is thoroughly treated in several technical documents pro-
vided by IAEA e.g. [30],[31]. The topic is not discussed any further in this thesis.
The same applies for the process of defining objectives and criteria, and methodolo-
gies to prioritize system importance. Within the oil and gas industry the criteria are
directed to safety, environment, availability and costs. When it comes to maximize
the profit, the availability normally overrules the costs due to the high income, un-
til the reservoir becomes depleted, and the reduced production levels (or "tail end
production") alter the economics substantially.
The focus of this thesis is to provide a methodology for decision support in an ageing
system management context. These decisions and corresponding decision making
processes are often related to rare and sometimes one of a kind events. The basis of
the thesis is to utilise CM and description of system status as the key input elements
for the decision support. CM information can be provided on a system or plant level
utilising e.g. the approach of Technical Condition Index as described in section 2.3 or
at equipment level by utilising standard CM analysis. The decision support includes
a proposal for an inspection and replacement strategy. The extensions to traditional
models with respect to life cycle profit/cost calculations are to include scenarios de-
scribing the possibility of obsolescence due to improved technology and to handle
the effect of change in functional requirements (e.g. production demand) over the
life cycle. The latter also includes an assumption of remaining time to operate i.e.
the effect caused by defining a finite horizon.
Different types of economic models are discussed in chapter 3 and 4.
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Chapter 3
Economic optimizations
3.1 Introduction
Maintenance modelling includes organizational issues, logistic support issues, and
issues regarding the selection of maintenance strategies. A maintenance strategy in-
cludes both a description of activities and of the frequencies to carry out these activi-
ties. This chapter deals with existing mathematical models suitable to support main-
tenance engineers in managing ageing systems with respect to decisions concerning
inspections, overhauls, replacements and modifications. According to Dekker [32],
the subject of maintenance optimization models covers four aspects:
1. a description of a technical system, its function and its importance
2. modelling of the deterioration of the system with time and possible conse-
quences for the system
3. a description of the available information about the system and actions avail-
able to management
4. an objective function and optimization technique
Dependent on the modelling approach, the models may support strategic or tactical
decision problems (see section 2.2). Two distinct types of models have developed
within mathematical modelling in this area:
• Capital replacement models, and
• Stochastic inspection, repair and replacement models
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The capital replacement models reflect the managers point of view. Thinking of
equipment as an asset value, the manager strives to maximize the profit by choosing
the optimal strategy based on a balance between income and costs. Although techno-
logical and economic factors may be the principal drivers for equipment replacement,
maintenance costs and unavailability are also important here. Developments of cap-
ital replacement models are briefly covered in section 3.2. An extensive amount of
paper and theories has been published within the field of stochastic inspection, repair
and replacement models. Instead of fitting income and cost data to functional forms,
these models try to utilize information about the failure processes. Statistical distri-
bution or stochastic processes are used to describe the physical deterioration of the
equipment. Several authors, however, have claimed that several of these models have
little impact upon the solution of real maintenance problems [33], [16]. The absence
of sufficient data relating to maintenance problems of interest for a plausible model
to be fitted and validated, and the complexity of the models that are often proposed,
have been emphasized to support this statement. A brief presentation of different
stochastic models is given in section 3.3.
Condition monitoring (CM) has in recent years been adopted to a great extent in the
industry. Expensive equipment, high down-time costs, improved condition monitor-
ing methods and diagnostic tools favour use of this policy compared to the traditional
predetermined maintenance and corrective maintenance. Instead of looking at fail-
ure frequencies, the approach is to base the decision process on collecting data and
updating information about the present condition, diagnosis and severity analysis.
The nature of the decision process, including consideration of inspection tasks to re-
veal present condition, and the ongoing failure process, can nicely be modelled by
methods developed within finite discrete sequential decision problems in a stochas-
tic environment. These decision processes are often solved by applying techniques
classified as Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Chapter 4 presents an overview of
MDP and argues for the applicability of this modelling approach in an ageing man-
agement context. The MDP models are considered to belong to the class of stochastic
inspection, repair and replacement models.
3.2 Capital replacement modelling
In general, capital replacement is often regarded as a part of strategic planning of
capital expenditure. The strategy is to spend the capital in a reasonable manner with
the objective of minimizing expenses and maximizing profit. Replacement policies
consider all sorts of items and systems, from small components of a device to to-
tal production plants. There is, however, a major difference between the approach
selected when dealing with a component compared to a whole plant. In the com-
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ponent replacement case, the objective is to minimize the expected running cost per
unit time. Based on a predicted income and cost functions, the replacement models
seek to find the optimum balance between preventive maintenance costs and the risk
of incurred costs for corrective actions. For large expensive plant on the other hand,
economic factors such as discount factor, rate of inflation, interest rate and tax para-
meters are considered, with purchase, operation, maintenance and resale costs also
taken into account. The implication is that capital expenditure is planned over a cer-
tain specified period, the planning horizon. The planning horizon may have a finite
or an infinite length.
There are mainly two different approaches to solve capital replacement problems.
When the replacement policy aims at replacing equipment at fixed intervals due to
cost minimization (or profit maximization), this is normally termed economic life
policy. This is also the classical approach of modelling capital replacement problems.
Scarf and Hashem [34] have divided the economic life models even further into three
separate classes depending on the solution method applied. These classes are infinite,
variable finite (with length of the horizon as a function of decision variables) and
finite/fixed horizon methods (with variable number of replacement ’cycles’). A major
weakness in this type of policy is that it does not allow the decision maker to take
advantage of good equipment in the sense that it could continue to operate for a period
longer than its ’economic life’, nor will this policy dispose of bad equipment at an
early date.
The second approach within capital replacement modelling is termed cost limit mod-
els. These models, as opposed to economic life models, consider conditional infor-
mation available when a decision has to be made. They can be classified to be special
cases of Markov Decision Processes (see sec. 4). Using information about operating
cost on an individual basis, limits are put up to determine whether replacement of an
existing item is optimal or not. The input data and policies influencing the decision
process are described previously in chapter 2.
An extensive number of economic life models have been published in the literature.
The objective is to determine the optimum interval, t∗p , to maximize the total dis-
counted net benefits derived from operating the equipment over a long period of time.
The modelling approach can be illustrated as shown in figure 3.1. Earlier economic
life models (rent models) were basically all expressed as:
C(tp) =
1
tp
{
CCAP +
∫ tp
0
c(t)dt− S(tp)
}
(3.1)
where CCAP , c(t) and S(tp) are respectively the capital cost, the operating cost per
unit time and the resale value. Here C(t) represents the cost per unit time over a
single replacement cycle. The optimum value of t∗p is the economic life which min-
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Figure 3.1: Preventive replacement policy for capital equipment. The system/equip-
ment is put into operation at age t = 0. When its age, or accumulated operating
time, t, reaches a pre-specified value tr, it is replaced with a new identical one with
replacement time Tr. The replacement cycle is tp = tr + Tr. Tr is often small
compared to tr such that tp = tr when (tr  Tr).
imizes equation 3.1. Another criterion well established and widely used is the total
discounted cost over all times, expressed as:
C(tp) =
{
CCAP +
∫ tp
0 c(t)β
tdt− S(tp)
}
(1− βtp) β < 1 (3.2)
where β represents the annual discount rate (tp = tr). The criterion given by eq.
3.1 suffers from the assumption that costs do not change with time i.e. the discount
rate equals one. Eq. 3.2 becomes invalid if β ≥ 1, which in some cases makes the
criterion inapplicable for use. Further, it has been emphasised that criterion 3.2 lacks
credibility in an unsteady economy, because the optimum economic life is based on
cost estimates for an indefinite number of replacements across future decision points
[35]. Technological developments are nor considered in these criterion. However,
due to their simplicity, such models have been used extensively by many authors.
The economic life models (or criterion) are often classified according to length of the
planning horizon. The criteria above belong to the group of infinite horizon models.
These types of models have also been named stationary long-term models by Dekker
[36]. The infinite planning period is just a concept that allows performance of some
convenient tricks in the modelling process. Even though their credibility may be dis-
cussed, the infinite horizon models give an indication of the optimal interval between
replacements.
Due to the weaknesses of the former models, several criteria within the class of finite
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horizon models have been developed. Finite horizon models are the methods within
economic life models that are desired and accepted for use in real world applications.
The term “discounted rent criterion” was introduced in 1984 by Christer [37]. The
replacement period is identified as the interval which optimises a regular annual rent,
W (N). The total rent must equate to the total discounted cost/benefit at the end of
the planning horizon. Looking at costs, we seek the solution to minimise W (N),
where the regular annual rent is calculated as:
W (N) =
NPV (β,N)∑N
i=1 β
i
(3.3)
Here, the cost profile NPV (β,N) is presented as discrete sums, payable at the end
of a period. The NPV over a single cycle of integer length N is generally expressed
as:
NPV (β,N) =
N∑
i=1
Ciβ
i +K(N)βN (3.4)
where K(N) expresses an income at age N . An alternative criterion often applied is
the net discounted present value per unit time given by [37]:
NPV (N) =
NPV (β,N)
N
(3.5)
The concept of two-cycle models was introduced by Christer and Goodbody [35] to
determine optimum replacement age for fork lift trucks in an unsteady economy. The
criterion function to be minimised was expressed as1:
NPV (n, k, l) =
{∫ k
0 c(n+ t)β
tdt+ βk
(
CCAP +
∫ l
0 c(t)β
tdt+ βlCCAP
)}
(k + l)
β > 0
(3.6)
which represents the total discounted cost per unit time of operating a plant cur-
rently n years old for a further k years, maintainig/upgrading it with possible dif-
ferent equipment models, and operating for a further l years before again replacing
equipment models of same type, N = k + l (see figure 3.2). The advantage of us-
ing the two cycle model is primarily the relatively short term estimates of costs and
discount rate needed, compared to the required assumptions using infinite horizon
models. The formulation also had the advantages of coping with variable discount
rate and the situation in which discount factor β ≥ 1. The model was later extended
to include the influence of tax parameters, but the inclusion showed very little in-
fluence on the replacement age mainly due to tax legislation prevailing at that time
[38]. Scarf and Hashem [34] have classified this model as a variable finite horizon
model, because the length of the horizon is a function of the decision variables. In
1The salvage value (resale value), S(n), has not been explicitly incorporated into the criterion func-
tion, but the expression can readily be modified simply by subtracting the value from CCAP ,
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l
runrun
now buy, sell
time
k
buy, sell
Figure 3.2: Two cycle replacement model [39].
some cases, the breakdown cost may be significant, causing a financial problem for
the manager/owner. Scarf and Christer [40] extended the two-cycle model to include
such penalties. They determined replacement policies for medical ventilator equip-
ment for a range of values of the penalty cost. The inclusion of a penalty cost has also
been used in the decision problem to select optimum replacement periods for a mixed
fleet of buses [41]. The penalty cost was included when the number of failures ex-
ceeded the number of spares available, assuming that the failures occurred according
to a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. Scarf [33] states that "the model proposed is
flexible in that: the plant in a particular sub-fleet may themselves be of differing ages
and specification; technological change is allowed for in that costs relating to replace-
ment plant may be assigned as appropriate; the assignment of equipment to sub-fleets
would be under the control of the fleet operator, along with some indication of the
sub-fleets which are candidates for replacement." A weakness of the model proposed
is that the optimum value of the horizon length (k+ l) depends on the choice of sub-
fleets to be replaced. To avoid difficulties in selecting sub-fleets to be replaced first
and second etc., a modified model by notionally fixing the length of horizon, N , was
proposed by Scarf & Hashem [34]. They calculate optimum policies for a range of
horizons, and select a horizon not too large, but large enough in order not to increase
costs by imposing a poorly scheduled replacement. Within a horizon, they operate
with a variable number of operate-sell-and-buy cycles, O. The model is also capa-
ble of incorporating technological changes which they term a “Non-like-with-like”
replacement. In the model, it is possible to describe several sub-fleets (technologies),
Φ. The current sub-fleets (technologies) in use is indexed by u = 1, . . . , φ and new
replacement sub-fleets are indexed by u = φ + 1, . . . , φ + O. The fleet size may be
constant (vi = vφ+i∀i) or variable, with sub-fleet sizes vφ+i(i = 1, . . . , O). They
let Li(i = 1, . . . , O) express time from beginning of ith cycle to the replacement of
sub-fleet i, and calculate the total discounted cost for a given replacement schedule
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over the horizon, N , by:
NPV (β,O,L1, . . . , LO;N) =
O∑
i=1
βmi
{
mi∑
t=mi−1+1
ci(t)βt−mi−
1
2 + viCCAP φ+i − Si(mi)
}
(3.7)
where mi =
∑i
j=0 Li. Here, ci(·) is the age related operating cost of the whole fleet
in cycle i, and Si(·) is the salvage value of plant in sub-fleet i. The costs and salvage
value are expressed as:
ci(t) =
φ+i−1∑
u=i
vu∑
j=1
cu(τuj + t), (i = 1, . . . , O),
Si(mi) =
vi∑
j=1
si(τij +mi), (i = 1, . . . , O),
where τij(i = 1, . . . , φ+O; j = 1, . . . , vi) is the current age of plant. CCAP φ+i is the
cost of each replacement (to buy a new) in sub-fleet φ+ i (i = 1, . . . , O). Using the
rent criterion described in eq. 3.3, they studied replacement schedules for a fleet of
buses. They concluded that it was difficult to determine optimal retirement policy for
the fleet as a whole, because both the usage and maintenance level were uncertain for
those sub-fleets which were partially retired. They further emphasised that the length
of the planning horizon needs to be chosen with some care, due to discontinuities in
the models first derivate. This model represents a state of the art of economic life
modelling, capable of incorporating several sub-fleets (also new technologies), and
is easily extendable to incorporate penalty costs and end-of-horizon effects which
merit study. Bouamra [42] discusses variations and use of the above model and other
capital replacement models.
3.3 Stochastic inspection, repair and replacement models
An extensive amount of paper has been published within maintenance optimisation
of units or systems subjected to stochastic deterioration. The literature has frequently
been reviewed. Based on the objective of the review, each has proposed a new clas-
sification scheme. Some of the most widely known reviews are (in chronological
order):
• Sherif and Smith (1981) [524 references] [43]
• Thomas (1986) [46 references] [44]
• Valdez-Flores and Feldman (1989) [129 references] [45]
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• Cho and Parlar (1991) [123 references] [46]
• Dekker (1996) [132 references] [32]
The survey by Cho and Parlar discusses different classification schemes based on
previous reviews. They summarise possible criteria of classifying stochastic main-
tenance models, and present a list of eight bullets: (a) information availability, (b)
single-unit or multi unit system, (c) time-event/action relationship, (d) state event/ac-
tion relationship, (e) model types, (f) optimisation criterion, (g) methods of solution
and (h) planning horizon.
Information availability addresses the decision makers (DM) knowledge of the dete-
rioration process and system state upon a decision. Sherif and Smith [43] distinguish
e.g. between stochastic models under risk, and under uncertainty. Under risk, the dis-
tribution of time to failure is assumed to be known, while under uncertainty this as-
sumption is not imposed. Decker [32] states that the latter models have to be based on
adaptive policies. The models can be subdivided even further based on information
availability. Some models assume that the state of the system is known with certainty
at all times, while others state that the condition is only available through inspection.
The former models have been termed preventive models and the latter preparedness
models [43]. In some cases, the deterioration process can only be partially observed
due to no inspections or insufficient inspection techniques. The degradation of the
system is thus only stochastically known. The theory of partially observed Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs) is concerned with such problems. MDP is covered in
chapter 4.
A frequently applied classification scheme is to distinguish between single-unit and
multi-unit systems. While the review by e.g. Sherif and Smith (1981) [43] covers
both areas, the review by Valdez-Flores and Feldman (1989) [45] applies only to
single unit systems, and the review by Thomas (1986) [44] and Cho and Parlar (1991)
[46] only concentrates on multi-unit systems.
The single-unit models seek the optimal strategy based on a deterioration model
and economic values governing the unit. Using a model classification approach, the
single-unit system models may be divided into several sub categories such as age
replacement models, minimal repair models, shock models, inspection and inspec-
tion/repair/replacement models.
Age (dependent) replacement models seek the replacement interval which minimises
the total operating cost per time unit by balancing the risk of failure forcing a cor-
rective maintenance action (costly), and the probability of survival and subsequently
a preventive maintenance action (less expensive) [16]. An extension to the origi-
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nal age-dependent policy is to include age-dependent costs, which reflects increased
maintenance burden or reduced productivity as a function of the age since last re-
newal.
While age replacement models follow a renewal theory, assuming the system is set
back to as-good-as new condition after repair, the minimal repair models assume
that the rate of occurrence of failure (ROCOF) of the system remains as it was just
before failure. Since the ROCOF increases with age, it would become increasingly
expensive to maintain operation by minimal repairs. Therefore the minimal repair
models seek a policy which determines the optimal time to replace (renew) the system
instead of repairing it. Ascher and Feingold [16] and Valdez-Flores and Feldman
[45] present an extensive overview of models based on the concept of minimal repair
modelling.
An optimal solution for replacement of systems subjected to random shocks is often
a control-limit policy. Each shock causes damage to the systems and the damage
accumulates additively until replacement or failure. Both the time between shocks
and the damage caused by a shock are random variables [45]. A usual approach is to
apply a nondecreasing Markov process to describe the cumulative damage caused by
the shocks.
The standard inspection models (or periodic inspections) usually assume that the state
of the system is completely unknown unless an inspection is performed. The stan-
dard inspection models assume that a component is inspected at fixed intervals, with
subsequent replacement when at inspections the component turns out to have failed.
If a component fails before it is inspected, it stays inoperative until it is inspected.
Some models also consider problems where the inspection does not reveal the true
status of the system thus, the information obtained through inspection is not reliable.
The Delay Time Model (DTM) and modelling by partially observable Markov de-
cision process (POMDP) are capable of handling such decision problems. POMDP
is discussed in section 4.3. The DTM tries to determine the distribution of the time
from which a potential failure could be observed to that at which a failure occurs.
The motivation for such an approach is that the uncertainty in estimating only a small
part of the life cycle (the last part) should be less than the uncertainty in estimating
the distribution of the total life cycle. The delay-time is similar to the P-F interval 2 in
an RCM context [47]. Baker and Christer [48] provide an comprehensive overview
of the delay-time model and its extensions.
The repair and inspections models (or condition based maintenance) can be consid-
ered as an extension to the standard inspection models. As the system deteriorates,
following a nondecreasing stochastic process, the decision maker has to decide at
2P-F interval: The time from which a Potential failure can be detected to that at which the Failure
occurs.
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which condition the system should be repaired and/or replaced, and to select a time
for the next inspection to take place. A usual approach to solve the sequential de-
cision problem is to apply a Markov decision process (MDP) method. The MDP
methods also have the capability to model multi-unit systems[49].
The multi-unit models seek optimal maintenance strategy for components which
have economic dependencies, structural dependencies, and/or stochastic (failure) de-
pendencies. Economic dependence implies that cost can be reduced when several
components are jointly maintained due to reduced down time cost, and/or other lo-
gistic support costs. Structural dependencies apply if maintenance of a failed com-
ponent implies maintenance of other components as well. If the state of a component
influences the lifetime distribution of other components or if there are causes outside
the system which bring about simultaneous failures (common-cause failures), these
are termed stochastic dependencies. Wildeman [7] has divided the multi-component
models (grouping of single-unit maintenance activities) into two major classes —
stationary grouping and dynamic grouping. The classification is according to their
planning aspects.
The stationary models provide static rules for grouping of maintenance activities,
but they provide no framework to take the short-term information into account. The
stationary models are applicable in selecting interval for corrective maintenance ac-
tivities, preventive maintenance activities and combinations of these. The latter is not
necessarily planned in advance, but set-up savings can be obtained if maintenance of
a component (both corrective and preventive) yields an opportunity for maintenance
of other components. The disadvantage of so-called opportunistic maintenance mod-
els is that it is often not known in advance which actions will be taken, thus the
benefit obtained by planning activities and work preparations diminishes. A simple
multi-unit optimisation model is the block-replacement model presented by Barlow
and Hunter in early 1960 [50]. Dekker et al [8] used a penalty function in what they
called joint replacement in an operational planning phase. The penalty function re-
flected the cost of shifting a single unit replacement interval from its optimum to fit
the optimal interval for the group of items.
According to Wildeman the dynamic grouping can be subdivided into two categories:
finite horizon and rolling horizon models. The finite horizon models incorporate the
residual value of the system at the end of the horizon whereas the rolling-horizon
models consider a new horizon once a decision on the finite horizon is implemented
(according to short-term circumstances). These opportunity maintenance models
utilise the accumulated system knowledge and seek grouping alternatives that mini-
mize costs. The area of multi-unit optimisation models has recently been reviewed
by Dekker et al [51], Wildeman [7] and Andersen [9]. Dekker & Plasmeijer [52]
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have presented a case study applying a multi-component model. They compared a
joint-to-joint maintenance strategy of grouping aged adjacent road segments to obtain
economies of scale versus maintaining a whole road stretch in one operation. They
also considered the merits in maintaining segments of different lanes.
Several methods exists to solve the stochastic inspection/repair /replacement mod-
els mentioned above. If it is impossible to derive a closed form solution, the model
may be solved by simulation, stochastic programming or other operational research
techniques e.g. linear programming, dynamic programming, mixed-integer program-
ming, nonlinear-programming [43], [53],[54].
Most models assume an infinite horizon and seek solutions to minimize the long-
term operational cost. The assumption of an infinite-horizon in general simplifies the
solution methods. In some cases though, the assumptions of an infinite horizon can
not be justified and methods to solve finite-horizon models have to be used. Typical
objective functions are to minimize the accumulated long term costs or discounted
costs. A common approach is also to seek the solution which minimises the cost per
unit time.
3.4 Summary
The main objective of all models presented in this context is either to reduce cost or
to maximize profit. Based on the objective of this thesis, presented in chapter 1.3,
the solution provided by MDP is considered to be a practical approach. The ability
to utilize condition monitoring data and to connect the observed or predicted state
with different attributes such as operating costs, maintenance costs etc. are important
properties of MDPs. Some solution techniques also provide the ability to include
need for inspections and fixed horizon. The features and limitations of MDP, and
present application of such models are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
The Markov decision process
4.1 Introduction
The Markov decision process (MDP) originates from the principles of dynamic pro-
gramming introduced by Bellman in 1957 [55]. The new numerical method which he
presented sought solution of sequential decision problems. The basic elements of the
method are the “Bellman principle of optimality” and “functional equations”. The
basic principles of the method can be illustrated as follows.
Consider a system being observed over a finite or infinite time horizon split into
periods or stages. At each stage, the state of the system is observed and a decision has
to be made. The decision influences the state to be observed at the next stage either
deterministically or stochastically, and depending on the state and the decision to be
made, an immediate reward is gained. The expected total rewards from the present
stage until the end of the planning horizon are expressed as a value function. The
relation between the value function at the present stage and the one at the following
stage is expressed by the functional equation (recurrence relation). Optimal decision,
depending on stage and state, is determined by backwards step by step maximizing
the right hand side of the functional equation. This way of determining an optimal
policy is based on the Bellman principle of optimality which says ([55], p. 83):
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and
initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal
policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision.
The Markov Decision Process was introduced in 1960 by Howard [56], and combined
the work of Bellman with the well established theory of Markov chains. Do to the
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nature of Markov chains, Howard also presented an optimisation technique which he
named policy iteration. The technique was efficient in solving problems modelled as
Markov decision processes with infinite horizons. The solution technique presented
by Bellman was named value iteration, today also known as stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming or successive approximation. While the policy iteration method is only
applicable to infinite horizon problems, the value iteration method may also be used
to solve finite horizon problems [57].
Selecting an appropriate method depends on the problem to be solved. The main
features of stochastic dynamic programming versus policy iteration is presented in
table 4.1. The infinite discounted MDP can also be solved by Linear Programming
(LP). LP is a general technique and does not take advantage of the special structure
of MDPs. To be specific, White and White (1989) [57] comment that policy iter-
ation method is a simplex method with block pivoting. While the policy iteration
method focuses on changing the plan until an optimal plan is attained, the value iter-
ation focuses on changing the value function until it becomes sufficiently close to the
stationary optimal strategy. Several extensions of the solution algorithms have been
published to make them more efficient and to make them capable of solving specific
problems. The principles are briefly discussed in e.g., [57].
In this thesis, the value iteration method has been selected. The main reasons for this
are the ability to:
• optimize over a fixed/finite horizon that enables evaluation of end of horizon
effects
• handle non-cyclic time dependent variation in demand such as production pro-
file, forecast of turnarounds, forecast of new technologies
• incorporate a time variant and huge transition probability matrix (based on
models of deterioration functions and results from condition monitoring)
In addition, the value iteration process provides a simple mathematical and intuitive
formulation.
The following section will briefly present the basic Markov Decision processes. The
limitations are discussed and some extensions (improvements) are presented. The
contents are mainly based on the work of Bertsekas (1987)[58], Tijms (1986) [59],
and the review of White & White (1989)[57].
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the policy and value iteration methods.
Policy Iteration Value Iteration (stochastic
dynamic programming)
Mathematical formula-
tion
More complex Simple
State space Small (few hundred) due to inver-
sion of an uxu matrix
Capable of handling thousands of
states
Time (stage) dependent
input/output
Possible only to incorporate
cyclic variation
Easy to incorporate
Application Infinite horizon Both finite and infinite horizon
Efficiency Convergence after few iteration Convergence rather slow a
Results Exact solution Not exact (infinite solution)
aCan be improved by use of error bounds
4.2 Description of Markov decision process
A Markov decision process is a controlled stochastic process satisfying the Markov
property with cost assigned to state transitions 1. A Markov decision problem is a
Markov decision process together with a performance criterion. A solution to Markov
decision problems is a policy (piit), mapping states actions, that determines states tran-
sitions to maximise profit (or minimise cost) according to the performance criterion.
A Markov decision process describes the dynamics of an agent interacting with a sto-
chastic environment. Given an initial state or distribution over states and a sequence
of actions, the Markov decision process describes the subsequent evolution of the
system state over a finite or infinite sequence of times referred to as the stages of the
process. A discrete Markov decision process is defined with the following properties
[59]:
• system state i ∈ Z (Z is the set of M possible states) is recorded only in
discrete moments of time n, n+ 1, . . .
• in each moment of time (n, n + 1, . . .) a decision x ∈ X(i) is made X(i) is
the set of possible decision when the system is in state i.
1The Markov property states that [60]: Given that a system is in a state i at time t (s(t) < i), the
future states (s(t+ v)) do not depend on the previous states s(u), u < t.
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• after the decision x has been made in state i a reward r(i, x) is incurred
• after the decision x has been made in state i at time n the system will transit
to state j at time n + 1 with probability pij(x) = p[z(n + 1) = j|z(n) =
i, x(n) = x]
The dynamics of a MDP is described by the conditional transition probabilities,
which has the property that:∑
j∈Z
pij(x) = 1 ∀i ∈ Z, x ∈ X(i) (4.1)
and
0 ≤ pij(x) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ Z, j ∈ Z, x ∈ X(i) (4.2)
The objective of the MDP is to find the optimal policy (pi∗)according to a selected
decision criterion. There are basically two alternative criteria:
• maximisation of the total (cumulative) expected discounted reward
• maximisation of the average reward per unit time
The criteria may alternatively be to minimise the total expected discounted cost or
to minimise the average cost per unit time. The planning horizon may be finite,
infinite or random. For the sake of simplicity, the mathematical expressions of the
objective functions are only presented for finite horizon MDPs in the following text.
Let N < ∞ be the number of decision epochs in a finite planning horizon problem.
If the objective, h, is to maximise the total expected discounted reward over a finite
horizon, N , it is mathematically expressed as:
maxh(z0) = max
x0,...,xN−1
Ei
z1,...,zT
{
N−1∑
n=0
βn−1r(zn, xn) + βNr(zN )
}
(4.3)
whereEi is the expectation operator, conditioned on z0 = i. β represents the discount
rate, z0 is the known initial state, and r(zN ) is the terminal reward associated with
state of the system at the end of the last period. The objective function is subjected
to the state transition probabilities, pij where:
pij = p(zn+1 = j|zn = i, xn), i, j = 1, . . . ,M ;n = 0, . . . , N − 1)
The solution to the objective function 4.3 is an optimal policy pi∗n, which is a func-
tion of stage n and the initial condition z0. The optimal policy only recommends
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the optimal first decision, x∗0, due to the stochastic nature of the problem. In gen-
eral, the result is a look-up table which determines the optimal decision x∗n based on
present stage n and condition zn. When n → ∞ and β ≥ 1, the total expected dis-
counted reward criterion may not be defined. However, the average expected reward
per decision epoch MDP may be used as a criterion when β ≤ 1.
In a finite-horizon MDP the only applicable solution method is the value-iteration
algorithm. The mathematical formulation of this procedure is:
Jn(zn) = max
xn
{
r(zn, xn) + β
M∑
j=1
pijJn+1(zn+1 = j)
}
(4.4)
where zn = 1, . . . ,M and n = 1, . . . , N − 1. A terminal cost JN (zN ) is incurred at
the end-of-horizon, given that the system is in state zN , that is:
JN (zN ) = r(zN ), zn = 1, . . . ,M
The MDP is solved recursively as described in chapter 2.6. Starting at the end of
horizon and tracing the optimum decisions, x∗n, that are selected for every state, for
all time periods (stages), the optimal policy is expressed as:
pi∗n = {µ0(z0), . . . , µN−1(zN−1)}
where µ is a function mapping the decision xn based on the condition zn, i.e. xn =
µn(zn).
For the basic MDP problem there is a strong linkage between inspection and decisions
(actions.) Since the state of the system at n + 1 is only known probabilistically at
n, the decision-maker can only select an activity after the state zn becomes known,
i.e. in the beginning of stage n+ 1. Thus an inspection has to be performed before a
decision can be made.
In addition to this assumption, the basic MDP also assumes that the condition can
be revealed without uncertainty after each inspection. This implicitly means that the
inspection technology is considered free of systematic and random errors.
To summarize, the following assumptions apply to a basic MDP:
1. system being modelled evolves over time according to a finite Markov chain.
2. at each stage the condition has to be revealed by an inspection before a decision
can be made
3. the condition state of the system is revealed without uncertainty after each
inspection
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The next section discusses some improvements to relax the latter two assumptions
concerning the information pattern i.e. what the decision maker knows at a decision
epoch.
4.3 Applications and extension of the basic MDPs
Due to the limitations of the standard MDPs, several improvements have been pro-
posed and adopted in real world problem solving. The main modifications have been
done either to relax the assumption of inspection at each stage and each decision, or to
handle the assumptions regarding uncertainty in the inspection output. Two methods
which relax the assumption regarding required inspections are Semi-Markov prob-
lem formulation and state-augmentation. The techniques from state-augmentation are
also utilised in Partially Observed Markov Decision processes (POMDP) to handle
the uncertainty in the inspection output. In PODMP the transition probabilities Pij
and return function r are known for all states. The performed observations, however,
only infer probabilities for the various states in Z. In the basic MDP, the components
of the model such as transition probabilities and discount rate are assumed known. If
these components depend upon a fixed, but unknown, parameter Θ, a special struc-
tured POMDP occurs which is known as Adaptive Markov decision process.
4.3.1 Semi-Markov Decision process
Instead of requiring an inspection at each decision epoch, the Semi-Markov decision
process seeks decision epochs where the information gained by the inspection is con-
sidered profitable compared to the cost of performing the inspection. An inspection
still has to be performed before a decision can be made, but a decision does not have
to be made at each stage. The general form of a Semi-Markov objective function is:
Jn(zn) = max
xn,∆τ
{
r(zn, xn) +
M∑
j=1
(
∆τ∑
τ=1
βτP τij
)
Jn+1(zn+∆τ = j)
}
(4.5)
where ∆τ is the period to the next decision.
4.3.2 State-augmentation
The technique termed state-augmentation enables use of MDP methods when the
state of condition at present decision epoch is unknown or uncertain. The basic prin-
ciple of state-augmentation is to redefine the original state space Z, to a new state
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Table 4.2: An example
Do nothing zn+1 Repair zn+1
xn = a 1 2 3 xn = b 1 2 3
1 0.8 0.2 1 1.0
zn 2 0.5 0.5 zn 2 0.9 0.1
3 1.0 3 0.7 0.3
space I , which accounts for all the information available for the decision maker and
relevant for future decisions. The new state space at decision epoch n, In, includes
the entire history of measured states up to n, and the decision made up to n − 1. As
an example, assume that the condition is exactly revealed by an inspection, but that
the decision maker is allowed to make a decision prior to an inspection. In the ex-
treme case, where the condition is never measured throughout the planning horizon,
the augmented state is:
In = {z0, x0, x1, . . . , xn−1}; n = 1, 2, . . . , N
I0 = {z0} (4.6)
Here, z0 is the condition at the start of the planning horizon, which is assumed to be
known. From these equations it can be seen that In = {In−1, xn−1}. Before using
the state information (In) in a dynamic program, the relationship between In and the
probability distribution of zn has to be established. These probabilities are calculated
using Bayes’ law:
pn(zn = j|In) = prob(zn = j, In)
prob(In)
=
∑
i p(zn = j|zn−1 = i, xn−1)pn−1(zn−1 = i|In−1)∑
j
∑
i p(zn = j|zn−1 = i, xn−1)pn−1(zn−1 = i|In−1)
,
j = 1, . . . ,M (4.7)
To see how the new information state transition probabilities are calculated, a simple
example incorporating two possible decisions xn = {a, b} at each decision epoch
and three possible states zn = {1, 2, 3} is presented. The two possible decisions
are; a= do nothing, b=repair. The states range from 1 denoting a new condition to 3
denoting a bad condition. The one-step transition probabilities are presented in table
4.2.
Figure 4.1 shows a decision tree for the decision problem. From table 4.2 it is easily
seen that p1(z1 = 1|I1) = p1(z1|z0 = 1, x0 = a) = 0.8, p1(z1 = 2|I1) = 0.2 and
p1(z1 = 3|I1) = 0. Here, the denominator of eq. 4.7 equals 1. If the decision is
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no action in two consecutive decision epochs (I2 = {z0 = 1, x0 = a, x1 = a}), the
distribution of the true condition state at n = 2 on I2, P2|I2 is:
P2|I2 =
 p2(z2 = 1|I2)p2(z2 = 2|I2)
p2(z2 = 3|I2)
 =
 0.8 · 0.8 = 0.640.8 · 0.2 + 0.5 · 0.2 = 0.26
0.5 · 0.2 = 0.10

Equation 4.7 is repeated for all possible combinations of state conditional on the state
of information In, and for all decision epochs n, that is:
pn(zn|In) ∀zn,∀In,∀n (4.8)
Using the state of information, In, the dynamic programming formulation is given
by:
Jn(In) = maxxn
{∑M
i=1 pn(zn = i|In)r(zn, xn)
+βJn+1(In+1)
}
∀In, n = 0, . . . , N − 1 (4.9)
The disadvantage of the state space transformation is the increase in size of the prob-
lem. While the original MDP involved M states per stage, the new state space In,
involves vn information states, where v is the number of possible activities which can
be applied to the facility. Thus, having the option of two different activities over a
period of 10 decision epochs involves consideration of 210 = 1024 different infor-
mation states.
Madanat [61] has used the state augmentation technique to develop a model where
the inspections are no longer required to take place prior to a maintenance and repair
decision. To allow for the option of an inspection at the beginning of every time
period, the information state at stage n is described by:
In = {z0, x0, ϑ1 · z1, x1, . . . , xn−1, ϑn · zn}; t = 1, 2, . . . , N
I0 = {z0} (4.10)
where the variable ϑn = 1 at an inspection and ϑn = 0 otherwise. Through an empir-
ical comparison on the minimum expected life cycle cost, he presents the benefit of
the latter model compared to a standard MDP and a Semi-Markov model under vary-
ing standard error of forecasting. The disadvantage of the more complex decision
model is however the increasing state space. Using eq. 4.10, the number of states to
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Figure 4.1: Decision tree showing 3 states and 2 possible options in each decision
epoch.
which the recursion equation has to be applied at stage n is equal to (v · (1 +M))n.
For a problem of 3 condition levels, and 3 possible activities over a period of 10 years
this equals 6.19 · 1010 states.
4.3.3 Partially observed Markov decision processes
The state augmentation technique is also suitable for problems with imperfect inspec-
tions [57], [62]. These problems are generally termed Partially Observed Markov
Decision Processes (POMDP). A POMDP method termed The Latent Markov deci-
sion Process (LMDP) has been presented to handle the presence of random errors in
measurement of the condition of infrastructure facilities [62], [63], [64]. The result of
an inspection, measuring the performance of the facility, is probabilistically related to
the true performance through a known probability mass function q(zˆn = k|zn = j),
where zˆn and zn is the measured and true condition at the start of stage n respectively
. k is indices of elements in the set of discrete condition states. The new state In is
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expressed as:
In = {I0, x0, zˆ1, x1, . . . , zˆn−1, xˆn, zˆn} n = 1, . . . , N
I0 = {zˆ−τ ′ , . . . , zˆ−1, x−1, zˆ0}
where τ ′ denotes number of years between the first inspection of facility and start
of the planning horizon. By this redefinition, the state space In = {In−1, xn−1, zˆn}
evolves in a Markovian way. Because the basic LMDP model assumes the inspection
schedule to be fixed, a model which relaxes on this requirement has been proposed
[64]. The state space is extended to incorporate the inspection decision in a similar
manner to that presented in eq. 4.10. The model operates on the information vector
Pt|It instead of It. The reason for this redefinition is to utilize the technique re-
ferred to as “sufficient statistics”. While the states In are impossible to compare, the
information vector Pn|In allows for a direct comparison of corresponding elements.
When two states have similar or almost similar values they are combined into a single
state, which reduces the number of replications of the objective function J(Pn|In).
4.3.4 Adaptive Markov decision processes
If the transition probabilities Pij , reward function r and/or discount rate β depend
upon a fixed, but unknown parameterΘ, a specially structured PODMP occurs termed
Adaptive Markov Decision Processes [57]. The parameter Θ is assumed to take a
known prior distribution, and is completely unobserved.
4.4 Application of MDP in ageing system management
Markov decision processes modelling comprises an efficient method for handling se-
quential decision problems, which typically are of concern in condition based main-
tenance. The MDP has been applied to a variety of CBM applications, especially
within civil engineering concerning pavement and bridge maintenance management.
The main reason is the huge amount of data already available based on inspection
records, which is often the major problem in maintenance optimization. The liter-
ature within pavement management has been concerned with both development of
new efficient optimisation procedures and handling of data records in a Markovian
framework.
The Latent Markov Decision Process is a method developed to support decision prob-
lems in the area of pavement management [63],[62] and [64]. The LMDP explicitly
recognizes the presence of random errors in the measurement of facility condition.
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The LMDP algorithm has been developed to solve problems with an unconstrained
inspection frequency. The solution method is based on POMDP applying the tech-
nique of state-augmentation, and an optimal solution is found by the value-iteration
methodology. The LMDP is a single-unit, discrete optimization procedure and does
not seek solution to problems on the network-level. Madanat and Ben-Akiva [64]
suggests that the LMDP could be extended to a network-level including e.g. bud-
get constraints through the use of “random policies”. A randomized policy does not
specify a single optimal activity for each state of the system, but it specificies opti-
mal probabilities for different activities for each state of the system. This has been
described by Smilowitz and Madenat [65]. They express the true condition state at n
conditional on I as P |I∀I 2. They reduce the number of information vectors (P |I)n
by pair-wise comparison of corresponding elements. When two states are found to
have equal, or almost equal, values of (P |I)n, they are combined to a single state,
which reduces the required computational effort. They further define a decision vari-
able Wx(P |I)n, which denotes the fraction of facilities in information vector P |I to
which activity x is applied in time n. The budget constraints are solved by linear
programming, where Wx(P |I)n is the decision variable. It should be noted here that
the main limiting factors on the problem size are the number of condition states and
the level of discretization, since the number of these two factors determines the size
of the state space.
Ellis, Jiang and Corotis [66] have developed an exact POMDP implementation, to
remove the possible effect of discretization on the optimal policy space-effects that
continuous (exact) solution approaches do not produce. They comment on the com-
putational burden by solving POMDPs (the main benefit of discretization is less com-
putational resources compared to continuous solutions). In [67], Jiang, Corotis and
Ellis present an application of their proposed model to highway bridges subjected to
fatigue and corrosion.
Scherer and Glagola [68] have applied a MDP method for bridge maintenance man-
agement. They concentrate on the work to determine appropriate state variables and
transition matrices. They propose a method to analyze bridge surveillance records.
An inference analysis using chi-square statistics is formulated to test the significance
of the Markovian assumption. Although not all of the possible state transition could
be analyzed for Markovian compliance because of insufficient recorded samples, they
concluded that the most frequently occurring state transitions were sufficient to es-
tablish the Markovian property as it applies to the entire deterioration model. They
apply a simple frequency analysis to sequence of occurrence of a predefined three-
state transition scheme for three conditions: past, present and future.
Thorstensen and Rasmussen [69] have presented an approach using MDP to develop
2The vector form P |I∀I equals p(x|I)∀x,∀I
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a cost model for condition based overhaul/repair. Defining a finite number of condi-
tion levels of the system, the continuous-time deterioration process is described by a
condition transition probability matrix. All input data are modelled as a function of
time or system status. The model have also the flexibility to include cyclic variation
as for example changes in production demand.
Wijnmalen and Hontelez [49] have proposed a method for coordinated condition-
based repair strategies for components of multi component maintenance systems with
discount. Their “random policy” method is based on an heuristic approach, which
decompose the multi-unit problem into several single-unit Markov Decision prob-
lems. The "decomposition" is performed due to the dimensionality of the state space,
which they argue would be computationally intractable if a MDP was applied to the
multi-unit problem. The single-unit model applied originated from work performed
by Tijms and Duyn Schouten [70], which proposed a special purpose algorithm to
solve Semi-Markov MDPs over an infinite horizon. In their model, the condition at
each inspection is considered to be revealed without uncertainty. The algorithm is
a modification of the general policy-iteration technique and has later been modified
by Wijnmalen and Hontelez to meet further specific requirements from practice [71].
Relevant information about each component is aggregated into steady-state repair
probabilities.
Grall et al [72] have proposed a condition-based maintenance approach for a single-
unit system considering a continuous state. The continuous state problem is solved
by simulation and an optimal solution is found by a gradient based method. The
major benefit is that the discretization of a continuous deterioration process is not
necessary. The additional approximation errors imposed by the discretisation are
therefore avoided.
Chen and Trivedi [73] presents a SMDP for the maintenance policy optimization of
condition-based preventive maintenance problems. Under a special case when the
optimization objective is steady-state availability and the deterioration rate at each
failure stage is the same (and homogeneous), they present the results as thresholds
determining the relationship between the inspection rate, the observed condition and
the preferred action (major or minimal maintenance). The inspection rate is taken as
an input to the SMDP model.
Sloan [74] presents an application of MDP within a manufacturing environment,
where the objective is to choose simultaneously the equipment maintenance schedule
as well as production quantity that minimizes the sum of expected production, back-
order, and holding costs. They apply the policy improvement algorithm to solve the
infinite horizon problem.
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4.5 Remarks
There are a lot of examples of MDP and solutions to MDP in the literature and some
of the references are mentioned above. The majority of these papers are written from
a theoretical point of view, looking at means to improve methodologies for solving
different types of MDP problems such as SMDP, POMDP, LMDP, infinite and finite
horizon.
Many MDP’s have been proposed as decision support tools to infrastructure man-
agement such as pavement and bridges, to optimize time between inspections and
corrective maintenance actions.
The major part of the literature focusses on minimizing the long-term costs or maxi-
mizing the long-term profit in an infinite horizon environment. Their common objec-
tive is to seek an optimal decision policy given boundaries that are fixed in time such
as capacity demand.
The usual approach to represent the degradation (and corresponding condition) is by a
time-invariant deterioration process (time homogeneous process), such that the entire
deterioration process is described by a single transition matrix. The single stage
transition matrix holds the probabilities for a transition from one state to another
(within the state space) for a single step ahead. Utilizing information from condition
monitoring (or technical condition) will often imply a time-variant transition matrix,
thus the transition probabilities from one stage to another will be dependent on the
time.
In-service decision support methodologies for inspection and repair strategies have to
provide capabilities to systemize and utilize information that is vital for the decision
making process. Such information, in addition to describing the present condition of
equipment/system/facility under evaluation, may also include e.g. the knowledge of
planned shut downs, the remaining time to operate before closure (end-off horizon),
the probability of having new and improved technology on the market in the near
future. The effects of obsolescence and limited time to operate often have significant
impact on the decision policy. Incorporating the effect of new technology on the
market has mainly been considered in economic life models. The results achieved by
combining the information given above should therefore represent a step forward to
grasp the decision problem related to repair and inspection policies as part of ageing
management decision making.
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Chapter 5
A MDP model for decision support
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a model with the objective of relating ageing system manage-
ment decision support to economy. An optimal plan includes selection of appropriate
inspection intervals and overhaul/replacement decisions which consider both physi-
cal impairment and obsolescence. The system/equipment, hereafter referred to as the
item, may either become inefficient, insecure or inappropriate to fulfill the intended
function making a repair or replacement essential.
The model is designed to investigate and seek optimal solutions when it is possi-
ble to classify the item’s present condition and predict future development based
on previous condition monitoring results. The deterioration process is described by
a Markov process, and the sequential decision problem is modelled as a discrete
time Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP). The transition probabilities of the con-
trolled time-variant Markov process are described in a condition transition probability
matrix (CTPM). To account for the end-of-horizon effect and time dependent exter-
nal parameters such as varying production profile, the optimal solution is found by
use of the value iteration procedure (stochastic dynamic programming). The model
is considered to have its strength in the in-service phase where new results from con-
dition monitoring are utilised to optimise forthcoming inspections and maintenance
actions. However, the model may also provide decision support to establish a main-
tenance program in the design phase. The main difference compared to the in-service
phase is the information concerning stresses and degradation. In the design phase,
the data will have to be based on the results from a similar item assuming that the
data from the observed stresses and degradations are valid for the present case. In
the in-service phase, the data quality can be improved by utilising condition monitor-
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ing (if applicable). Change in the external requirements (boundaries) may also have
impact on the selected policy.
The chapter is structured as follows. First, the main objective, assumptions and limi-
tations are described followed by a description of the state space, the decision space,
modelling of income and cost figures, technology improvements etc. Having intro-
duced the model mathematically, the chapter continues with a methodology to estab-
lish the CTPM. The last part of the chapter provides analysis and descriptions of the
model features. The model is implemented in Fortran F90 and the source code is
listed in appendix A and appendix B.
5.2 Formulation of the proposed planning model
The main objective is to define an optimal policy pi∗n that maximises the total ex-
pected discounted cost over the planning horizon N . The model consists of a state
space Z , a decision space X(Z), a profit function J , a production profile Ψpp(n) ,
several cost figures and a discount factor β . Each deterioration process included is
represented in a separate condition transition probability matrix. The transition prob-
abilities are dependent on both present state and selected decision, thus if decision
xn ∈ X(zn) is made in state zn the item will transit to state zn+1 with probability
Pzn,zn+1(xn). .
In principle there are three parameters that effect the income and cost data:
• the stage (time)
• the present condition
• the decision (activity)
The different income and cost data is presented as functions of one or several of
these three parameters. Inclusion of the stage makes it possible to make e.g. the
required and achieved output dependent on the time. If the item does not satisfy
the functional demands, technical obsolescence may result in a replacement with a
technology, φ ∈ Φ , available on the market which fulfills these requirements. The
central assumption of Markov decision processes is that the “system” being modelled
evolves over time according to a finite state Markov chain. For the proposed SMDP
model the following assumptions also apply:
• a decision can only be made after the condition (state) has been determined
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• the condition (state) of the system is revealed without uncertainty at inspection
• each deterioration process is independent
• a fault is detected immediately with probability q
• an overhaul/replacement action returns the item back to “as good as new” or if
modified “better than as previously installed”
• a new technology always has better properties than the existing one
The first assumption implies that the decision maker has to verify the condition before
a decision can be made, and follows from the theory of MDP. The algorithm seeks
the optimal policy pi∗n, which consists of function µ∗n(zn) = (xn,∆τ) , thus the
policy states both an action and the time to next inspection after the action has been
performed. The optimal-policy is time-dependent.
5.2.1 A description of the state space
There are in principle two different ways to describe the condition of an item — by
age or by measuring a physical condition. Which method to choose will depend on
the ability to observe the deterioration process and the significance of being able to
distinguish between different condition levels by inspections (in terms of costs, in-
come and risk of unforeseen failures). An item may have several condition (state)
variables in which each may have different criticality in respect to safety, environ-
ment, availability, costs etc. (see section 2.3 considering TCI and residual life).
Therefore it may be insufficient to represent the condition by a single condition para-
meter. To be able to handle different independent deterioration processes within the
same optimisation procedure, the state space has been designed to incorporate both
information about the age since last overhaul/replacement, and condition measured
by other means. The state space Z is expressed as:
Z = {φ, s, cp1, cp2, . . . cpw} (5.1)
Here, φ, represents the technology, s the number of time periods (age) since last
replacement/overhaul and cpw the condition parameter describing the state of deteri-
oration process w ∈ W . For each deterioration process it is possible to classify
Mw + 1 disjunct condition intervals . For those failure modes which only result in
two different conclusions based on an inspection (working or failed), Mw = 1. The
notation M∗w is used for an evident fault level.
The number of disjunct condition intervals needed to approximate the continuous
time and continuous state deterioration process may be high to get sufficient accuracy
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Figure 5.1: An example of a classification scheme which includes 6 main intervals,
each divided into four sub-intervals.
(see sec. 5.4.1). However, a large number of condition intervals would require an
extensive effort to specify all the item properties. From a profit/cost point of view, a
number of five to ten level classification scheme seems to be practical in most cases
[62], [75].
To meet both requirements, each condition interval determined from a profit/cost
point of view is allocated into groups of discrete condition intervals. As an example,
a six level interval scale ranging from excellent to failure is presented in table 5.1. If
the deterioration after an inspection is classified to be in the interval [0, 20 > the item
is said to be in an excellent condition. If the deterioration is classified at or above
100 the item is said to have failed. Each level of condition is further allocated into
appropriate number of discrete intervals to meet the required accuracy such that e.g.
each condition level 1, 2, . . . are further divided in 4 discrete sub-intervals (see figure
5.1).
The “failure limit” can also be defined based on safety and environmental require-
ments which include a “safety limit”. Thus, depending on the definition of a failure
mode the item may have failed according to the classification scheme but may still be
able to operate from an economic point of view.
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Table 5.1: An example of a condition classification scheme.
Level Classification Description Interval
1 Excellent As good as new [0, 20 >
2 Good x below baseline [20, 40 >
3 Fair y below baseline [40, 60 >
4 Bad z below baseline [60, 80 >
5 Critical Approaching lower acc. criterion [80, 100 >
6 Failure Lower acc. criterion exceeded ≥ 100
5.2.2 The decision space
At a given state z and stage n the model provides two recommendations — (1) keep
or replace existing system/item and (2) the number of stages till the next inspection,
∆τ . The decision maker must at time of the decision know the exact condition of the
system/item, thus an inspection is required before a new decision can be made.
Between two consecutive inspections and possible replacements there are no planned
actions such that the system/item is left as it is. To represent this option and corre-
sponding state transition probabilities the option is described as "No action (continue
without an inspection)".
The possible actions in the decision space, x ∈ X(z), are:
[x=1 ] No action (continue without an inspection)
[x=2 ] Inspect
[x=3 ] Overhaul/replace by similar or new technology
A solution to the Markov decision process is thus a policy (pi∗n), mapping state actions,
that determines state transitions to maximise profit according to the performance cri-
terion. At a given state and stage the model µ is a function mapping the decision xn
based on the condition zn, i.e. xn = µn(zn) (ref. section 4.2).
5.2.3 Modelling of income and cost figures
All income and cost figures are modelled as a function of the state and/or the stage.
Every condition parameter defined in the state space may have different consequences,
hence each condition parameter has a separate set of income and cost figures. Table
5.2 presents an overview of all basic income and cost parameters and their principle
relation to the state and stage variables.
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Table 5.2: An overview of income and cost profile functions
Mathematical expression Description
Ψpp ∼ f(n) Production profile
Ψps ∼ f(n) Planned production shutdowns (opportunities)
Ψcap ∼ f(z) Capacity
ΨE ∼ f(z) Energy cost profile
ΨPM ∼ f(z) Maintenance cost profile
ΨOH ∼ f(z) Overhaul and replacement cost profile
ΨS ∼ f(z) Salvage value profile
Income, I(z, n)
The income during operation is a function of both the present state and stage. Two
main elements are assumed to affect the income at each stage — the production pro-
file and the capacity of the item in production.
The production profile, Ψpp(n), and known opportunities (production shutdown caused
by other equipment)Ψps(n) ∈ [0, 1] 1 constitute the production demand. The produc-
tion demand originates from the production strategy, which is based on system and
external demands as well as on the resource constraints. As an example, the oil pro-
duction facilities in the North Sea are scheduled for a major production shutdown
every year or every second year to perform required overhauls and replacement. A
reservoir is an example of resource constraint which will influence the maximum
delivery from the producing facility, and therefore may influence the functional re-
quirements of the item. As the pressure in the oil reservoir reduces, the production
level will drop on some systems, while others may have an increase in the demands
placed on them. The requirement for separation of water from oil typically increases
during the life cycle. A principle drawing of a production profile is shown in figure
5.2. The production profile is specified in a deterministic manner, where each stage
(∆t) is assigned a specific production demand. The production profile is given as a
percentage of an initial demand.
The capacity, Ψcap(z), is modelled as a function of the state. The capacity determines
the maximum available throughput at a specific condition operating with an item of
a specific technology. The capacity is given as a percentage of the initial design re-
quirement. If an item in a new condition fulfills the initial production demand, the
1Ψps(n) = MDTps(n)/∆t
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Figure 5.2: The production profile incorporating opportunities for overhauls and
modifications (planned shutdowns). 1) Lost production (i.e production which is de-
ferred) during the planned shutdown and 2)Income.
maximum capacity is set to 100%. A deterioration may reduce the maximum avail-
able capacity. It is assumed that an increase in capacity can only be achieved by a
modification or replacement with a new technology.
At each stage the income I(z, n) is calculated as:
I(z, n) = I ·min[Ψpp(n),Ψcap(z)] · (1−Ψps(n))− CpenΨpp(n) ·Ψps(n)
−Cpenmax[0,Ψpp(n)−Ψcap(z)] · (1−Ψps(n))
(5.2)
where, I expresses the baseline income per stage at full production 100%, Ψps(n) ∈
[0, 1] represents planned shutdown at stage n andCpen is a penalty factor that reduces
the income if the demand is not fulfilled. The following assumptions have been made
regarding planned shutdowns:
• Planned shutdown always starts at the beginning of a new period.
• If the inspection and repair action is performed within an opportunity, there are
no downtime costs associated with the activities.
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• The residual life is independent of shutdown periods (the opportunities) if no
overhaul action takes place, thus it is assumed that the equipment/item contin-
ues to deteriorate similar to full operation. (Reasonable as the sum of hours for
shutdowns is negligible compared to the total lifetime).
Operational costs, COP (z, n)
The operational costs in this context include both cost by use of energy and the cost
of performing the day-to-day maintenance activities. If the efficiency reduces during
the operational phase, two elements may be affected. The production capacity may
be reduced and the energy consumption may increase. The effect of reduced capacity
is already included in eq. 5.2 and has therefore not been included in the direct opera-
tional costs.
The energy consumption profile, ΨE(z), describes the energy consumption as a func-
tion of the state. For some items, the energy costs of running may be very crucial
to the overall profit, thus the energy consumption has to be considered. The effi-
ciency may differ depending on the technology in use and the physical condition
of the specific technology in operation. In addition to the direct increase in energy
consumption, loss of efficiency may also cause an increase in pollution. On the Nor-
wegian continental shelf, the authorities operate a CO2 tax. Dependent on the energy
consumption and related taxes, the cost may increase drastically if the efficiency re-
duces, e.g. for gas turbines producing electricity on the platform, the taxes constitute
approximately 60% of the total operating cost [76]. To establish the energy pro-
file, the energy consumption at each condition level is compared to a baseline. The
baseline is defined as the consumption of an item of a specific technology in an ex-
cellent condition. The cost factor CE is defined as the energy cost of operating on
the baseline over one stage . This formulation makes it easy to model the energy
consumption of the new items with an improved technology. The value of ΨE(z) is
simply adjusted according to baseline figures.
The maintenance cost profile, ΨPM (z), is used to model the maintenance costs. The
maintenance costs include all costs associated with day-to-day maintenance (minimal
repairs) to keep the items in an appropriate state . Major inspections and replacements
/ overhauls are treated separately and therefore not included. The maintenance costs
are assumed to depend on the selected technology and the present physical condition
of this technology. The modelling of maintenance cost is done in the same way as for
the energy cost, by first defining a mean maintenance cost to a baseline CPM , and
then defining the whole maintenance cost profile as a percentage of this value .
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Figure 5.3: The production profile incorporating opportunities for overhauls and
modifications (planned shutdowns). 1) Production deferred from the planned shut-
down; 2) Income; 3) Lost production due to inspection and maintenance if the actions
extend the planned shutdown.
It is assumed that the operating costs are zero during an opportunity i.e a production
shutdown not caused by the equipment evaluated. The total operational costs at each
stage are expressed as:
COP (z) = CE ·ΨE(z) + CPM ·ΨPM (z)
COP (z, n) = COP (z) · (1−Ψps(n))
(5.3)
There will not be any operational costs during inspection and overhauls and the op-
erational costs are therefore subtracted from the cost of such actions as described in
the three following subsections.
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Inspection costs, CI(z, n)
Inspections are needed to reveal the condition. The inspection costs is divided in
to separate cost items — the set-up cost and shutdown costs. The set-up costs, CI
may include scaffolding, hiring of experts, special equipment to perform inspections
etc.. The shutdown cost depends on the extent of the shutdown (equipment, train,
system or facility level), and the time required to fulfill the inspection. In many cases
the shutdown cost may be more significant than the set-up costs. Area 3 in figure
5.3 represents the associated downtime costs due to an inspection. The length of the
inspection,MDT ∗I 2, is assumed to be short compared to the total length of each stage
∆t (MDT ∗I << ∆t). This is also the usual case in real applications. and implies
that the condition is revealed early in the stage if it is decided to do an inspection.
The inspection costs are determined by:
CI(z, n) = CI +max [0,MDT ∗I −Ψps(n)]
· (I ·min[Ψpp(n),Ψcap(z)]− COP (z)) (5.4)
where CI represents the set-up costs (fixed cost) for an inspection.
Overhaul/replacement costs, COH(z, n, xn)
Overhaul and replacement costs are modelled as a function of state and stage and
the selected action. The state is considered, because the cost of restoring an item
may in some cases depend on the present condition. At replacement, a salvage value
may be subtracted if the item can be reused in another application. Further, the time
of action may have significant importance because unnecessary downtime may be
avoided (opportunistic maintenance).
Area 3 in figure 5.3 represents the associated downtime costs due to an overhaul
action.
The cost of replacement/overhaul is expressed as:
COH(z, n, xn) =
{ COH(z, n) xn = 3
0 xn 6= 3
2MDT ∗I = MDTI/∆t
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where
COH(z, n) = COH ·ΨOH(z)− S ·ΨS(z)
+
(
max
[
0,MDT ∗OH +MDT
∗
I −
∑u∗OH
u=n Ψps(u)
]
− max [0,MDT ∗I −Ψps(n)]
)
· (I ·min[Ψpp(n),Ψcap(z)]− COP (z))
(5.5)
where COH represents the reference cost of restoring an item which has failed, and
S is the salvage value reference, which is normally set equal to the cost of purchase
of a new item. MDT ∗OH represents the length of the overhaul action, and u∗OH 3
expresses the number of periods ahead to be considered.
Cost of an unforeseen failure, CUCM (z, n)
In addition to planned maintenance and replacement actions, there is always the risk
of an unforeseen failure. An unforeseen failure may cause severe damage and sec-
ondary costs to equipment nearby. In addition to the secondary costs, the mean down
time (MDT) normally increases compared with a planned action because no or min-
imal initial preparation has been done to have e.g. spare parts, personnel and tools
available. It is assumed that the opportunity to modify with new technology when
a replacement is forced by an unforeseen corrective maintenance is impossible. In
addition, the downtime cost will depend on the cost of a downtime at that specific pe-
riod of time. The cost of an unforeseen failure leading to a replacement is therefore
described as:
CUCM (z, n) = COH ·ΨOH(z)− S ·ΨS(z)
+max
[
0,MDT ∗UCM −
∑u∗UCM
u=n Ψps(u)
]
· (I ·min[Ψpp(n),Ψcap(z)]− COP (z))
(5.6)
where COH represents the cost of restoring an item which has failed, S is a salvage
value equal to the cost of purchase a new item and MDT ∗UCM 4 is the Mean Down
Time of an unforeseen replacement. u∗UCM 5.The salvage values are scaled by the
discrete salvage profile ΨS(z), in a similar manner as for the overhaul costs.
3u∗OH = n+ Int
−(MDT ∗OH +MDT
∗
I )
4MDT ∗UCM = MDTUCMn/∆t
5u∗UCM = n+ Int
−(MDT ∗UCM )
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The net benefit (savings) of having an item in a “’new” condition after an unforeseen
replacement has to be included when the total costs of an unforeseen replacement are
considered. This is thoroughly covered in sec. 5.2.4.
5.2.4 Optimisation
The profit function
The optimisation is performed by the value iteration method. To simplify the presen-
tation, the state space is reduced and totally described by a single condition parameter
i.e i ∈ Z∗, Z∗ = [1,M + 1]. Condition level 1 represents an item in an excellent
condition (new). The fault level is defined as M + 1. The maximum expected profit
at stage n, when operating to the next decision interval at stage n+∆τ is given as:
Jn(i) =
max
xn ∈ Xn,∆τ
{
G(i, n,∆τ, xn) + β∆τ
M∑
j=1
P∆τi,j (2)Jn+∆τ (j)
}
(5.7)
also known as the optimality equation. Here, G(·) expresses the net profit of operat-
ing the item between two consecutive inspections and P∆τi,j (·) is the state transition
probability, conditional on the state and the decision (see section 5.3.2). The state
transition probabilities used are:
— P si,j(2) The probability of state j, when the previous state i was known s periods
ago.
— P si,j(1) The one-step probability of operating in state j after s + 1 time periods,
when the state i in previous time unit s is uncertain.
— P si,M∗(1) The one-step transition probability of having an unforeseen mainte-
nance task in time interval [s, s+1], when the condition i at time s is uncertain.
The net profit of operating until next inspection, G(·) is expressed as:
G(i, n,∆τ, xn) = −CI(i, n)− COH(i, n, xn)
+
∆τ−1∑
s=1
M∑
j=i
βsP si,j(1)(I(j, n+ s)− COP (j, n+ s)) (5.8)
−
∆τ−1∑
s=1
βsP si,M+1(1)CUCM (M + 1, n+ s) + ∆O(i, n,∆τ)
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where CI(·) represents the cost of an inspection (see eq. 5.4), COH(·) is the overhaul
cost (see eq. 5.5), I(·) is the income (see eq. 5.2),COP (·) is the operational cost (see
eq. 5.3), CUCM (·) is the cost of an unforeseen corrective maintenance action (see eq.
5.6), and ∆O(·) is the benefit achieved when an unforeseen replacement has taken
place and the item is in a better condition than before. s is the number of time periods
(∆t) since last inspection. ∆O(·) is given by:
∆O(i, n,∆τ) =
∆τ−1∑
s=1
βsP si,M+1(1) (5.9)
·
(
I(1, n+ s)− COP (1, n+ s) + Jn+s+1(1)−
M∑
j=i
P si,j(2)Jn+s+1(j)
)
The net benefit after an unforeseen replacement is here found by subtracting the net
accumulated profit at the next stage n+s+1 (assuming the item survives stage n+s)
from the accumulated profit of an item in a “new” condition at stage n+ s+ 1.
The optimality equation provides the mechanism for recursively determining the
value of the objective function at the start of the planning horizon, beginning with
the values at the boundary. Starting with the boundary conditions JN (jN ) at the end
of the planning horizon, the objective value at stage n = N − 1, JN−1(jN−1), is
found using eq. 5.7. Then, with n + 1 = N − 1 in the equation, the objective value
at stage n = N − 2, JN−2(jN−2) is derived from JN−1(zN−1) determined from the
previous step. The objective value at the start of the planning horizon J1(i) is thus
eventually determined with n = 1. The set of optimal decisions for each state at each
stage, forms the optimal policy for the problem.
The general formula of the optimisation procedure, including state space Z and deci-
sion space X is expressed as:
Jn(zn) =
max
xn ∈ Xn,∆τ
{
G(zn, n,∆τ, xn) + (5.10)
β∆τ
∑
z∈Z
P∆τzn,zn+1(2)Jn+∆τ (zn+1)
}
whereP contains all combinations of transition probabilities between different states.
P is calculated based on the assumption that all deterioration processes are indepen-
dent of each other. Here, z∗n+1, represents a state where at least one failure has oc-
curred. A thorough description to establish each CTPM matrix is presented in section
5.3.
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Infinite horizon and error bounds
The solution to infinite horizon problems is found by an approximation over a fi-
nite but very large number of stages. The approximation in general results in a
control-limit policy, which states the optimal stationary policy for different initial
states (pi∗ = {µ∗, µ∗, . . .}). According to Bertsekas (1987) [58], three main types of
problem may arise:
(a) Discounted case with bounded profit (cost) per stage. 0 < β < 1, X1 ≤
r(zn, xn) ≤ X2.
(b) Discounted case with unbounded profit (cost) per stage. β > 0,X1 ≤ r(zn, xn) ≤
X2.
(c) Average profit (cost) per stage. β ≥ 0, 0 ≤ r(zn, xn) or r(zn, xn) ≤ 0.
X1 andX2 are arbitrary scalars. The solution to problems of type (a) may be found by
applying the functional form of eq. 5.10. In problems involving finite-state Markov
chains and no discounting, type (b), the optimal total expected cost is either infinite
for some initial states or finite for all initial states. From the assumption of problem
type (b) the latter implies a special case of some “cost-free states” that are eventu-
ally entered and subsequently never left [58]. If the total expected cost is infinite
(Jpi(z0) = +∞), the problem has to be redefined into the average cost per stage
framework. The optimality equation for the average cost per stage is expressed as:
lim
N→∞
1
N
Jn(zn) (5.11)
To reduce the number of iterations in an infinite horizon domain, it is possible to
establish error bounds to terminate the calculation when the value is sufficiently close
to the optimal policy. Under the assumption of problem type (a), the error bounds are
calculated based on the following two equations:
cn = β1−β minz∈Z
[
Jn(zn)− Jn−1(zn−1)
]
cn = β1−β maxz∈Z
[
Jn(zn)− Jn−1(zn−1)
] (5.12)
where cn and cn denote the lower and upper bound respectively. The value iteration
is terminated when the difference (cn − cn) of the error bounds becomes sufficiently
small (< ∗).
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5.2.5 Technology improvements
Due to obsolescence, a modification may be necessary to fulfill the operational goals.
The profit achieved by modifying versus replacement with an item of similar tech-
nology will depend on the extent of improvement in the different parameters such
as capacity, efficiency, maintenance cost etc. The inclusion of technology improve-
ments has mainly been considered in capital replacement models. Hopp and Nair
(1992) [77] have proposed a model where the appearance of future technologies is
non-stationary in time and cost and revenues of technologies are different but con-
stant over time. Under the assumption that the costs and revenues are bounded and
that the discount factor is less than one (β < 1), they calculate a forecast horizon (fi-
nite) sufficiently long to secure an optimal solution to a infinite horizon problem. The
optimal solution is found by applying stochastic dynamic programming over the fore-
casted horizon, with transition probabilities given as the probability of appearance of
a new technology.
To include the effect of future technological improvements on a decision at the present
time, a similar approach is applied. In this work an heuristic approach is selected to
include the effect of future technology improvements. It is assumed that the decision
maker may only consider to replace existing technology with an improved one after
having performed a planned inspection to reveal the present condition of the item
of existing technology. An important assumption is that a modification to the most
recent available technology is always the best choice, independent of the remaining
time to operate.
At the beginning of the planning horizon, the decision maker is allowed to specify
a separate set of properties for each technology (see fig. 5.4). For each included
technology, the decision maker also has to make a forecast of the probability of re-
lease. As an example, assume the present technology (in operation) A is challenged
by two forthcoming technologies B,C. At the moment these technologies are not
available. Let pφ(n) denote the probability that technology φ ∈ Φ = {A,B,C, . . .}
is available at stage (time period) n (see fig. 5.5), and Hφ(n) expresses the profit
generated if the technology φ is selected at stage n. Based on the assumption that
a modification to the most recent available technology is always the best choice (
HA(n) < HB(n) < HC(n)), then the expected profit H(n), at any stage n, is given
by:
H(n) = HA(n)(1− pB(n))(1− pC(n))
+HB(n)pB(n)(1− pC(n)) +HC(n)pC(n) (5.13)
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Figure 5.4: The data model.
5.3 The condition transition probability matrix
A critical part of utilising a Markovian probabilistic modelling approach is gener-
ating condition states that adhere to the Markovian property. The Markovian prop-
erty states that the future probabilistic behaviour of the process depends only on the
present state of the process and is not influenced by its past history [59]. This section
deals with different approaches to represent inspection records within a condition
transition probability matrix (CTPM), conditional on the state and the decision at a
decision interval. The CTPMs are based on calculation of natural transition probabil-
ities describing the stochastic deterioration process.
The natural transition probabilities may be established by several methods, depend-
ing on the nature of the deterioration process. In this section two basic approaches
are presented. The first approach considers deterioration processes in which the per-
formance of the item is observable and may be classified according to a discrete
condition scheme based on surveillance records. The second approach considers the
deterioration processes which are non-observable and thus, at each inspection, it can
only be stated if the item is working or not. For the latter deterioration processes,
the state of deterioration may be related to e.g. number of years in operation, stress
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Figure 5.5: The probability of release and degree of technological improvements.
Technology A is the current one in use.
cycles etc.
5.3.1 “The natural transition probabilities”
“The natural transition probabilities” describe the nature of the stochastic process
when the item is left undisturbed (without an action that restores or preserves it). In
this context, a special method to calculate these natural transition probabilities based
on trend-analysis and forecasting of the ongoing deterioration process is described.
The method differs from the general transition probability modelling approach, where
the∆τ step transition probability matrices are recursively determined from a one-step
transition probability matrix e.g. [68], [61], [75]. In those modelling approaches, “the
natural transition probabilities” over a number of time periods ∆τ are entirely derived
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from a one-step matrix, P(x), given as:
P(x = 1) =

p1,1 p1,2 . . . p1,M+1
p2,1 p2,2 . . . p2,M+1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
pM+1,1 pM+1,2 . . . pM+1,M+1
 (5.14)
where pij = p(zn+1 = j|zn = i, xn = 1). The transition from state i to state j in
∆τ time units is expressed as:.
P∆τi,j (xn) = P
∆τ (zn+∆τ = j|zn = i, xn) = (P(xn) ∗P(x = 1)∆τ−1)ij (5.15)
Here, each row represents the initial condition i, and each column the expected future
condition j during one stage transition.
This approach clearly has its weaknesses. To establish the transition probabilities,
there has to be relevant and reliable data available for all possible state transitions.
This may often not be the case, especially if the number of discrete condition levels
is high and/or the deterioration process is slow (little data available). Second, the
transition probabilities will entirely be based on previously observed deterioration
processes, and do not explicit include knowledge of present deterioration processes.
Third, this modelling approach is not capable of reflecting that uncertainty in the
estimated (forecasted) deterioration, which often increases as a function of time.
Utilising condition monitoring information seems to be a more practical approach,
where the information gained from surveillance makes it possible to treat each item
independently. The condition development is often presented both as short-term and
long-term trend graphs. An appealing approach is therefore to convert the informa-
tion in the trend-graphs to a set of transition probabilities describing the ongoing
deterioration processes.
Due to the weaknesses of the one-stage transition probability matrix and the exhaus-
tive work of modelling, Hontelez et. al. [78] has proposed a method to derive the
transition probabilities from a continuous deterioration function ξ(t). In their ap-
proach a drift function g(t) represents a deterministic decay of the items condition.
To include the uncertainty, a stochastic part t is added to g(t), and the deterioration
process ξ(t) is expressed as:
ξ(t) = g(t) + t (5.16)
The functional form of the deterioration process can be determined by several meth-
ods, and a thorough discussion of these methods is presented in chapter 6. In the
following text it is assumed that the stochastic part of the deterioration process t is
given as:
t = b · U ·
√
t, U ∼ N(0, 1) (5.17)
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where N(0,1) stands for the standard normal distribution, and b ≥ 0 is a variance
parameter given by the standard normal distribution. To determine the discrete
transition probabilities, the deterioration process is divided into M + 1 discrete in-
tervals (condition levels). Condition level 1 represents an item in a new condition,
and condition level M +1 represents a failure, i.e. the component is in an inoperable
condition. The upper limit of condition level i is denoted as Lu,i and the lower limit
as Ll,i, i.e. considering the classification scheme presented in table 5.1 for i = 2,
Lu,i = 20. Based on knowledge about the condition, ω, at time t, the objective is to
predict the probability of having condition ξ∗ at time t + δ. Using the assumption
that the stochastic part of the model is independent of the deterioration in previous
time intervals, it is known that the distribution of the time increment δ will also be
normally distributed [78]. Hence, the condition ξδ(ω), when the condition was ω at
the start of the increment, is:
ξδ(ω) = g(g−1(ω) + δ) + b · U ·
√
δ
ξδ(ω) is normally distributed, where:
P [ξδ(ω) ≤ y] = Φ
[
y − g(g−1(ω) + δ)
b
√
δ
]
(5.18)
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The “natural transition probabilities” pi,j(s) express the probability that the item de-
teriorates in s6 time periods from condition i to condition j (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ M + 1).
Using eq. 5.18, the transition probabilities are calculated using the following equa-
tions:
pi,j(s) =
∫ Ll,i
Lu,i
P [Ll,j ≤ ξs(ω) ≤ Lu,j ]f(ω)dω (i < j)
pi,i(s) =
∫ Ll,i
Lu,i
P [ξs(ω) ≤ Ll,i]f(ω)dω (5.19)
pi,j(s) = 0 (i > j)
f(ω) is the density of ξs(ω), given that ξs(ω) is a part of the interval [Lu,i, Ll,i]:
f(ω) =
∣∣∣∣∂(g−1(ω))∂ω
∣∣∣∣f(g−1(ω)) (5.20)
After obtaining the transition probabilities by eq. 5.19, the values of pi,j(s)(i ≤ j)
may have to be normalised, such that
∑
j≥i pi,j(s) = 1.0, (1 ≤ i ≤ M + 1). The
integrals of 5.19 are approximated by Simpson’s rule 7. Eq. 5.20 is approximated by:
f(ω) =
∂(g−1(ω))∂ω
g−1(Ll,i)− g−1(Lu,i) (5.21)
where we assume that the time is uniformly distributed over the interval [g−1(Lu,i)
, g−1(Ll,i)].
Discretization of continuous distributions
The process previously presented is a multi-state deterioration process, however for
several deterioration processes the state is only classified as working or failed. Such
failure processes are also fitted to continuous distributions. The continuous distribu-
tions have to be discretisized if the process is to be included. As an example, a brief
6t = s ·∆t
7The estimation of
∫ b
a
f(x)dx is performed by a numerical integration over two equal subintervals with partition points
a, a+ h, and a+ 2h = b. Using Taylor series the integral can be expressed as [79]:∫ a+2h
a
f(x)dx ' h
3
[f(a) + 4f(a+ h) + f(a+ 2h)]
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presentation of e.g. the Weibull distribution and its modelling is given. The same
framework will apply to other continuous distributions.
The probability density function f(t) for a three parametric Weibull distribution is
expressed as [60]:
f(t) =
ι(t− γ)ι−1
ηι
exp
[
−
(
t− γ
η
)ι]
where η is the characteristic life parameter, ι is the shape parameter, and γ represents
the location parameter. Further, the reliability (survivor) function R(t) is defined as:
R(t) = exp
[
−
(
t− γ
η
)ι]
(5.22)
Based on the definition of the survivor function above, the transition probabilities are
simply presented as a function of the age (s) e.g. number of time periods elapsed
since last replacement. Thus:
p1,1(s) = R(s ·∆t)
p1,2(s) = F (t) = 1−R(s ·∆t)
Fault detection
In some cases a fault may only be detected by an inspection. As an example, a pipe
may be corroded beyond a predefined failure level but still function. In such cases it is
appropriate to split the failure condition into two separate condition levelsM +1 and
M+2. Condition levelM+1 corresponds to a failure which can only be detected by
an inspection, while condition level M + 2 is immediately noticed at its occurrence.
The probability of detecting a failure without an inspection is denoted as q1. If the
item should fail without being noticed, there is still a chance that the failure will be
noticed later.
Because the natural transition probabilities pi,j(s) do not differentiate between these
two failure conditions, pˆi,j(s) is defined as the probability that the condition of the
component is j while the condition was i (0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤M + 2) s time periods ago.
To be able to calculate transition probabilities pˆi,j(s), the probability of detecting
a failure without an inspection (q1), and the transition probability q2 between the
two failure levels M + 1 to M + 2 has to be estimated. Having estimated these
probabilities, the revised transition probabilities are determined by[78]:
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pˆi,j(s) = pi,j(s) (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤M + 1)
pˆi,M+1(s) = (1− q1)
(
pi,M+1(s)− pi,M+1(s− 1)
)
+(1− q2)pˆi,M+1(s− 1) (1 ≤ i ≤M + 1)
pˆi,M+2(s) = pi,M+1(s)− pˆi,M+1(s) (1 ≤ i ≤M + 1)
pˆM+2,M+2(s) = 1
(5.23)
For a failure process described by a continuous distribution, these probabilities may
be calculated in a similar manner. However here there are only three different con-
dition levels instead of M + 2. Condition level 1 is defined as “still operating”,
level 2 as “a hidden failure”, and level 3 as “an evident failure”. Thus, the transition
probabilities pˆi,j(s) is determined by:
pˆ1,1(s) = R
(
s ·∆t) (0 ≤ s ·∆t ≤ TN )
pˆ1,2(s) = (1− q1)
(
R
(
(s− 1) ·∆t)−R(s ·∆t))
+(1− q2)pˆ1,2(s− 1) (0 < s ·∆t ≤ TN )
pˆ1,3(s) = 1−R
(
s ·∆t)− pˆ1,2(s) (0 ≤ s ·∆t ≤ TN )
pˆ2,2(s) = (1− q1)(1− q2)pˆ2,2(s− 1) (0 < s ·∆t ≤ TN )
pˆ2,3(s) = q2 · pˆ2,2(s− 1) (0 < s ·∆t ≤ TN )
pˆ1,2(s) = 0 (s ·∆t = 0)
pˆ2,2(s) = 0 (s ·∆t = 0)
pˆ2,3(s) = 0 (s ·∆t = 0)
pˆ3,3(s) = 1
(5.24)
TN is the expected time to end of horizon.
To simplify the formulation in the next sections, the evident fault level is denoted by
M∗ and is given as:
M∗ =
{ M + 1 q1 = 1
M + 2 0 ≤ q1 < 1 (5.25)
5.3.2 Decision dependent transition probabilities
Based on the natural probabilities, pˆi,j(s), calculated according to the methods de-
scribed in the previous section, the next step is to calculate the transition proba-
bilities, conditional on state and on the decision. The state space is given as i ∈
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Figure 5.7: Schematic view of the transition probability to state j from state i, when
an inspection at stage n− s has revealed condition i.
Z∗ = [1,M∗], where M∗ is the failed state. Further, TN (i) denotes the maxi-
mum number of time units between two successive inspections when the condition
is i ∈ Z∗ = [1,M∗ − 1]. According to decision space described in sec. 5.2.2, the
decision maker may choose between 3 possible actions, X = {x|x = 1, 2, 3} —
do nothing (x = 1), inspect (x = 2), restore or replace by a similar technology or
modify (improve by a new technology) (x = 3).
Let Pi,j(x) express the conditional transition probability from state i to state j, where
x ∈ X and (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ M∗). Next, consider the principle drawing of figure 5.7.
Assume the condition at present stage n is k. If an exact condition i ∈ {1, . . . ,M∗−
1} was determined at stage n− s, the probability operating in condition k at present
stage n (in absence of inspection and revisions) is expressed as:
pˆi,k(s)
1− pˆi,M∗(s)
Let pˆk,j(1) express the probability that the item is in condition j ∈ {1, . . . ,M∗}, at
stage n+1. If the condition is uncertain at stage n, the probability that the condition
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is j, knowing the condition was i n− s time periods ago, is given as:
M∗−1∑
k=i
pˆi,k(s)pˆk,j(1)
1− pˆi,M∗(s) =
pˆi,j(s+ 1)
1− pˆi,M∗(s) (5.26)
Using the equations above, the decision (action) dependent transition probabilities
P si,j(x) may now be developed. For the Markov decision problem of eq. 5.10, the
probability of five different situations has to be calculated:
[1] The one-step probability of operating in state j after s+1 time periods, when
the state i in previous time unit s is uncertain.
P si,j(1) =
pˆi,j(s+1)
1−pˆi,M∗ (s) 1 ≤ i < M
∗, 1 ≤ j < M∗ − 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ TN (i) (5.27)
[2] The one-step transition probability of having an unforeseen maintenance
task in time interval [s, s+1], when the condition i at time s is uncertain.
P si,M∗(1) =
pˆi,M∗ (s+1)−pˆi,M∗ (s)
1−pˆi,M∗ (s) 1 ≤ i < M
∗, 1 ≤ s ≤ TN (i) (5.28)
[3] The probability of state j, when the previous state iwas known s periods ago.
P si,j(2) =
pˆi,j(s)
1−pˆi,M∗ (s) 1 ≤ i < M
∗, i ≤ j < M∗, 1 ≤ s ≤ TN (i) (5.29)
[4] The probability that the next state is j = 1 after a replacement or an over-
haul.
P s=1i,j=1(3) = 1 1 ≤ i ≤M∗ (5.30)
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In addition to these conditional transition probabilities, the probability of being in
state j (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) after s time-units of operation when q1 > 0 is given according
to eq. 5.29.
5.3.3 Discussion
Discretisation
Due to the discretisation of the continuous function ξ(t) describing the deterioration
process, an uncertainty is introduced in the modelling. An important task is there-
fore to secure sufficient accuracy. Two parameters have an important effect on the
accuracy achieved — the number of states M and the length of each stage. Because
a large number of stages and states increases the effort to find an “optimal” policy,
the number of states and stages has to be kept at a minimum without violating the
required accuracy. For this purpose, the following procedure is proposed:
1. Select an initial number of states M and an initial stage length ∆t.
2. Calculate all natural transition probabilities according to eq. 5.19.
3. Calculate the mean residual life (MRL1) at different condition levels based on
the deterioration function g(t), such that 8:
MRL1(i) = g−1(100)− g−1((i− 1)100/M)
4. Calculate the mean residual life at different condition levels from the natural
transition probabilities, such that:
MRL2(i) =
∞∑
s=1
[pi,M+1(s)− pi,M+1(s− 1)] · s
5. Compare the values of MRL1(i) and MRL2(i). Let MRL(i) denote the de-
viation in the estimate at condition level i given as:
MRL(i) =MRL1(i)−MRL2(i)
If MRL(i) < max ∀i, a sufficient accuracy is achieved and the iteration ter-
minates. Otherwise, the number of states has to be increased and/or the stage
length has to be reduced, and the procedure of steps 2-5 is repeated.
8The continuous deterioration function is always scaled to a function g(t) which ranges from 0 to
100, where g(t) = 0 represents an item in a new condition and g(t) > 100 represents an item which
has failed. Condition level i is condition level given as [(i−1) ·100/M, i ·100/M >. M is the number
of discrete condition levels between 0 an 100.
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Table 5.3: The error in the approximation of the MRL2 for different numbers of
states (M ), ξ(t) = 2.0t+ 2.0√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1)
M i = 1 MRL2 MRL(i) =MRL1 −MRL2
5 [0,20> 45.5000 a: 4.5000 a-b 2.5000
10 [0,10> 48.0000 b: 2.0000 b-c 1.2500
20 [0, 5> 49.2500 c: 0.7500 c-d 0.6250
40 [0,2.5> 49.8750 d: 0.1250 d-f 0.3125
50 [0, 2> 50.0000 e: 0.0000 e-g 0.2500
80 [0,1.25> 50.1875 f: -0.1815 - -
100 [0, 1> 50.2500 g: -0.2500 - -
It should be noted that calculation of transition probabilities using the method pre-
sented assumes that the variable state number i represents an interval within [(i−1) ·
100/M, (i · 100/M >. If M equals 5, the initial state i (at s = 0), is in the range
[0, 20 >. Table 5.3 presents the accuracy for different values of M , for i = 1, and a
deterministic function g(t) = 2t, and the variance b = 2.0. The mean residual life
when the item is in a new condition is 50 time units. By a comparison of the error at
different levels of discretisation, it can be seen that the effect of increasing the num-
ber of states on the accuracy of the estimated residual life diminishes as the number
of states increases. In this case, the reduction in the error is proportional to M by
12.5 ·M−1, and by doubling the number of states from e.g. 5 to 10 the reduction in
the error is twice as big as the reduction achieved by increasing the number of states
from 10 to 20. From this it can be seen that the number of states increases drastically
if the required accuracy is high. Fortunately, by comparing the results achieved by
different deterioration functions and discretisation levels, an “optimal policy” can be
found within a reasonable size of M . This will be further elaborated in section 5.4.1.
An alternative method to generate “the natural transition probabilities”
The transition probabilities may for some special cases be exactly derived from the
inverse Gaussian distribution. When the deterministic part of the Wiener process,
g(t) (see eq. 5.16), is represented by a constant drift function (g(t) = ηt, η > 0), the
first passage time to the lower boundary conditionLl may be shown to have an inverse
Gaussian distribution T = inft{t; ξ(t) > Ll}[80]. By a reparameterisation of the the
Wiener process, the probability density function for a transition from condition ω to
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the lower boundary Ll is:
fT (t;µ, λ) =
√
λ
2pi t3
e
−
(
λ
2µ3
)(
(t−µ)2
t
)
for t > 0, µ > 0 and λ > 0 (5.31)
where
µ = Ll−ωη and λ =
(Ll−ω)2
σ2
(5.32)
Here µ is the mean time to failure (MTTF), and µ3λ is the variance. The survival
function is given by:
R(t) = P (T > t) = [1− FT (t)]
= 1−
(
Φ
[√
λ
t
(
t
µ − 1
)]
+ e2λ/µΦ
[
−
√
λ
t
(
t
µ + 1
)]) (5.33)
where Φ[·] denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distri-
bution.
The transition probabilities may therefore be calculated by two different methods
when g(t) is represented by a constant drift function. As an example consider the
case where g(t) = 2t and b = 2.0. The resulting survival function when Ll = 20 for
M = 20 and M = 100 is given figure 5.8. In the case of M=100, the approximation
becomes close to the actual R(t), while the approximation when M = 20 is more
inaccurate.
5.4 Examples
To investigate the MDP model features, three different inspection and replacement
problems are employed. Each fabricated problem is made to visualise different model
features.
• A single state variable and a single technology
• Multiple state variables for a single technology
• Multiple state variables and multiple technologies
The aim of the first problem is to study the effect of a selected number of states for
each state variable, the functional form of the deterioration function, the uncertainty,
the discounting and the effect of an end of horizon boundary. Several deterioration
processes may in general affect the items ability to perform its function. The de-
terioration processes may be considered as competing, and the general approach is
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Figure 5.8: Approximation of R(t) for M = 20 and M = 100 when g(t) = 2t,
b = 2.0, i = 1→ ω ∈ [0, 100/M > and Ll − ω = 100.
to select the most dominant deterioration process. In some cases however, one de-
terioration process may affect the efficiency, while the other is only important with
respect to the availability. In those cases it may be necessary to expand the state space
to include several state variables. The goal of the second subsection is to exploit the
model features including several state space variables having only a single technol-
ogy available. In the last part of this session, the effect of incorporating multiple state
variables and multiple technology is investigated.
In the problems to follow several deterioration functions, income and cost figures are
applied. The economic figures of three different problems are presented in table 5.4.
If not otherwise stated, the cost/income profiles ΨE(z), ΨPM (z), ΨOH(z, x), ΨS(z)
equals 1.0 for all possible states z and decisions x. The same assumption applies to
the production demand profile Ψpp(n) and the capacity profile Ψcap(z) for all states
and stages. Both the salvage value (S¯ ·Ψs(z)) and penalty cost (Cpen) are neglected.
The length of each time period ∆t is set to 1. The different drift functions and the
variance parameters of the deterioration process are given as follows:
Drift function: 1: g(t) = 2t 2: g(t) = 10
√
2t 3: g(t) = 0.02t2 + t
Variance parameter: 1: b = 0.05 2: b = 2.0 3 : b = 6.0
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Table 5.4: Income and cost parameters for three different cases
Case I¯ COH CI CE MDTOH MDTUCM MDTI
[USD] [USD] [USD] [USD] [time] [time] [time]
[A] 8000 2000 100 0 0 0.25 0
[B] 8000 2000 100 0 0.1 0.45 0.05
[C] 8000 2000 100 100 0 0.25 0
5.4.1 A single state variable and a single technology
In this section it is assumed that the state of the item is entirely determined by a single
state variable. In addition there are no competing technologies. The state of the item
is therefore entirely determined by z ∈ Z = {cp1 = i}. The aim is to present
different model properties and to discuss:
• the effect of increasing the number of state variables upon the optimal solution.
• the effect of change in the drift function g(t)
• the effect of uncertainty, (t)
• the effect of a fixed horizon
By way of introduction, a simple inspection and replacement problem is considered
based on the economic properties of case [A] (ref. table 5.4). The cost of an in-
spection (fixed) is therefore assumed to equal USD 100 and the cost of a planned
and unplanned replacement is assumed to be USD 2000 and USD 4000 respectively.
If not otherwise stated, the discount rate (β) is set to 1.0, the number of condition
levels (M ) equals 20 and the deterioration function and variance (b) are as given on
page 80, then;
ξ(t) = 2.0 · t+ 2.0 · √t · U, U ∼ N(0, 1) (5.34)
Discretisation of the deterioration function
As mentioned in section 5.3, the deterioration function ξ(t) has to be discretisised
for the MDP to be solved. An important issue when discretisising the continuous
deterioration function is to select the appropriate number of condition levels. A high
number of condition levels M reduces the approximation error compared to the con-
tinuous function, but increases the effort required to solve the MDP. To investigate
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the effect by increasing the number of condition levels, the model has been run with
five levels of discretisation. Figure 5.9 presents the recommended control-limit to
perform an inspection, dependent on the initial condition levels for the four levels
of discretisation when N = 200, i.e. when there are 200 time units left before end
of horizon. From the figure it can be seen that the recommended inspection and re-
placement policy becomes slightly more conservative when the number of condition
levels decreases. The average costs per time-unit are presented in figure 5.10. As
the policy becomes more conservative the average costs per time-unit increase. Ta-
ble 5.5 presents the average cost per time-unit for an item which initially is in a new
condition (i = 1, ω ∈ [0, 100/M >) at N = 200. The second column presents the
recommended time-units to the next inspection if the condition at present decision
interval (N = 200) equals 1. If the condition (i) is better than the replacement con-
trol limit given in the right column of the table, the decision maker is recommend to
continue and perform the next inspection according to the control limits of figure 5.9.
From figure 5.10, the average cost per time unit for an item with a condition worse
than the recommended replacement limit given in table 5.5 is [USD] 2000/200 = 10
higher than the average costs for i = 1, due to the need for an additional replace-
ment. By comparing the average costs for the different levels of discretisation, it can
be seen that the benefit by doubling M ( with respect to the achieved accuracy of the
average cost estimate) increases as M increases. However, the deviation between the
calculated average cost for M = 40 and M = 20 is only 16% of the deviation be-
tween the calculated average costs for M = 10 and M = 5. The same applies to the
optimal policy, where there is only a minor difference between the optimal policies
suggested for M = 20, M = 40 and M = 100 compared to M = 5 and M = 10.
From a practical point of view, a number between 10 and 20 condition levels seems to
give an adequate approximation to the continuous deterioration function. Though the
average cost per time-unit becomes more accurate as the number of condition levels
increases, the control limit for the inspections and replacements is less dependent on
M . As shown in table 5.5, the control limit for the replacement decision does only
change slightly when the number of condition levels M increases from 20 to 100 and
the recommended time to the next inspection deviates with only a few time units.
The effect of uncertainty
To see how the uncertainty affects the control limit rules and the calculated costs,
three variance parameters are specified for the same drift function (1): g(t) = 2t.
The results are compared with the case where the drift function is assumed to be
known with certainty, thus the variance parameter equals 0. All income and cost
figures in the following example are based on case [A].
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Figure 5.9: The inspection control limit rules for five different levels of state discreti-
sation M . Case [A], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1), N=200.
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Figure 5.10: The average costs per time-unit for different number of state variables
(M ). Case [A], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1), N=200.
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Table 5.5: The influence on the level of discretisation (Case: [A], ξ(t) = 2t+2√tU ,
U ∼ N(0, 1), N = 200).
M Average cost per Time units to the next Control limit
stage if i = 1[USD] inspection if i = 1 (“continue if”)
5 50.06 32 Condition ω< 80, (i < 5)
10 46.39 34 Condition ω< 80, (i < 9)
20 44.98 35 Condition ω< 85, (i < 18)
40 44.39 35 Condition ω< 87.5, (i < 35)
100 44.13 36 Condition ω< 88, (i < 88)
If it is assumed that the time left until end of horizon equals 400 time-units, the
minimum number of replacements and average costs per stage is achieved when the
variance parameter equals zero. In that case, the expected lifetime is 50 time units,
and the item is replaced and new at the start of the period. The number of replace-
ments during 400 time units of operation is then 8, and the minimum average cost per
time-unit is thus USD 8 · (2000 + 100)/400 = 42.00.
From table 5.6 it can be seen that the average costs increase as the variance parameter
increases. The time to next inspection for the case when b = 6.0, is almost half the
time if the deterioration function is known with certainty. From figure 5.12 it can
be seen that the average cost functions for the different levels of uncertainty vary
as a function of time remaining to the end of horizon. The effect of the variance
parameters on the proposed time-units to the next inspection is presented in figure
5.11. The effect on the proposed time until the next inspection increases when the
item is in a good condition c.f. if the item is in a poor condition. The reason is simply
that the inspection interval is larger for an item in a good condition and thus, the
reduction in time due to uncertainty becomes more distinctive.
Table 5.6: The influence of uncertainty (Case: [A], g(t) = 2t, N = 400).
b Average cost per Time units to the next Control limit
stage if i = 1[USD] inspection if i = 1 (“continue if”)
0 42.00 50 Condition ω < 100
0.5 42.71 44 Condition ω < 85, (i < 18)
2.0 48.06 35 Condition ω < 90, (i < 19)
6.0 58.93 27 Condition ω < 75, (i < 16)
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Figure 5.11: Control limit rule for different values of the variance parameter b and
condition. Case [A], g(t) = 2t. 1: b=0.5, 2: b=2.0, 3: b=6.0.
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the variance parameter b and condition i = 1. Case [A], g(t) = 2t.
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The drift function
The drift function may take several functional forms. Until now the drift function has
been modelled as linear. Here, the results of two other functional forms are compared
with the linear case. All three drift functions reach the breakdown limit after 50 time
units and the variance parameter of the deterioration process equals 2.0 in all three
cases. All income and cost figures are based on case [A]. The three different drift
functions are:
1: Linear g(t) = 2t
2: Square root g(t) = 10
√
2t
3: Quadratic g(t) = 0.02t2 + t
Figure 5.13 presents the calculated time -units to the next inspection for the different
drift functions (N = 400, M = 20). From the figure it can be seen that the re-
placement limit belonging to the square root drift function is higher (< 90) than the
replacement (control) limit belonging to the linear drift function (< 85). The average
costs per time-unit as a function of the initial condition are visualised in figure 5.14.
The effect of a finite horizon
A central part of the modelling approach selected is to be able to find the “optimal”
policy when the horizon is finite. Depending on the problem at hand, the end of hori-
zon will have a minor or major impact on the decision process. If e.g. the uncertainty
in the deterioration function is low, the end of horizon will have a greater impact on
the decision process than if the deterioration function is very uncertain (see fig. 5.12
- less variation in the avarage cost for high values of b). A decrease in the discount
factor will in a similar manner affect the influence by a finite horizon. The influence
of the discount factor is presented later.
As the distance between the present decision interval and the end of horizon in-
creases, the control limits and average costs per time-unit reach the solution of an
infinite horizon problem. Figure 5.15 presents the proposed time until the next in-
spection for five different condition levels. It can easily be seen that the recommended
inspection periods move towards a steady state policy as the distance between the end
of horizon and present decision interval increases.
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Figure 5.13: Different control limit rules dependent on the functional form of the drift
function, 1: g(t) = 2t, 2: g(t) = 10
√
2t, 3: g(t) = 0.02t2 + t. Case [A], b = 2.0,
N = 400
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Figure 5.14: Average costs per time-unit for three different drift functions.(N = 400,
M = 20, b = 2.0). 1: g(t) = 2t, 2: g(t) = 10√2t, 3: g(t) = 0.02t2 + t.
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Figure 5.15: Control limit rules for five different condition classes as a function of
the time-units left until end of horizon. Case [A], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1).
The effect of the discount factor
Change in the discount rate β may have significant impact on the “optimal” policy.
The discount rate is defined as β = (100 + inflation)/(100 + internal rate of return).
It may therefore have a value greater, equal to or less than 1.0, although the latter is
the most common situation. For an infinite horizon problem (n→∞), the objective
function of total expected discounted reward can not be applied if β ≥ 1.0 (see
fig. 5.17). The average costs objective function may however converge and give an
optimal solution. In a finite horizon problem however, an optimal solution may be
found by both objective functions.
Intuitively it is expected that the decisions becomes less sensitive to future costs as
the discount rate decreases. Figure 5.16 shows that the end of horizon effect only has
a minor effect on the optimal solution for β = 0.95, while the optimal solution for
β = 1.0 is strongly affected by a fixed horizon even for N > 100.
The number of iterations required to seek a solution in an infinite environment re-
duces as the discount rate decreases below 1.0. From fig. 5.17 it is seen that the
total cost per time-unit approaches a fixed steady-state value as n → ∞. The effect
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increases as β decreases. From a policy point of view, the importance of considering
the end of horizon effect reduces when the discount rate decreases. The number of
iterations required to obtain an optimal policy for an infinite horizon problem also
decreases. Using the error bounds of equation 5.12 (β < 1) makes it possible to
terminate the optimisation procedure when a sufficient accuracy is achieved.
The influence of forthcoming shutdowns
From a maintenance planning perspective, the inspection and replacement policy may
be bounded by other external situations in addition to “the end of horizon” boundary.
In some cases, there may exist some predefined shutdown periods, where the item
may be down for repair or replacement without causing production loss. These peri-
ods are in general caused by repair or replacement of other items or systems which
demand a total shutdown or a shutdown of the system of which the item is a part.
Figure 5.18 and 5.19 presents the results when there exists a predefined shutdown
schedule with a duration of one time-unit at 160, 120, 80 and 20 time-units before
end of horizon. The objective function is defined as maximising the profit over the
life-cycle, and the income and cost figures are taken from case [B] (ref. table 5.4).
In fig. 5.19 it can be seen that the predefined shutdown periods have a similar effect
on the average costs and decision policies as the termination of the horizon, though
not so significant. The impact of a predefined shutdown does however depend on the
duration, and as the duration of a shutdown increases, the shutdown period becomes
similar to an end of horizon.
5.4.2 Multiple state variables for a single technology
The example in the previous section is here extended to incorporate several deteriora-
tion processes. Each deterioration process may cause damage to the item, demanding
an instant repair or replacement if it is recognized. Some deterioration processes may
cause significant loss of efficiency or increase in maintenance effort to keep the item
running. Even if these deteriorations do not violate any safety requirements, it may
be considered as failed from an economic point of view, thus it is more profitable
to replace than continue. An important assumption made is that the item is entirely
renewed when a replacement takes place.
To investigate the feature of modelling multiple states, two deterioration processes
are considered. In addition to the deterioration process (cp1) given by eq. 5.34, a
second deterioration process (cp2) is included, and this process is modelled as a three
parametric Weibull distribution with η = 40, ι = 0, γ = 3.5. From the parameters
of the distribution, the expected MTTF equals 36.0 time-units. The costs of an in-
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Figure 5.16: Time to next inspection as a function of time-units left to the end of
horizon and three different values of the discount factor. The inspection policies are
presented for i = 18 (ω ∈ [85, 90 >). Case [A], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1).
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Figure 5.17: Total discounted costs for different discount factor values and i = 1
(ω ∈ [0, 5 >). Case [A], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1).
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Figure 5.18: The “optimal” inspection policy with (1) and without (2) predefined
shutdown periods of one time-unit at n = 20 and n = 80. The values are given for
i = 10 (ω ∈ [45, 50 >). Case [B], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1).
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Figure 5.19: The expected average profit per time-unit with (1) and without (2) pre-
defined shutdown periods of one time-unit at n = 20, n = 80, n = 120 and n = 160
time-units before end of horizon. The values are given for i = 10 (ω ∈ [45, 50 >).
Case [B], ξ(t) = 2t+ 2√tU , U ∼ N(0, 1).
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spection and replacement are given according to case [A] in table 5.4. The calculated
avarage costs per time-unit due to this single deterioration process are presented in
fig. 5.20, where the average costs for the remaing period to operate depends on the
the age (cp2) at present decision interval. When the state of the item is only classified
as working or failed, there is no need for an inspection, unless the failure is hidden
during normal operation. The state of the deterioration process is then entirely de-
termined by the age and thus, it may be considered as an age replacement policy.
The age-replacement model gives the optimal age replacement policy assuming an
infinite horizon. The objective is to minimise the avarage cost per time-unit and it is
expressed as [16],[81]:
C(s ·∆t) =
(
COH(·) + CI(·)
)
R(s ·∆t) + CUCM · F (s ·∆t)∫ s·∆t
0 R(t)dt
(5.35)
where COH(·), CI(·) and CUCM (·) are the costs of a planned overhaul, an inspection
and the cost of an unforeseen overhaul action. The expressions for the cost terms are
given in equations 5.4-5.6.
Inserting the values of case [A] gives average costs per time-unit of USD 96.70, and
a policy to replace at an age of 32 time-units. From fig. 5.20 it can be seen that the
average costs per time-unit using the MDP model approach this value as n→∞. At
n = 400 time-units, the proposed policy is to replace at an age of 32 time periods at
an average cost per time-unit of USD 96.90, which is only a small deviation compared
to the infinite horizon age-replacement policy. The deviation between average cots
per time-unit comparing age = 0 and age = 32 equals USD (2000/n) (a single
replacement). At n = 200 the deviation thus equal USD 10 as shown in the fig.5.20.
Table 5.7 and fig. 5.21 present the “optimal” inspection policy and the average cost
per time-unit if both deterioration processes are used to describe the overall state
of the item. The proposed policy at n = 200, given cp1 = 1 and cp2 = 0 (age),
is to perform the next inspection 31 time-units ahead. The results show that the
inspection period is dominated by the second failure process (cp2). The reason is that
the mean time to failure (MTTF) is 36.0 time-units, which is less than the MTTF for
the deterioration process modelled by cp1. The MTTF of cp1 equals 50.0 time-units.
In this example, the operational costs (energy, maintenance etc.) are assumed to be
independent of the state of the system. If these costs are made state dependent and
increase as the item deteriorates, the costs involved at an unforeseen failure may be
less important for the overall optimisation compared to e.g. efficiency and energy
consumption of operating in a poor condition. The “optimal” policy may be dom-
inated by other properties than MTTF. The individual income and cost figures may
easily be specified by the profile functions ΨOH , ΨPM etc.
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Figure 5.20: The expected average costs per time-unit as a function of time left until
end of horizon if the age at decision interval is 0, 16 or 32 time-units. Case [A].
Single deterioration process, Weibull distributed with η = 40, ι = 0, γ = 3.5
Table 5.7: The “optimal” inspection policy for different combinations of the state
variable cp1 (M = 10 levels) and cp2 (age) at n = 200 (time units left until end of
horizon). Case [A].
CP1 CP2 (Age)
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 ≥26
1 I-31 I-27 I-24 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
2 I-30 I-27 I-24 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
3 I-27 I-26 I-24 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
4 I-22 I-23 I-22 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
5 I-18 I-18 I-18 I-18 I-16 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
6 I-14 I-14 I-14 I-14 I-14 I-12 I-9 R/I-31
7 I-10 I-10 I-10 I-10 I-10 I-9 I-8 R/I-31
8 I-6 I-6 I-6 I-6 I-6 I-6 I-5 R/I-31
9 I-3 I-3 I-3 I-3 I-3 I-3 R/I-31 R/I-31
10 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31 R/I-31
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
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Figure 5.21: The expected average costs per time-unit for different combinations of
the state variable cp1 (M = 10 levels) and cp2 (age) at n = 200 (time units left until
end of horizon). Case [A].
5.4.3 Multiple state variables and multiple technologies
The aim of this subsection is to investigate how an assumption regarding the release
of a new (future) technology will effect the “optimal” policy at present time. Two
examples are presented. The first example involves two technologies, where the con-
dition of each technology is determined by monitoring a single deterioration process.
The second example is an extension of the first where the state description of each
technology involves two deterioration processes.
Two technologies (φ = 2) and a single deterioration process
The release date of a new technology is normally uncertain, and a date of release
must therefore be predicted. To investigate how this prediction may effect the “op-
timal” inspection policy the results of three different scenarios are presented. The
first scenario assumes an instant release of a new technology at a specific time and
the second scenario involves a predicted probability of release within a time interval.
The third scenario only involves the present technology, and is included to compare
the results of the previous two scenarios.
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Table 5.8: The energy cost profile and overhaul cost profile.
Main condition levels (i): 1 2 3 4 5
ΨE(i) 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4
[a]: Present technology ΨOH(i, a− a) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
ΨOH(i, a− b) 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
ΨE(i) 0.8 0.8 0.88 0.96 1.12
[b]: New technology ΨOH(i, b− b) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
The deterioration process of the item in operation (of present technology), and the
estimated deterioration process of an item having an improved technology are given
as:
[a]: Present technology: ξ(t) = 2.0t+ 2.0
√
tU , U ∼ N(0, 1)
[b]: New technology: ξ(t) = 1.5t+ 2.0
√
tU , U ∼ N(0, 1)
In addition to increased strength (slower degradation) it is assumed that the energy
costs are reduced by utilising the new technology. The energy cost is set to be 80%
of the energy cost involved by operating the present technology. Further, the cost of
an overhaul is assumed to be equal for both technologies, except for the modification
cost of changing to the new technology. The cost of a modification is assumed to be
20% higher compared to the normal overhaul costs. Case [C] in table 5.4 presents
the general cost figures that are used in this example. The income and cost levels
(main condition levels) are divided into five separate levels. Each item of different
technology has its specific cost figures. The energy profile, ΨE(i) and the overhaul
cost profile ΨOH(i, x) are presented in table 5.8. A horizon of maximum 150 time-
units is calculated. In the first scenario, it is assumed that a new technology appears
instantly at n = 99 (with probability 1.0), while in the second scenario the probability
of a release is described as normally distributed with mean 99 and standard deviation
equal to 2.
Figure 5.22 presents the “optimal” inspection policy for the three different scenarios.
Each inspection policy is only valid for an item in a new condition at the time of
decision i.e. i = 1 ω ∈ [0, 10 >. When a technology is known to occur at n =
99 (scenario [1], the decision at n = 150 is to perform a new inspection at n =
126 (because time-units until next inspection equal 24. When the new technology
is available (n = 99) as stated in the first scenario the decision is to replace the
present with the new one immediately. It can be seen that the introduction of a new
technology, deterministic or stochastic, has an end-of-horizon effect on the optimal
decision policy.
Table 5.9 presents the “optimal” inspection policy at n = 150 for the same three
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Table 5.9: Optimal inspection and replacement policy.
Condition Scenarios
[1] Instant release [2] Prob. of release [3] No release
N(99,2)
1 I-24 I-25 I-26
2 I-20 I-24 I-22
3 I-20 I-21 I-20
4 R/I-24 R/I-25 R/I-26
5 I-4 I-4 I-5
6 R/I-24 R/I-25 R/I-26
7 I-4 I-4 I-4
8 R/I-24 R/I-25 R/I-26
9 R/I-24 R/I-25 R/I-26
10 R/I-24 R/I-25 R/I-26
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
different scenarios. Due to the step function of the cost profiles (see table 5.8) the
proposed policy may seem to be odd. At e.g. i = 6 (ω ∈ [50, 60 >) the “optimal”
policy is to replace, while at i = 7 (ω ∈ [60, 70 >) the “optimal” policy is to continue
for a further 4 time-units. If a replacement is performed for i = 6, the replacement
cost is 25% less than if a replacement is performed for i = 7 (see the cost profile
Ψ(i, a− a)).
Two technologies (φ = 2) and two deterioration processes
In addition to the deterioration process described for each technology in the previous
text, a second deterioration process is incorporated, which together with the first
one mentioned, fully describes the state of the item currently in use. The second
deterioration process (cp2) is assumed to be similar for both technologies, and the
probability of a failure follows a Weibull distribution with parameters η = 40, ι = 0
and γ = 3.5. The probability of a release is assumed to be similar to the previous
example. The resulting replacement and inspection policy dependent on the initial
condition at n = 150 is presented in table 5.10. Thus if cp1 equals 1 and cp2 equals
0 (i.e. the item is in a new condition), the optimal decision is to inspect at 19 time-
units ahead. Because of the "end-of-horizon" effect caused by introducing a new
technology, the inspection policy will have some odd steps (rapid change) for small
changes in combinations of cp1 and cp2. Figure 5.23 presents the corresponding
average cost profile. The difference between the minimum and maximum average
cost for CP1 equals the average cost of one additional replacement over the horizon,
i.e. USD 2000/150(13.33) per time-unit.
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Figure 5.22: The effect of considering the release of a new technology with improved
performance characteristics. The figure presents an item in new condition at the
decision interval i.e. i = 1 (ω ∈ [0, 10 >); Case [C]. The presented control limits are
only valid for n ∈ [150, 100]. [1] Instant release of a new technology at N=99 i.e. 50
times units ahead. [2] The probability of a new technology is assumed to be normally
distributed with mean 99 and standard deviation 2. [3] shows the control limit if the
release of a new technology is neglected.
5.5 The decision process
The proposed MDP model may provide useful input to decision support for managing
ageing systems and equipment. Although the MDP model has its strength in an op-
erational phase where updated information about the ongoing deterioration processes
is available, the model may also be utilised to define the optimal inspection interval
dependent on observed condition and the condition boundary (control limit) requiring
a replacement in an initial maintenance program. The application of the MDP model
in these two different situations is discussed at the end of the chapter. The proposed
steps to make use of the MDP model are:
• to determine the system boundary and define the requirements
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Table 5.10: The optimal inspection and replacement policy at n = 150. Including
two technologies each described with two condition parameters. The probability of
a new technology is assumed to be normally distributed with mean 99 and standard
deviation 2.
Condition Age (CP2)
(CP1) 0 4 8 12 16 ≥19
1 I-20 I-16 I-14 I-5 I-4 R/I-20
2 I-18 I-17 I-11 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20
3 I-15 I-14 I-12 I-4 I-4 R/I-20
4 I-11 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20
5 I-14 I-5 I-4 I-4 R/I-20 R/I-20
6 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20
7 I-4 I-3 I-4 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20
8/9/10 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20 R/I-20
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
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Figure 5.23: The average cost profile at n = 150 (time-units left to the end of hori-
zon). The probability of a new technology is assumed to be normally distributed with
mean 99 and standard deviation 2. Each technology is described by two deterioration
processes. Case [C].
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• to select and model the deterioration process(es) of interest
• to specify the income and cost parameters (determine the main condition lev-
els)
• to investigate the results
In the following text, these four steps are outlined.
Determine the system boundaries and define the requirements
The initial preparation involves an approach to define the system requirements for the
item which is going to be analysed. The main requirements to consider are:
• Health, safety and environmental requirements. The item should as a minimum
satisfy acceptance criteria laid down by the authority and company (operator)
• Regularity requirements. The producing item should provide capability and
availability to fulfill the required demand.
• Cost efficient operations. In order to contribute to maximum life cycle profit,
the decision maker should consider acquisition & installation costs, operation
& maintenance costs including durability of materials and technology.
The maintainability and required logistic support are obviously important aspects to
be considered to achieve cost efficient operations. In addition, the decision maker
must also consider the use of new or proven (standard) technology to meet the de-
mands.
Table 5.11 presents the six model parameters that have to be specified considering the
overall requirements stated above. If the horizon is assumed to be infinite, the value
of TN has to be sufficiently large to reach a steady state solution (if possible).
Select and quantify the deterioration process(es) of interest, ξ(t)
When the system boundaries are defined and the requirements are determined, the
next step is to identify and analyse the most significant long term deterioration process(es).
Although there may exist several which are critical to the operation of the selected
item, some deterioration processes are normally more important (dominating) and
especially those leading to a major overhaul/replacement.
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Table 5.11: General parameters.
Parameter Description [unit]
TN Expected time to end of horizon [time]
Ψpp(n) Production profile [%]
Ψps(n) Opportunity profile
Cpen Cost of an inspection [USD]
pφ(n) The probability that techn. φ is available at n
β The discount rate (dependent on the length of each stage)
For the deterioration processes included, the first step is to establish a mathemati-
cal description of the deterioration as a function of time (ξ(t)). The mathematical
description of the deterioration process consists of a drift function g(t) with an un-
certainty (t) (see eq. 5.16). In this context, the drift function g(t) is defined to be
0 at t = 0 and 100 at t = MTTF 9. The condition monitoring data must there-
fore be transformed to fit within this scheme. Chapter 6 presents some procedures to
establish a drift function.
When the mathematical description of the deterioration process has been determined,
the next step is to establish the CTPM. In the process to calculate the CTPM values,
the decision maker has to select both the number of condition levels M , and the
length of each stage ∆t. In addition to these two parameters, the decision maker also
has to select the probability of detecting a failure without an inspection q1, and the
probability q2 of a transition between the two fault conditions if q1 < 1.
To include the knowledge of possible future technology(ies), experts have to make
assumptions on the schedule of release(s) and degree of improvement compared with
existing technology. There may be improvements in several areas such as capacity,
efficiency and durability. If the new technology is assumed to be more resistant to
the specific deterioration processes of interest, the mathematical description of the
deterioration process ξ(t) may have to be modified.
Specify the income and cost parameters
Each income/cost value is modelled by a combination of a reference parameter and
a profile function. The reference parameters are defined as the income/cost values
obtained by operating the item of present technology just after a replacement, ex-
cept for the overhaul and replacement parameter. The latter parameter is based on
the predicted cost of performing an overhaul replacement action for an item which
9If a failure is critical with respect to safety and/or environment, the condition at which an item is
said to have failed is stated by these requirements
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Table 5.12: Reference parameters
Parameter Description [unit]
I Income [USD/stage]
Cpen Penalty cost [USD/% deviation]
CE Energy cost [USD/stage]
CPM Cost of the day-to-day maintenance [USD/stage]
COH Cost of a planned overhaul action [USD]
S Salvage value [USD]
CI Cost of an inspection [USD]
MDTOH MDT due to a planned overhaul [stage]
MDTUCM MDT due to an unforeseen corrective maint. action [stage]
MDTI MDT due to an inspection
has failed. For each reference parameter the corresponding profile function (Ψ(·)(·))
describes the relationship between the condition of the item and the actual income/-
cost value for that specific condition. Table 5.12 presents all the reference parameters
used in the MDP model.
The first step is to select and determine the values of income and cost parameters
of interest. When the parameters have been determined, the next step is to select an
appropriate number of main condition levels. The number of main condition levels
must be equal to or less than M + 1 and should be kept at a minimum to limit the
necessary work to specify the profile functions. The choice will depend on the ability
and benefit achieved by increasing or decreasing the number of main levels. Usually
a number of 10 to 20 levels will be sufficient. The second step is to assign a value to
each profile function for each defined level. The value reflects the deviation between
the reference value and the actual income/cost value at that specific state. The process
is repeated for all technologies and state variables of interest.
Investigate the results
Sensitivity analysis should always be conducted to reveal the robustness of the rec-
ommended policy. Sensitivity analysis can easily demonstrate the effect of change
in e.g. length of horizon, discount rate and other parameters which are estimated or
have been strictly judged by experts.
Remarks
The outlined MDP model is developed to provide decision support for managing age-
ing systems and equipment with respect to the inspection, overhaul and replacement
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strategy, where the effect of e.g. obsolescence and fixed horizon may be significant
and therefore should be included. However, the MDP model may also be used to es-
tablish an initial maintenance policy, as well as to update the policy in an operational
phase based on results from the condition assessments. In the design phase, when the
initial maintenance policies have to be established, it is normal to assume an infinite
horizon as a basis for optimization of the maintenance intervals. Under this assump-
tion, the maintenance intervals may be determined by use of infinite horizon models.
However, in some cases the assumption of an infinite horizon may be incorrect. This
may be the case if the speed of deterioration is low and the horizon to operate is
bounded and short compared to the normal operation time of the asset between two
subsequent overhaul/replacements, which implies few replacements over the systems
life-cycle. Each replacement will then have to be considered with respect to the time
left to operate to secure a maximum life-cycle profit. Although the number of re-
placements may be low, the assumption of an infinite horizon may still hold. As the
discount rate decreases below 1.0, the effect of future income/costs diminishes, and
the consequences of a finite horizon are less important. A similar effect is observed
if the variance b of the deterioration process increases (see sec. 5.4.1). Because the
item has to be overhauled at an earlier stage when the uncertainty of the deterioration
process increases, the number of replacements also increases, which diminishes the
effect of a fixed horizon.
Under the assumption of an infinite horizon and constant external parameters such as
discount rate, production demand, the “optimal” policy will constitute a set of “steady
state” control limits, regarding both time-units until the next inspection and the state
(condition level) to perform a replacement.
In the operational phase, both physical impairment and obsolescence will effect the
“optimal” policy. If the horizon is fixed and the time left to operate is decreasing, the
end of horizon effect may be significant. Operational experience would also effect
the “optimal decision”. Through operation it is possible to observe the actual speed
of deterioration and the effect of the deterioration on the income and cost values.
This information is useful and important to include in seeking the “optimal” policy
to follow until the next decision interval. If obsolescence is the main cause of a
reduced profit, a modification may be required. To evaluate a future modification,
the decision maker will have to consider the possible improvements achieved by use
of a new technology and make predictions or assumptions about the features of that
specific technology. The MDP model may then suit as a decision support tool to
estimate the benefits and the ”optimal” policy in the period until a modification is
possible.
Chapter 6
Deterioration processes and
maintenance cost functions
The decision process outlined in section 5.5 is based on information that has to be
gathered from management systems, condition monitoring systems and/or expert
judgements. In this chapter methods of estimation and forecasting of model para-
meters are presented. The selection of appropriate methods is limited to those which
fit the typical decision process and sources of information. The techniques outlined
are based on regression analysis, exponential and direct smoothing, and Bayesian
methods in forecasting. They differ by the importance they give to the data and their
complexity. Forecast based on time series analysis is based on a 3-step procedure
— (1) select the model (increasing/decreasing/seasonal shape); (2) parameterize the
model; (3) make a forecast and estimate confidence. The use of time series to rep-
resent a deterioration process has a major drawback. That is, the model does not
contain knowledge about the ongoing physical failure process, it only represents the
symptoms of the process that are measurable. Expert judgement may however com-
pensate for the lack of knowledge in the model. If the regressor variables in the model
are simple mathematical functions of time, techniques such as exponential smoothing
and direct smoothing can be applied to update the model and forecast future values.
These techniques are described in section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. First, the nature of the
decision problem is briefly discussed.
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6.1 Features of the decision process
The basic idea of the proposed model is to utilize condition information to improve
the maintenance function. The proposed MDP model presented in chapter 5 requires
the decision maker to perform an inspection at proposed time intervals, evaluate the
inspection results and modify the model parameters if necessary. If the model para-
meters have changed significantly, new calculations have to be performed to select
the next optimal inspection time.
In order to find the model or value(s) that describe each distinct parameter, the char-
acteristics of the input parameter have to be evaluated. The following parameters
have to be treated in the light of the specific decision problem:
• Economic figures (Production profile, discount rate, energy price, man-hour
and spare part costs)
• Deterioration processes (ξ(t))
• Technology development (The time of release and operational cost savings uti-
lizing the new technology)
The quantity, accuracy, and timeliness of historical data are important in selecting the
appropriate methods to estimate and forecast the model parameters. The nature of the
decision process also plays an important part in this respect. Usually the number of
observations is limited, they may be objective but often they are subjective, and they
will in general be updated on a regular basis (determined by the decision process, the
estimated deterioration rate and the uncertainty in the observations). Prior modelling
processes, using information from similar applications to cover for lack of data, are
considered to be important. If physical models of similar deterioration processes exist
they should form a basis for the applied models and this topic is discussed in section
6.1.2. Typically the decision maker must handle a decision process which may have:
• Few observations available
• Prior model known from similar applications
• Information updated on a regular basis from new observations
• Subjective information often in combination with objective measurements
• Physical models of the deterioration processes
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6.1.1 Economic figures
The economic figures may strongly depend on external conditions as well as internal
requirements. The income is dependent on the price of the product produced by the
equipment, system or plant of interest. The same applies to maintenance costs, energy
costs and the cost of reduced availability (lost or deferred production). The discount
rate is set based on the company policy and market conditions. As mentioned in sec-
tion 2.5.2, two types of data are needed for economic evaluation — general economic
data and specific asset data.
There are different methods for establishing the cost figures such as trend analysis
to determine previous and predict future changes, or influence analysis to determine
market situation. The methods of trend analysis and forecasting that are discussed in
section 6.2 can be useful to estimate income and cost figures. The specific income
and cost functions that are needed in the proposed model are outlined in section 5.2.3.
6.1.2 Deterioration processes
A major challenge in describing the deterioration process (physical impairment) is
the low number of observations available. For a new specific item, the necessary
information may not exist, while for an item that has been operating for some time
there may be both qualitative and quantitative information available. The former
may require a comparison with a similar type of item, either from internal company
sources or from various external sources. A drawback however is that the influence
of external environmental factors and previous preventive maintenance tasks, usually
has a significant impact on those few data that are available. This applies also to
those items for which specific operating conditions and maintenance records exist.
Basically, the following qualitative and quantitative sources of information can be
available for an item [9]:
• historical information related to operation and maintenance of the same type
of item, either from internal company sources or from various external sources
such as international standards, databanks, suppliers or other companies (hav-
ing experience with the same type of item).
• item specific information collected during operation and maintenance of the
item up until today, such as process parameters, technical condition parameters,
minor repairs and follow ups, design changes, operating conditions, operation
patterns and operating environments.
• current information such as the existence of potential failure types and their
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severity, that is, their consequences with regard to operation, cost, safety and
environmental hazards.
• information about the future, such as expected operations strategies and influ-
ences from operation and environment.
There is a comprehensive number of papers concerning the assignment of lifetime
distribution to complete and censored failure data [16]. When it comes to use of
knowledge about the failure mechanisms, fewer papers exist.
A common method for generating deterioration models based on condition monitor-
ing results is forecasting using historical records from time series and use of failure
mechanism models. A physical understanding of the deterioration process is of great
importance in selecting an appropriate time series model. Previous history can be
used to suggest the appropriate form to be regressed. Section 6.2 discusses the use of
regression analysis to determine such models.
Deterioration processes may be described by several statistical methods. In Rau-
sand and Reinertsen [82], the use of stochastic models of life span for non-reparable
items under the influence of dominant failure mechanisms like fatigue, corrosion and
wear are treated. The authors concluded that the model selection must be based on a
thorough knowledge of actual failure mechanisms and the associated time dependent
deterioration. The methods discussed in this section are based on establishing time
series models based on available condition monitoring information. A brief overview
of typical models is given. Fitting models to the observed symptoms data is also
discussed.
Hontelez, Burger and Wijnmalen [78] have described several deterioration processes
for civil structures as a diffusion process with drift function g(t). They give some
examples of different models such as:
• Corrosion of steel not sufficiently protected by concrete or preservation, can be
described as a linear process g(t) = At, (A > 0, t > 0).
• Carbonation is a chemical deterioration process working on concrete by diffu-
sion of CO2. The thickness of the coat which is affected can be described by
g(t) = A
√
t, (A > 0, t > 0).
• Crack development is a deterioration process affecting steel and some times
concrete. The size of the crack caused by wear can be described by g(t) =
(1/2[Ct+ a0])2, (t > 0).
• Shrinkage occurs in structures made of concrete. It causes the distortions which
increase as time goes on and can be described as g(t) = A(1 − eB(t−t0)) +
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Table 6.1: Failure mechanisms and life distribution[82].
Life distribution
Mechanism Weibull Lognormal Inverse Gauissian Birnbaum-Saunders Gumbel
Fatigue (cyclic) • •
Fatigue (cum.) • •
Corrosion (pitting) • •
Wear •
C(t > t0 > 0, g(t) = 0|t ≤ t0).
Samdal [83] has modelled the deterioration of a pipeline located in the water injection
system of an offshore installation as g(t) = A + Bt, (t > 0). The uncertainty
in the model estimates are described as σ2 = C + Dt2. Expressions are given for
both pitting-corrosion, and uniform-corrosion, which were determined to be the main
deterioration mechanisms. He also proposes a similar model for a charge pipe system
in use at a plant producing FeSi. The general expression of the deterioration process
models is similar to the expression used for the pipeline. The models cover uniform
corrosion and abrasive wear of a charge pipe.
Kobbacy [84] presents a system which incorporates decision support for selection of
a suitable model for preventive maintenance scheduling. By analysing PM records,
the Hybrid Intelligent Maintenance Optimization System (HIMOS) is stated to be
capable of assigning an appropriate mathematical model to more than 47% of the
data current analysed.
Rausand and Reinertsen [82] have proposed a preliminary guidance for selection of
life distributions for four different failure mechanisms. These failure mechanisms
with corresponding distributions are presented in table 6.1. They emphasize that the
effect of several failure mechanisms may be much higher than the sum of the effects
of each individual mechanism. These synergy effects are difficult, if not impossible
to model using the knowledge available today.
6.1.3 Technology development
Technological advances take place all the time - driven by need. The current trends in
products lead to changes in the design environment such as a) larger, more integrated
systems, b) increased complexity, c) higher levels of competition, and d) increased
legal requirements.
Although the field of technology forecasting has existed for nearly 50 years, rarely
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has it been institutionalized in the strategic technology planning efforts of technology
intensive organizations. Aside from a number of governmental initiatives, technology
forecasting techniques have been studied by relatively few. A study performed by
Technology/Engineering Management, Inc. [85] has revealed that most technology
forecasting, where it has been done, has primarily relied on expert opinion or other
judgmental approaches rather than trend analyses or other data driven techniques.
The five most applied approaches were (sorted from top to bottom):
• Expert opinion
• Scenarios
• Patent analysis
• Delphi Techniques
• Technology trend analysis
Expert opinion was clearly the most widely applied approach in spite of known prob-
lems with the bias of individual experts.
The predominant time horizon was 2 to 5 years (61%). This was followed distantly
by less than 2 years (18%), greater than 10 years (12%), and 5 to 10 years (9%).
Thus, most of the companies have relatively short time horizon.
There are several possible tradeoffs in evaluation of technology in a life-cycle per-
spective. The importance of each of the areas will depend on the defined require-
ments. Figure 6.1 presents an example of a trade-off relationship diagram.
6.2 Forecasting and regression analysis
Regression analysis is a statistical technique for modelling and investigating the re-
lationship between two or more variables. Regression models are used for several
purposes, including the following: 1) Data description, 2) Parameter estimation, 3)
Prediction and estimation and 4) Control [87]. A function model representing the de-
terioration process ξ can be determined by applying regression analysis if the history
of the speed of deterioration over a long period is known. The length of the period
should be at least the same as the length of the period to be forecasted. If the forecast
is based on the time-order sequence of the measured deterioration only, time series
models can be applied. Forecasting methods that are based on time series models are
called trending or extrapolation models. The other type of statistical forecasting mod-
els is the causal models, where the deterioration rate is explained by some external
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Figure 6.1: Trade-off relationships [86]
factors e.g. maintenance effort, load demand. Such forecast methods are also called
multivariate methods. Both these types of models apply the regression analysis.
In addition to the the quantitative methods, where the logic is clearly stated and the
operations are mathematical, qualitative procedures are often applied. The qualitative
procedures involve subjective estimates through opinion of experts and they usually
make use of formal procedures for obtaining predictions in this manner such as the
Delphi method [88]. The methods of forecasting may thus be divided into two main
categories depending upon the extent to which mathematical and statistical methods
are used [89]— the quantitative methods and the qualitative methods.
The selection of appropriate forecasting methods is influenced by the following fac-
tors [89]:
• Form of forecast required
• Forecast horizon, period, and interval
• Data availability
• Accuracy required
• Behaviour of process being forecast (demand pattern)
• Cost of development, installation, and operation
• Ease of operation
• Management comprehension and cooperation
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Usually the forecast will take one of the following forms: (1) an estimate of the
expected value of the variable, plus an estimate of the standard deviation of forecast
error, or (2) an interval that has a stated probability of containing the actual future
value. The latter is called a prediction interval.
6.2.1 Regression analysis
Regression analysis is a widely used statistical technique for investigating and mod-
elling the relationship between variables. The general form of a linear regression
model is:
y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + . . .+ bkxk +  (6.1)
where y is the response variable, x1, . . . , xk predictor variables , b0, . . . , bk parame-
ters of the model and  the random error. The estimates for the parameters b0, . . . , bk
are denoted by bˆ0, . . . , bˆk. They can be determined by the method of least squares.
The resulting regression equation gives the predicted values for y denoted by yˆ:
yˆ = bˆ0 + bˆ1x1 + bˆ2x2 + . . .+ bˆkxk +  (6.2)
Considering a deterioration process, the response variable is the degree of deterio-
ration at time ξ(t). If the time t is the only predictor variable the linear regression
equation can be given in the form:
ξ(t) = bˆ0 + bˆ1t+ t (6.3)
However, the speed of deterioration is seldom linear, and thus various non-linear
models are generally preferred. As an example, a polynomial fit of order 3 is given
below:
ξ(t) = bˆ0 + bˆ1t+ bˆ2t2 + bˆ3t3 + t (6.4)
By linearization the parameters of the model can easily be estimated using standard
methods of regression analysis. Such linearization can also be applied to other func-
tional forms to estimate the model parameters.
However, the polynomial may give poor results outside the range of historical data,
and use of such models should be handled with care.
In order to determine the prediction intervals for the forecast, the estimates for the
variance of the random error have to be calculated:
σˆ2 =
∑n
i=1(yi − yˆi)2
n− 2 (6.5)
Several deterioration processes can be described by a deterioration function g(t).
The TCI values, as described in chapter 2.3, may also be modelled using the methods
within time-series analysis as described in the following text.
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6.2.2 The Wiener Process
The Wiener process has some excellent features which make it very suitable for de-
scribing an item whose physical condition can be measured/observed as it deterio-
rates.
Let the deterioration function g(t) represent the deterministic decay of the items con-
dition. The deterioration process will normally be influenced by several external
conditions. To be able to describe the random nature of our process we have to add a
stochastic part to the deterioration model, thus giving us the following general model
of a deterioration process, ξ(t), at time t as:
ξ(t) = g(t) + b · U√t, U ∼ N(0, 1) (6.6)
where N(0,1) stands for the standard normal distribution. The stochastic part of the
Wiener process is thus described by b · √t, t ≥ 0, where b ≥ 0 is a parameter given
by the standard normal distribution.
In situations where the independent variables are simple mathematical functions of
time, very efficient estimation and forecasting techniques can be derived. Direct
smoothing presented in section 6.2.4 is such a method.
6.2.3 Exponential smoothing methods
Exponential smoothing is one of the most widely used class procedures for smoothing
discrete time series in order to forecast the immediate future. The main reason can
be attributed to its simplicity, its computational efficiency, the ease of adjusting its
responsiveness to changes in the process to be forecast, and its reasonable accuracy
[89].
Consider a simple exponential smoothing for a constant process (yt = b0+t), where
b0 is the expected demand in any period and t is a random component having mean
0 and variance σ2. To simplify the expression, the smoothed value bˆ0(T ) is written as
BT (BT ≡ bˆ0(T )). The new estimate for the expected value using simple exponential
smoothing is then [89]:
BT = αxT + (1− α)BT−1 (6.7)
The fraction α is called the smoothing constant. The forecast (xˆT+t(T )) of a value in
any future period T + t for a constant process is simply BT . Selecting an appropriate
smoothing constant is generally performed by carrying out a sequence of trials on a
set of actual historical data using different values of α. The selection of an "optimal"
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smoothing constant can be performed by comparing e.g. minimum sum of squared
errors. The smaller the value of α, the slower the response. Larger values of α
cause the smoothed values to be more sensitive to the latest measurements, which
incorporate both real changes and random fluctuations. It can be shown that for a
constant demand process and simple exponential smoothing, the forecast errors can
be expressed as[89]:
σ2e =
2
2− ασ
2
 (6.8)
where the standard deviation σe for a constant process is found by computing the
sample standard deviation of a sequence of actual demand realizations.
For a process where the values increase or decrease linearly with time, double expo-
nential smoothing for a linear trend process can be applied. The forecast equation is
expressed as [89]:
xˆT+t(T ) =
(
2 +
α · t
1− α
)
BT −
(
1 +
α · t
1− α
)
B
[2]
T (6.9)
where B[2]T implies double exponential smoothing, and equals:
B
[2]
T = αBT + (1− α)B[2]T−1 (6.10)
Exponential smoothing can be used to estimate coefficients in polynomial models of
any degree. For a quadratic model, a procedure called triple exponential smoothing
can be applied. It is recommended that the smoothing constant, α1 for a constant
process (single smoothing) should be between 0.01 and 0.3. The equivalent value of
the smoothing constant for a model of k parameters to be estimated, αk, would be
[89]:
αk = (1− α1)1−k
Example
To exemplify the applicability of double exponential smoothing, a fictitious case is
given. Assume that a pipe inspection is performed each third month. A new pipe
has a wall thickness of 792 · 10−2 mm. After five year in operation the observed
data is as presented in table 6.2. Using simple linear regression methods the initial
deterioration model is (all wall thickness values given as 10−2mm):
g(t) = xˆt = 794.47− 7.13t
Letting α = 0.1, and using equation 6.8-6.10, the forecast for the subsequent periods
can be calculated. Smoothing the results sequentially for the 20 periods of historical
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Table 6.2: Observed wall thickness at each 3 month inspection over 20 periods (5
years). All measurements are given as 10−2 mm.
(1-10) 773 797 765 758 783 752 785 669 727 716
(11-20) 710 696 688 675 643 709 656 657 613 649
data yields B20 = 705.35 and B[2]20 = 774.85. The forecast for period 21 given an
observation at period 20 is then:
xˆ20+1(T = 20) =
(
2 +
0.1 · 1
1− 0.1
)
705.35−
(
1 +
0.1 · 1
1− 0.1
)
774.85 ≈ 628
After the inspection in period 21 the wall thickness is measured to be 611 ·10−2 mm.
Figure 6.2 presents the one-period ahead forecast from period 21 (i.e. the forecast
includes the observation in the previous period).
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Figure 6.2: Pipe thickness measurements and one-period-ahead forecast using double
exponential smoothing.
6.2.4 Direct smoothing
Direct smoothing (or adaptive smoothing) is a technique which can be applied if the
regressor variables of the model are simple mathematical functions of time. The
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method smoothes the old coefficients with the current period’s forecast error to ob-
tain new coefficients. When the regressor variables are polynomial functions of time,
direct smoothing is equivalent to exponential smoothing [89]. Direct smoothing ap-
plies the techniques of discounted least squares. It is assumed that the time series
{xt} can be represented by the general model:
xt =
k∑
i=1
bizi(t) + t t = 1, 2, . . . , T
where bi is the coefficient of the ith term in the model and the regressor variables
zi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , k, are appropriate mathematical functions of t. The {t} are
random errors such that E(t) = 0, V (t) = σ2 , and E(t · t+u) = 0. Let xˆT (T −1)
be the forecast for period T , made in the end of period T − 1. The forecast for any
future time period T + t, of a linear trend model (xt = b1 + b2t + t) is determined
by [89]:
xˆT+t(T ) =
k∑
i=1
aˆi(T )zi(t) (6.11)
where the estimates of the model parameters aˆi are found using the following equa-
tions:
aˆ1(T ) = aˆ1(T − 1) + aˆ2(T − 1) + (1− γ∗2)e1(T )
aˆ2(T ) = aˆ2(T − 1) + (1− γ)∗2e1(T )
e1(T ) = xT − xˆT (T − 1)
γ∗ is called the discount factor, and chosen so that 0 < γ∗ < 1. Direct smoothing of
polynomial model of degree k is equivalent to multiple smoothing of order k+1 with
α = 1− γ∗. It is possible to represent seasonal time series with use of trigonometric
functions, such as sine and cosine. Several examples are found in the literature [89].
Example
Recall the example of the previous section concerning the deterioration of a pipeline.
By direct smoothing, the new estimated parameters and the forecast are calculated
using equation 6.11. The discount factor is β = 0.90, and the results are presented in
table 6.3. The revised parameters are shown in columns 3 and 5.
6.2.5 Forecasting errors
A time series model is of the general form:
xt = g(t) + t
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Table 6.3: Comparison of direct smoothing with double exponential smoothing
Period xT aˆ1(T ) aˆ2(T ) xˆT (T − 1), by ST S[2]T xˆT (T − 1), by
T direct smoothing double smoothing
0 794.47 -7.13 858.30 922.81
1 773 784.62 -7.27 787.34 849.77 915.51 786.62
2 797 781.08 -7.08 777.34 844.49 908.40 776.73
3 765 772.29 -7.17 774.00 836.54 901.22 773.48
4 758 763.77 -7.24 765.12 828.69 893.97 764.68
5 783 761.56 -6.97 756.53 824.12 886.98 756.16
6 752 754.10 -7.00 754.59 816.91 879.97 754.28
7 785 754.30 -6.62 747.10 813.72 873.35 746.84
8 669 732.73 -7.41 747.68 799.25 865.94 747.46
9 727 725.64 -7.39 725.32 792.02 858.55 725.14
10 716 717.82 -7.41 718.25 784.42 851.13 718.10
where the expected value of xt is g(t) and t is a random component with mean 0
and variance σ2 .
Let eT+t(T ) be the t-period-ahead forecast error defined as [89]:
eT+t(T ) = xT+t − xˆT+t(T ) (6.12)
where T is the point in time when the forecast was made. The forecast error is the
difference between two random variables, the demand process in period T and the
forecast made t periods earlier. The forecast error variance is thus the sum of the
variance of the measured process, V ar(xT+t), and the variance of the forecast:
V ar[eT+t(T )] = V ar(xT+t) + V ar[xˆT+t(T )] (6.13)
where V ar(xT+t) = σ2 . V ar[xˆT+t(T )] expresses the variance of t-period ahead
forecast made at time T .
The variance of the forecast is a function of the variance and the covariance describ-
ing the uncertainty in using estimates of the model parameters in the forecasting pro-
cedure. The variance of error in the forecasting depends on the selected forecasting
method, and must therefore be determined for each specific case. Table 6.4 presents
the expressions for the variance of error in the forecasting for period for period T + t
at the end of period T , for two different cases.
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Table 6.4: Two examples of the variance of error in forecasting of linear trend models
[89].
Forecasting methods V ar[xˆT+t(T )]
Convent. least-squares analysis 2T (T 2−1) [(2T − 1)(T − 1) + 6t(T + t− 1)]σ2
Direct smoothing α(1+β)3 [(1 + 4β + 5β
2) + 2α(1 + 3β)t+ 2α2t2]σ2
Estimation of the variance of the observation σ2
A usual method to estimate the variance, is first to calculate the mean absolute devi-
ation at time T , ∆ˆ(T ). To estimate ∆ˆ(T ), the following statistics may be used:
∆ˆ(T ) = E[|e− E(e)|] =
∑T
t=T−N+1[e1(t)− e¯1(T )]
N
(6.14)
where e¯1(T ) is the average of the last N errors and is defined by:
e¯1(T ) =
1
N
T∑
t=T−N+1
e1(t)
Another method to estimate ∆ˆ(T ) is to apply the exponential smoothing concept.
∆ˆ(T ) is then estimated using:
∆ˆ(T ) = α|e1(T )−Q(T )|+ (1− α)∆ˆ(T − 1) (6.15)
where 0 < α < 1 and the smoothed error,Q(T ), is given by the following expression:
Q(T ) = αe1(T ) + (1− α)Q(T − 1)
If the forecast error is normally distributed, the estimate of variance is given as [89]:
σˆ2e =
√
Π
2
∆ˆ(T ) ≈ 1.25∆ˆ(T ) (6.16)
For simple exponential smoothing, equation 6.8 presents the relation between the
variance of the observation, σ2 , and σ2e . Similar expressions of relationship between
σ2 and σ2e can be developed for other types of forecasting procedures. For direct
smoothing procedures, the expressions will in general be of the form σ2e = c(γ∗, t) ·
σ2 , where c(γ∗, t), can be calculated for different discount values and forecasting
horizons.
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Prediction interval
If the forecast is unbiased and the forecast errors are normally distributed, the 100(1−
γ∗) percent prediction interval for xT+t is expressed as:
xT+t = xˆT+t(T )± uγ∗/2,ν · σet (6.17)
where uγ∗/2,ν represents the t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom.
6.2.6 Other forecasting models
The different smoothing techniques presented in previous sections are all derived
from the least-square criterion. Several other methods exist such as the Winter’s
method (triple exponential smoothing) [89]. The major drawback of these methods
is that they usually assume independent errors, i.e. independent observations.
A common method to represent time series is to define a linear combination of inde-
pendent random variables, that are drawn from a stable probability distribution with
mean 0 and variance σ2 . Methods based on linear filter models define functions that
transform a white noise process into a time series model. A white noise process is a
sequence of uncorrelated random variables (t, t−1, t−2, . . .), each with zero mean
and finite variance σ2 > 0. The linear combination of the i could be written as:
xt = µ+ ψ0t + ψ1t−1 + ψ2t−2 + · · · (6.18)
where ψj(j = 0, 1, . . .) are usually weights and µ is a constant that determines the
level of the process. Equation 6.18 is usually called a linear filter.
Various different models exist which are based on such a time series model such as
autoregressive processes, moving average processes, mixed autoregressive-moving
average processes and nonstationary processes. The two latter, which are both non-
stationary in the mean, can be represented by use of autoregressive integrated moving
average process (abbreviated to ARIMA). However, there are two major disadvan-
tages in applying these models, which are:
• Use of ARIMA models will require at least 50 to 100 observations. That
amount of historical data would usually be unavailable, and ARIMA models
will therefore be impossible to use.
• There is not a convenient way to modify or update the estimate of the model
parameters when each new observation becomes available, such as there is in
direct smoothing. One has periodically to refit the model completely.
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In general, they are most suitable for time series where the sampling interval is very
small since relatively long history can be obtained.
6.2.7 Bayesian methods of forecasting
The methods described in the previous sections can only be applied if historical data
are available. Unfortunately, lack of historical data is often the case at the time the
initial forecast is required. Thus the forecast has to be based largely on subjective
information. As the time series becomes available the model may be adjusted in
the light of actual data. Bayesian methods are often useful in statistical inference
problems of this type.
In this section, it is assumed that the original subjective forecast can be translated
into a subjective estimate of the parameters of the forecasting model. The methods
outlined below are limited to parameter estimation and forecasting for time series
models, that are linear in the unknown parameters b1, b2, . . . , bk 1. Suppose a de-
terioration process, ξ(t), can be expressed as a time series process of the following
general form:
ξ(t) = xt = b1z1(t) + b2z2(t) + · · ·+ bkzk(t) + t
=
∑k
i=1 bizi(t) + t
(6.19)
where the {bi} are constants, the {zi(t)} are mathematical functions of t and are the
independent variables in the model, and t is N(0, σ2 ). t is assumed to be indepen-
dent of t+j for all j. It is convenient to write equation 6.19 with the following matrix
notation:
ξ(t) = btz(t) + t (6.20)
where z(t) = [z1(t), z2, · · · , zk] and b = [b1,b2, · · · ,btk]. The probability distri-
bution of ξ(t), assuming the variance to be known, is:
f(ξt|b, σ2 ) = N(btz(t), σ2 ) (6.21)
To establish a posterior distribution, the following procedure is followed:
• Select a prior distribution
• Based on observation, estimate the parameters b
• Determine the posterior distribution
1The nonlinear models are omitted because they are difficult to estimate by least-square methods,
and the sampling distribution in such models generally does not have a normal distribution.
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Prior distribution
Prior to observing the time series, it is necessary to make an assumption to select
the most appropriate prior distribution, h0(b). If the {bi} is assumed to be jointly
normally distributed with E(bi) = b¯′i, Var(bi) = v′ii, and Cov(bi, bj) = v′ij . The prior
distribution of b′ then follows a multivariate normal distribution:
h0(b) = (2pi)−(1/2)k|V′−1|1/2exp{−12[b− b¯
′]tV′−1[b− b¯′]} (6.22)
where b¯′ = E(b) and V′ is the variance-covariance matrix. Further, a matrix G′ is
defined as:
G′ ≡ σ2V′−1
Estimation of parameters
Based on observations of the deterioration process, the prior distribution can be up-
dated. Let x represent the observed data after T periods, expressed as:
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ]t
and
Z =

z′(1)
z′(2)
.
.
.
z′(k)
 =

z1(1) z2(1) · · · zk(1)
z1(2) z2(2) · · · zk(2)
· · · ... · · · · · ·
z1(k) z2(k) · · · zk(k)

b can be estimated from the actual time series by the least-squares estimators given
as [89]:
bˆ = bˆ(T ) = G−1Ztx (6.23)
which are unbiased (E(bˆ|b) = b), and have variance-covariance matrix:
Cov(bˆ) ≡ V = G−1σ2 (6.24)
Here, G = ZtZ. It can be shown that bˆ is sufficient to estimate b when σ2 is known
and that it follows the multivariate normal distribution [89]:
f(bˆ|b;Z, σ2 ) = (2pi)−(1/2)k|V−1|exp{
1
2
[bˆ− b]tV−1[bˆ− b]} (6.25)
For fixed Z and σ2 the marginal distribution of bˆ is given by:
g(bˆ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(bˆ|b)h0(b)db (6.26)
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Posterior distribution
The posterior distribution of b, given bˆ, is computed at time T as:
hT (b|bˆ) = h0(b)f(bˆ|b)
g(bˆ)
(6.27)
It can be shown that the posterior distribution above equals [89]:
hT (b|bˆ) = N(b¯′′,V′′) (6.28)
where the mean b¯′′ and the variance-covariance matrix V′′ are determined from:
V′′−1 = V′−1 +V−1 (6.29)
b¯′′ = V′′(V′−1b¯′ +V−1bˆ) (6.30)
Example
Recall the example in section 6.2.3. For a new installation, the operators may use
knowledge from similar installed pipelines and environmental conditions to estimate
the speed of deterioration. In the following hypothetical case, it is assumed the wall
thickness at design varies between 787·10−2mm and 797·10−2mm. Based on similar
installations the experts also estimate the speed of deterioration to be 1.5 − 3 · 10−2
mm/month. The experts interpret this information to mean that a linear trend model
ξ(t) = xt = b1 + b2t+ t is appropriate. Since the experts think the assumption that
t is N(0, σ2 ) is reasonable, a normal prior for b is applied. In addition, the experts
decide the value for σ2 to be 252 = 625 based on forecasting of similar deterioration
processes .
After 9 months of operation (3 observations), the experts wish to update the deteri-
oration process model and incorporate gained knowledge in the model. The three
first observations are xt = {773, 797, 765} 10−2mm (see table 6.2). Based on
the initial assumption about the deterioration process, the forecast of the deterio-
ration process at T = 0 is xˆ0+t(T = 0) = 792 − 6.5t + t, where the 95 per-
cent Bayesian prediction interval for xˆT+t(T ), made at time T = 0, is given by
xˆ0+t(T = 0) ± 1.960
√
2, 7778 + 0, 0625t2 + 625. Using the information from the
available inspection results after three periods, the updated posterior distribution (at
T = 3) is established using equation 6.23-6.30. The least-square estimates of the
parameters at T = 3 are:
bˆ = bˆ(T = 3) = G−1Ztx
=
[
2.333 −1.000
−1.000 0.500
] [
1 1 1
1 2 3
] 773797
765
 = [ 783.66−4.00
]
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Using equation 6.24, the corresponding sample variance-covariance matrix equals:
Cov(bˆ) ≡ V = G−1σ2 =
[
525.00 −225.00
−225.00 112.50
]
Using equation 6.29 and 6.30, the parameters of the posterior distribution are com-
puted as:
V′′−1 =
[
0.373 0.027
0.027 3.312
]
b¯′′ =
[
792.011
−6.985
]
From the results above, the updated forecast of the deterioration process in period 3+t
is given by xˆ3+t(T = 3) = 792.011−6.985t+t. The 95 percent Bayesian prediction
interval for x3+t(T = 3) is thus xˆ3+t(T = 3)±1.960
√
2.681− 0.062t+ 0.433t2 + 625.
A similar approach has been used for xˆ16+t(T = 16), i.e. using measurements from
the last 16 inspections. The updated forecast of the deterioration process at 16 + t is
xˆ16+t(T = 16) = 791.949−7.508t+t. The 95 percent Bayesian prediction interval
for xˆ16+t(T = 16) is calculated to be xˆ16+t(T = 16)±1.960
√
2.56− 0.348t+ 0.124t2 + 625.
Figure 6.3 presents the results of the forecast based on a) the initial assumption, b)
Bayesian update after 3 periods and c) Bayesian update after 16 periods. It can easily
be seen that the latter fits the data better than the two previous estimates.
Comment:
Nonlinear models are difficult to estimate by least-square methods, and the sampling
distribution in such models generally does not have a normal distribution. This usu-
ally makes Bayesian methods impractical [89]. However, if revisions are to be made
infrequently, the Bayesian approach may be reasonable.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the initial forecast at T = 0 and forecast based on infor-
mation after T = 3 and T = 16.
Chapter 7
Application
The objective of this section is to present an application of the proposed MDP model.
In addition to the specific result from the model itself, the example includes the deci-
sion process and the procedure to prepare the input data which are of importance for
the specified maintenance decision problem.
In the Norwegian Sector of the North Sea, several offshore facilities have been pro-
ducing oil and gas for over 20 years. Although new and improved technology has
increased the oil recovery, several facilities are going to be shut-down in the forth-
coming years as the oil reservoirs become less profitable to operate. The challenge
is to maximize the profit for the remaining life-time without violating any regula-
tory,safety, health or environmental requirements. To maximize the profit, the main-
tenance effort has to be consistent with requirements of continued prudent operation
until the planned sale or decommissioning of the asset.
In a short-term and medium term planning perspective, the use of an on-condition
maintenance policy or condition-based maintenance has proven to be essential for
cost-efficient operation. By using condition monitoring, the interval between over-
haul actions may increase, and the efficiency with respect to maintenance may im-
prove by directing repair and overhaul actions toward specific deficiencies. In a long-
term planning perspective, physical impairment is not the only reason to consider a
replacement or a modification. An important aspect here is to evaluate new tech-
nology with respect to efficiency, safety and environmental requirements. Hence, in
addition to physical impairment, obsolescences may require a modification. Other
important factors which also have to be considered are e.g. the investment costs, oil
prices, discount rate and operation horizon.
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The condition of equipment is normally affected by several deterioration processes.
Some failures are easily repaired, while others may have severe effects and e.g. re-
quire an entire replacement of the equipment. On a system level, the latter deterio-
ration processes may also affect the efficiency and the competitiveness of the facility
if the equipment is expensive. There may therefore be totally different deterioration
processes which are of interest in a short term perspective as opposed to a long term
perspective.
As an example, consider large centrifugal pumps. Typical failures on centrifugal
pumps are bearing, seal and wear-ring failures. In some cases both the impeller
and casing may also have severe damage due to the operating condition causing e.g.
corrosion or erosion. In a long-term perspective, the condition of costly components
such as casing and impeller may be more important than the other typical failure
modes.
7.1 Operation of a gas turbine
Gas turbines are the main utility equipment for electric power generation on most
platforms in the Norwegian Sector of the North Sea. Because the weight is an impor-
tant factor for these installations, aero gas turbine technology is often chosen. Opera-
tion and maintenance of the gas turbines is expensive, and even a slight improvement
may therefore result in significant cost savings. High fuel prices and emission taxes1
means that turbines must operate efficiently with minimum degradation. To secure
a safe and cost efficient operation, the operators have to consider factors such as
operating costs, machine deterioration, production deferment, maintenance cost, en-
vironmental protection, machine availability, etc. Amongst these factors, there are at
least three major tradeoffs:
• The tradeoff between maintenance cost and machine performance.
• The tradeoff between the costs associated with preventive maintenance, fuel
costs and emission taxes associated with operating the turbine when it is less
efficient.
• The tradeoff between overhaul costs and increased turbine availability as well
as reduced production deferment. The cost of overhauling the turbine is depen-
dent on the extent and duration of the overhaul action.
To control and reduce the effect of component deterioration, on-line condition moni-
toring equipment systems are normally used. To cover all the most dominating dete-
1At the present time only for CO2.
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rioration processes, both periodic surveillance and minor time-based maintenance is
performed offshore during operation.
Savings have been achieved through optimisation of washing procedures and inlet
filter refit procedures. Both these actions are performed quite often compared to
compressor and hot section major overhaul. During the compressor and hot-section
life cycle, there will be a non-recoverable degradation due to thermal effects and
mechanical wear. Today, the hot section repair interval (HSRI) is typically 20 000
- 25 000 running hours. The decision to overhaul is mainly based on calculated
equivalent operating hours 2 and an evaluation of the thermal efficiency of the gas
turbine, and the possibility to avoid production losses during the overhaul actions. A
5% drop in the gas generator thermal efficiency may increase the operational cost by
approximately 1.8 [MUSD/year] (see sec. 7.2.2).
At an early stage in the platforms life-cycle, insufficient data is available concern-
ing the actual deterioration process(es) for a specific turbine. The period between
overhauls will therefore have to be based on the suppliers recommendations and on
condition assessments to check that the turbine performance is within acceptable lim-
its. At the end of the production life of a production platform, it is more complicated
to select the proper action and time schedule. As an example the manager may have
to decide whether the hot section turbine should be overhauled one or two times in
the remaining production horizon.
7.1.1 Objective
The objective is to seek an "optimal" policy for the Hot Section Repair and Inspec-
tion (HSRI) utilizing on-line performance monitoring facilities combined with off-
line inspection of internal parts. The focus is directed towards the non-recoverable
deterioration processes, where the only method to recover the turbine’s performance
and reliability is by a replacement of deteriorated parts.
7.1.2 The system boundaries and requirements
The specific application of interest consists of two parallel gas turbine trains, each
train capable of producing 23MW (GE LM2500). The gas turbines are the main
source of electrical power on the oil-platform, which is producing 100 000 [barrels/day].
The platform has been producing for 11 years and the residual life of the main reser-
voir is estimated to be 17 years (approximately 150 thousand hours). Once a year,
2The equivalent operating hours includes in addition to the real operating hours, the deterioration
effects caused by start and stop sequences, trip signals and extreme loads.
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Table 7.1: General parameters.
Parameter Description [unit]
TN = 150 Expected time to end of horizon [kHRS]
β∗=0.971 The annual discount rate
Ψpp(n)(see fig. 7.1) Production profile (power demand) [%]
Cpen (see sec. 7.2.2) Cost of an inspection [USD]
pφ(n) (see sec. 7.3) The probability that techn. φ is available at n
there is an total shutdown (turnaround) of the main systems for major overhaul/mod-
ification purposes. The elapsed time during a planned shutdown is 14 days. If a
shutdown (planned/unplanned) of a single train should occur, the production capac-
ity is reduced by 40% to 60 000 [barrels/day]. During the turnaround period, only
a single gas generator unit is required and the other unit may be down for a major
repair/replacement without causing any losses.
The demand for electric power is assumed to be constant over the entire life-cycle.
Although a significant drop in the oil production is to be expected at the end of hori-
zon, the demand for electric power is assumed to be constant. The need for power to
keep the utility systems running such as the water injection system will increase at
the end of the horizon.
The gas turbine parameters are monitored by a turbine thermal analysis system. A
platform data acquisition system provides data (on-line logging) and selection of rep-
resentative readings. The data are stored in a central data base on-shore. The sam-
pling frequency is set to a 6 hours interval. The system is also capable of monitoring
the vibration and number of start, stop and trip signals. In addition to on-line per-
formance monitoring, scheduled inspection of internal parts has to be carried out, to
determine the actual state of the turbine.
The decision to overhaul the turbine is based on the information obtained by the
on-line monitoring and on an à priori model of the deterioration process. Because
the cost of production deferment is significant, the turbine overhaul, if necessary,
normally takes place during the yearly shutdown.
The yearly interest rate is set to 6% while the inflation is 3%, which gives a discount
rate of 0.971 per year. The oil-price is set to 60 [USD/barrel].
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Figure 7.1: The planned shutdown periods for the two forthcoming years.
7.1.3 The decision process
The proposed inspection and overhaul strategy is affected by change in external pa-
rameters (boundaries), knowledge about the speed of the deterioration, and present
condition. To ensure that the optimal strategy is selected, the decision process has
to include an approach to modify input parameters on a regular basis. Both the eco-
nomic values and the models of the deterioration process have to be adjusted.
The economic values are affected by change in e.g. taxes, oil prices, discount rate
etc. The models of the ongoing deterioration processes have to be modified based on
the experience gained during operation. Some deterioration processes can be studied
without performing an inspection, while others have to be determined by inspections.
Further, the results from an inspection also depend on the quality of the inspection
itself.
The optimal strategy will depend on present system condition and change of external
boundaries. Examples of situations which may require an update of strategy are:
• inspection of the gas turbine revealing the condition
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• a shift in economic input figures beyond the limit which determines another
strategy.
• new production plans incorporating planned shutdown times.
• knowledge about a significant improvement in technology
7.1.4 Forecasting of the deterioration process
A key issue is to identify and describe the most important deterioration processes
affecting the replacement time. It is a significant challenge to model the deterio-
ration processes and working conditions influencing the processes. The modelling
procedure will depend on the quantity and quality of the information available.
Chapter 6 outlines methods that may be applied to define necessary processes that
also include Bayesian methods in forecasting. The Bayesian method provides an
approach to combine expert knowledge with measured values which can be very
fruitful when the number of measured values is low.
7.2 Present technology - multiple deterioration processes
The following section describes the proposed approach to recommend a HSRI policy
for each gas turbine when the only option is to replace with a gas turbine hot section
of similar technology. In section 7.3, the decision support process also includes the
option of replacing present technology with a new and improved technology, and the
assumptions regarding the probability of release at specific times ahead.
First the deterioration processes of interest are covered. The income and cost figures
are treated separately in section 7.2.2.
7.2.1 Deterioration processes
The performance degradation phenomena can be divided into recoverable degrada-
tion (typically fouling effects) and non-recoverable effects which include structural
damage and wear. In addition to the deterioration processes which effect the per-
formance, several other mechanical deterioration processes occurs such as bearing
problems and thermal stress. Thermal stress may lead to failure (rupture) of internal
parts which may cause severe secondary damage to the gas turbine.
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The model of the deterioration process is based on the knowledge from existing and
other similar gas turbines (à priori), the on-line performance monitoring and internal
inspections.
Performance degradation
Due to the high complexity of the gas generator, it is vulnerable to component fail-
ures. Not every component is critical for operation, but several of these components
may cause unforeseen shutdowns of the entire gas generator or severe performance
losses if they are operated in a bad condition. It is not possible (or desirable) to
model all these failures and failure processes. However, there are some dominating
failure processes which normally cause loss of performance. The main causes for
performance degradation are [90]:
• Fouling which is defined as performance loss caused by adherence of partic-
ulates to the airfoils and the annulus surfaces. The fouling mainly effects the
compressor efficiency.
• Erosion which is defined as abrasive removal of material from the flow path by
hard particles suspended in the gas stream
• Object damage by foreign object and/or domestic object.
• Seal wear which is caused by vibrations and temperature changes.
• Over-heating which may result in turbine blades (hot section) being burned
down due to high temperature.
Other sources of performance deterioration are plugging of inlet filter, incorrect guide
vane position, bleed valve leakage and increased mechanical losses (gearboxes, bear-
ings and couplings). The source of the deterioration may be detected using diagnostic
tools. The effects of different fault conditions on the typical engine performance pa-
rameters may be listed in the form of a fault matrix (see table 7.2).
In this context, the overall performance of the turbine is represented by the total
thermal efficiency (ETGT ), which is defined as ETGT = SPPT/(Mf · Hn).
Here, SPPT is the abbreviation for the measured Shaft Power from the Power Turbine
[kW],Mf is the fuel consumption [kg/s], andHn is the fuel lower heat value [kJ/kg].
The main cause of efficiency losses is general fouling in the compressor, mainly due
to air born particles such as dust and salt.
The condition monitoring parameters, both measured and derived will vary with the
operating conditions. Off-design operation may often result in lower efficiencies. To
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Table 7.2: Example of a qualitative fault matrix [90]
Speed Compressor Mass flow Power GGEGT
pressure ratio (air) (exhaust)
Compr.* ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
Fouling HPT* ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑
Pow. T. ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Erosion ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
Object damage ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
Seal wear ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
Burned HPT ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑
∗ The gas generator consists of compressor and high pressure turbine.
account for such variation, all data are normalized and transposed to a constant SPPT
to be comparable [91].
Low quality in condition monitoring data is considered as a challenge to optimizing
the HSRI policy. Specific parameters such as the fuel flow measurement and heat
value requires high quality instruments for sufficient accuracy and the instrument has
to be calibrated on a regular basis. Thorough analysis of existing condition moni-
toring data has revealed uncertainties in these measurements. It has therefore been
difficult to establish quality data concerning the speed of deterioration, although it
may easily be shown that there is a distinct efficiency reduction during operation.
However, in future it is expected that more effort will be put into collecting the data
with less uncertainties. If the cost of operating the turbine increases due to increase
in fuel costs, the benefit of operating with higher thermal efficiency increases. To
secure an efficient operation more effort has to be directed towards data quality for
decision support purposes.
In the following optimization, the "long-term" reduction in performance is described
as a function of the operating hours. Due to limited data quality as mentioned above,
the given mathematical expression of the deterioration process must only been viewed
as an example. The thermal efficiency (ETGT) is assumed to decrease according to
the following equation:
ETGT (t) = ETGTt=0 − 0.17653 · t+ 5.1700 · 10−4 · t2 (7.1)
For a specific thermal efficiency, the fuel consumption (at SPPT = 20 [MW ]) can
be found by the following equation:
Mf =
20000 · 3600
ETGT ·Hn (7.2)
The corresponding deterioration process ξETGT (t) and drift function g(t)ETGT are
found by normalizing equation 7.1. The drift function range from value 0 at t = 0 to
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100 which represents a condition where the turbine has failed. The normalization is
performed according to the following equation:
g(t)ETGT =
ETGTt=0 − ETGT (t)
ETGTfailure
∗100 = 2.94217 · t−8.6167 ·10−3 · t2 (7.3)
Further, the deterioration process is defined as:
ξ(t)ETGT = g(t)ETGT + b
√
t · U U ∼ N(0, 1) (7.4)
The value of the gas turbine thermal efficiency (ETGT ) has to be transferred to
the condition classification scheme applied by the model. The classification scheme
ranges from 0 (new condition) to 100 (unacceptable condition). Table 7.3 presents
the applied classification scheme. In a new condition, the gas turbine performance
(ETGT ) at 20 MW is 37.15%. A decrease in the thermal efficiency of 1% cor-
responds to an increase in the fuel consumption of approximately 126 [kg/h] (or
2.9%)3. The turbine does not fail (technically) to operate even if the specific fuel
consumption is very high. But from an economic point of view, there exists an effi-
ciency limit which makes it more profitable to overhaul/replace than to continue. Be-
cause this limit is difficult to define, the "fault limit", according to the classification
scheme, is selected at a very low "thermal efficiency". In fact, the defined "thermal
efficiency" level would not be allowed to occur during normal circumstances. Figure
7.2 presents the predicted efficiency reduction due to deterioration.
The "failure level" in respect to a low thermal efficiency is defined as 29.13 %, i.e.
a reduction of 8 %. A reduction of 8 % in the thermal efficiency corresponds to an
increase in the fuel consumption of approximately 1208 [kg/hr] e.g. an increase in
the operating cost of approximately 3.11[MUSD/year] (see sec. 7.2.2).
Because the additional operating cost is extremely high at this condition, an overhaul
or replacement will generally occur before reaching this condition.
Damage to internal parts
Due to thermal stresses during operation, there is a risk of cracking/rupture (failure)
of materials in blades, vanes and other internal parts. Damage to internal parts may
cause an instant stop of the turbine and there is a risk of extensive secondary costs.
Therefore, the equipment supplier operates limits regarding recommended maximum
equivalent operating hours. Their recommendations are taken into account together
with inspection of internal parts during operation, to make a decision on when to
overhaul/replace. A simplified description of the deterioration process is applied in
3It is here assumed a lower heat value of 44194 MJ/kg
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Table 7.3: The condition classification scheme.
Class Reduction in ETGT Condition boundaries
[%]
1 Excellent ∆ETGT < 1.0 [0, 12.5 >
2 Very good 1.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 2.0 [12.5, 25.0 >
3 Good 2.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 3.0 [25.0, 37.5 >
4 Reduced 3.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 4.0 [37.5, 50.0 >
5 Poor 4.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 5.0 [50.0, 62.5 >
6 Bad 5.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 6.0 [62.5, 75.0 >
7 Very bad 6.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 7.0 [75.0, 87.5 >
8 Critical 7.0 ≤ ∆ETGT < 8.0 [87.5, 100.0 >
9 Failure ∆ETGT ≥ 8.0 ≥ 100
this application to include the risk of damage to internal parts causing a failure. The
estimated mean time to failure (MTTF) is set to 35 kUHR with variance parameter b
equal to 3:
ξ(t)internal parts =
10
7
t+
2
49
t2 + 3
√
t U U ∼ (N(0, 1) (7.5)
The next step is to define the number of condition levels. First, the number of con-
dition levels (states) should be sufficient to describe the current state with respect to
discretization and estimation of residual life. Second, the number of states should
also be sufficient and applicable to classify the condition from an expert point of
view. The proposed approach to defined necessary number of states with respect to
accuracy is outlined in chapter 5.3.3. Table 7.4 presents the results by comparing
estimated and exact MRL for different numbers of condition levels. Based on the
comparison, M=10 is selected as a sufficient number of condition levels.
Table 7.4: The error in the approximation of the MRL2 for different numbers of
states (M )
M i = 1 MRL2 MRL(i = 1) =MRL1 −MRL2
5 [0,20> 29.748 5.252
10 [0,10> 32.107 2.893
20 [0, 5> 33.487 1.513
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Figure 7.2: The predicted efficiency reduction due to deterioration. The condition is
classified in 7 separate levels. An inspection reduces the uncertainty.
7.2.2 Income and cost data
General income and cost data
The general income is estimated to be 6 [MUSD/day] 4. At present time, the fuel
cost is assumed to be 0.167 [USD/Sm3]. The values are summarized in table 7.5.
Table 7.6 presents an overview of the estimated reference values for each parameter
which is included in the model. These values are discussed in the following text in
addition to the profile functions which describe the influence on the costs to operate
in a specific condition.
Fuel and emission-tax costs
A drop of 5% in the gas turbine overall efficiency corresponds to an increase in the
fuel consumption of approximately 15%. From table 7.7 it can be seen that an in-
4If the oil price is assumed to be 60.0 [USD/barrel] and the production capacity equals 100000
[barrels/day]
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Table 7.5: Production and cost data.
Description Value Max/min
Fuel costs 0.167 [USD/Sm3] [0,+20%]
CO2 tax 0.130 [USD/Sm3] 5 [0,+20%]
Production capacity 100 000 [barrels/day] -
Oil price 60.0 [USD/barrel] +/− 20%
Table 7.6: Gas turbine operation reference parameters.
Parameter Value
I 250 [MUSD/kHR]
Cpen 250 [MUSD/kHR]
CE 1289 [USD/HR]
CPM 20.0 [USD/HR]
COH 0.5 [MUSD]
S 9.5 [MUSD]
CI 1250 [USD]
MDTOH 40 [HR]
MDTUCM 100 [HR]
MDTI 4 [HR]
crease in the fuel consumption of 15% has dramatic consequences on the cost. A
15% fuel consumption increase increases the cost by 193 [USD/hr] or approx. 1.7
[MUSD/year]. The loss equals an increase of the SFC from 0.219 [kg/kJ ] to 0.252
[kg/kJ ]. Based on the figures above, the eneregy cost reference value is set to 1289
[USD/HR], and the corresponding energy profile (with respect to efficiency) is as
shown in table 7.8. At present time there is no tax associated with NOX emission.
The extra cost of such a tax and the consequences have been neglected here. How-
ever, it may have a significant impact on the costs and efficiency demand, and can
easily be incorporated.
Inspection
In addition to the sensor-based monitoring, manual inspection may be a reliable and
efficient method to detect incipient failures. The most common technique for man-
ual inspection of a gas turbine is to use a borescope. The gas turbine is equipped
with inspection ports to give access for the borescope, so that internal parts may be
inspected without opening the casing. The main parts which are inspected are com-
pressor, turbine blades, combustion chamber and seals. The inspection may reveal
incipient crack/failure, fouling and general wear of these parts. The man hours re-
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Table 7.7: Engine energy and emission costs with and without performance losses
Costs New engine Combined deterioration
(15% increase in fuel consump.)
(SPPT=20MW) USD/hr USD/hr
CO2-tax 564a) 649
Fuel cost 725b) 833
Total 1289 1482
a) CO2 − tax = 4385[kg/hr] · (1.0106)−1[Sm3/kg] · 0.130 [USD/Sm3]=564 [USD/hr]
b) Fuel cost = 4385[kg/hr] ·(1.0106)−1[Sm3/kg] · 0.167 [USD/Sm3]=725 [USD/hr]
Table 7.8: The gas generator energy and emission cost profile.
z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ΨE(z) 1.012 1.041 1.071 1.103 1.139 1.175 1.212 1.430
quired to do a boroscope inspection is estimated to 12 hours and the turbine has to be
totally shutdown for 4 operation hours.
Maintenance cost for utility equipment
In addition to the maintenance cost associated with the main parts of the gas tur-
bine, several subsystems and equipment within the gas-turbine module have to be
maintained. The cost of maintaining this equipment is very small compared to the
operating cost, and is approximately 20 [USD/HR]. The cost of maintaining the
gas generator between major overhauls is thus very small compared to the other costs
involved, e.g. the maintenance costs are less than 3% of the sum of energy and emis-
sion costs. Because the day-to-day maintenance cost parameter is so low, the main-
tenance costs are assumed to be constant and independent of the condition. Thus the
maintenance cost profile (ΨPM (·)) is set to 1.0 for all conditions (state) levels.
Major overhaul costs
The major overhaul costs include the total costs of all activities and resources needed
to restore the gas-generator to "as-good-as-new" condition. In addition to the fixed
cost in connection with dismantling/re-assembling the gas generator and transporta-
tion to the onshore facilities, the overhaul cost is affected by two other factors. First,
the condition of the gas generator to be overhauled may have significant impact on the
total costs. Dependent on the degradation/damages, the cost may vary from MUSD
0.45 to MUSD 0.85. Second, the downtime costs will depend on the shutdown period
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Table 7.9: The gas generator overhaul cost profile with respect to degree of internal
crack/failure.
z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ΨOH(z) 0.90 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.70
in connection with the work on the platform. A significant cost reduction is achieved
if the actions that require shutdown are shifted to fall within the planned platform
shutdowns.
The change in the overhaul costs is described by the overhaul cost profile function
presented in table 7.9. It is assumed that the overhaul cost profile function is inde-
pendent of the condition parameter classifying the efficiency, but dependent on the
condition parameter classifying the severity of internal crack/failure. The overhaul
cost reference parameter, COH , is set to MUSD 0.5. The overhaul cost profile with
respect to efficiency is constant and equal 1.0. Remember that the overhaul cost at
a specific condition is given as the general overhaul reference cost multiplied by the
overhaul cost profile value at that specific condition level. If the turbine is classified
to be at e.g. condition level 5 with respect to damage to internal parts, the overhaul
cost is calculated as MUSD 1.35 · 0.5 = 0.675.
Salvage value
The salvage value of the turbine depends on the condition and the second hand mar-
ket. A future market price may also be affected by future environmental requirements
regarding the emission of eg. NOx and CO2.
A new gas generator costs approximately MUSD 9.5. Today, a secondhand over-
hauled 20 year old gas generator of similar can be purchased at a cost starting at
MUSD 3.0. The salvage value will depend on the actual condition (and generation).
In the calculation the salvage value is stated to be MUSD 5.0 after a major overhaul
and MUSD 4.5 when the gas generator is in a bad condition as presented in table
7.10.
Table 7.10: The gas generator salvage value profile with respect to degree of internal
crack/failure.
z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ΨOH(z) 1.000 0.989 0.978 0.967 0.956 0.944 0.933 0.922 0.911 0.900
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7.2.3 Results
Comparison of results with a simple economic life model
To view the results of the proposed model a comparison is made with a simple eco-
nomic life model. The following economic life model is applied (see sec. 3.2, eq.
3.1) :
C(tp) =
1
tp
{
CCAP +
∫ tp
0
c (1 + k t) dt)
}
(7.6)
whereCCAP , c(·) and tp represent the overhaul costs, the operating costs and the time
period between two consecutive overhauls. Here the overhaul cost is independent
of the condition, while the operating cost reflects only the fuel consumption. The
parameter k describes the increase in fuel consumption (deterioration rate). In this
case, the fuel consumption is described by equation 7.1, where ETGTt=0 = 37.15.
Based on the simple economic life model, where the fuel and emission costs add up
to a total of USD/URH 1289 after a replacement, the optimal time between replace-
ments is found to be 37 kURH. The calculated results for different cost levels are
presented in fig. 7.3. When the discount rate decreases the optimal replacement strat-
egy moves towards infinity i.e. breakdown maintenance, as shown in figure 7.4. In a
real situation other failure processes such as damage to internal parts due to material
degradation will dominate and force a replacement at an earlier stage. The economic
life model given in 7.6 optimizes the interval based on a deterministic description of
the deterioration process.
The economic life model is easy to apply but is not capable of including the effect
of uncertainty that always applies in describing a deterioration process. The effect of
uncertainty can be viewed by applying the proposed MDP model. Table 7.11 presents
the results of changing the variance coefficient b from 0.5 to 6. An increase in the
variance have significant impact on the proposed time to the next inspection. If the
condition is classified within e.g. level one at present time, the TTNI decreases from
40 kURH to 20 kURH when the variance parameter increases from 0.5 to 6. At first,
40 kURH may seem odd knowing that the effect of uncertainty decreases the TTNI
and that the economic life model proposed an interval of 37 kURH. The results can
be explained by the "end of horizon effect" which tries to minimize the total number
of inspections and replacements before shutting down the entire process. The "end
of horizon effect" also becomes more visible on the result as the variance coefficient
decreases.
The difference in the cost between a gas turbine in a new condition and a gas turbine
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Figure 7.3: The influence of the fuel costs on the optimal overhaul/replacement time
(β = 1.0).
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Figure 7.4: The influence of the discount rate on the optimal overhaul/replacement
time.
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with a condition equal to or less than level 8 is USD 4425.5 6, which equals one
additional replacement.
Another external factor which has an effect on the decision process is the discount
rate β. A decrease in the discount rate causes an increase in the proposed time to the
next inspection as shown in table 7.12.
Table 7.11: The optimal intervals to the next inspection (and average LCC [US-
D/UHR]) when there are 200 time units to end of horizon (β = 1.0).
Condition class (efficiency)
The variance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I-40 I-28 I-24 I-18 I-13 R/I-40b=0.5 (1555) (1563) (1569) (1573) (1576) (1578)
I-32 I-28 I-18 I-17 I-11 R/I-32b=2.0 (1559) (1566) (1572) (1577) (1580) (1581)
I-27 I-24 I-16 I-13 I-8 R/I-27b=3.0 (1563) (1570) (1576) (1581) (1585) (1586)
I-20 I-17 I-12 I-8 R/I-20b=6.0 (1573) (1580) (1587) (1592) (1595)
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
Table 7.12: The recommended intervals to the next inspection (and average
LCC[USD/UHR]) when there are 200 time units left to end of horizon (b = 3.0).
Condition class (efficiency)
Discount 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I-27 I-24 I-16 I-13 I-8 R/I-27
β = 1.0 (1563) (1570) (1576) (1581) (1585) (1586)
I-28 I-24 I-18 I-15 I-8 R/I-28
β = 0.995 (981) (988) (994) (999) (1002) (1003)
I-30 I-26 I-21 I-16 I-11 I-6 R/I-30
β = 0.960 (178) (182) (186) (191) (195) (199) (200)
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
The risk of damage to internal parts and its effect on the LCC
Maintaining a high efficiency is important to reduce the cost, but the deterioration
processes causing damage to internal parts (internal crack/failure) often dominate
6The difference in average cost per time unit is USD/kURH 1577.52−1555.39 = 22.13 atN = 200
kURH, thus 22.13 · 200 = 4425.5 USD
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in the timing of a replacement. The dominant factor or parameter depends on the
balance between energy costs, power demand, the cost of downtime, secondary costs
at breakdown and the repair cost. Table 7.13 presents the result by only looking at the
risk of an internal crack/failure and neglecting the energy costs. As the uncertainty of
the predicted rate of deterioration increases the time between inspections is reduced,
and the cost increases rapidly.
Table 7.13: The optimal intervals to the next inspection (and average LCC [US-
D/URH]) when there are 200 time units to end of horizon (β = 1.0).
Variance Condition class (Damage to int. parts)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I-24 I-21 I-18 I-14 I-10 I-8 I-6 I-4 R/I-24b=2.0 (192) (198) (203) (206) (209) (211) (213) ((215) (216)
I-24 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 I-7 I-5 I-3 R/I-24b=3.0 (199) (204) (209) (212) (215) (218) (221) (222) (223)
I-17 I-17 I-12 I-9 I-7 I-6 I-4 R/I-17b=6.0 (217) (222) (227) (231) (234) (237) (240) (240) (241)
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
Multiple deterioration processes
Previous results determine the inspection and replacement decision when each of the
deterioration models is treated separately. In a real situation, all significant deterio-
ration processes have to be considered together. The following assumptions yield the
result of this section:
• the deterioration processes are independent
• the discount rate is constant over the entire horizon
• the major shutdowns are known and deterministic
The first assumption implies that the deterioration processes causing an internal crack-
/failure do not effect the efficiency and vice versa. Although major damage to the
hot section may cause efficiency losses, the losses are usually caused by fouling on
compressor parts. Increased pressure drop over the filter package in front of the com-
pressor also results in a reduced efficiency. The ongoing deterioration processes due
to thermal stresses are usually not observable without an internal inspection. The
processes cause general wear and tear leading to cracks on the surface of blades and
vanes. The combustion chambers and nozzles also suffer from thermal stresses and
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material degradation. The discount rate varies and is affected by internal as well
as external premises. The time between each major shutdown is normally a part of
the design basis and generally known from the beginning of the operational period.
Due to weather condition these major shutdown periods are scheduled in the sum-
mer season, and within a short time window. The analyses of three different external
parameters affecting the decision process are initially performed. These parameters
are:
• Change of discount rate
• Change in fuel costs and CO2 taxes
• Inclusion known shutdowns
The first analysis is performed assuming a situation with no planned shutdowns, a
discount rate of 0.995 and income and cost values as presented in table 7.6. If the
time left to operate is 200 kURH (N = 200), the optimal time to perform the next
inspection is presented in table 7.14. If e.g. the condition is classified as (1, 2)
with respect to the efficiency and damage of internal parts respectively, the "optimal"
TTNI is 20 kURH. Further, it can be seen that a replacement should be performed
immediate if an inspection reveals a condition class equal or less than 6, with respect
to efficiency. With respect to damage to internal parts, the boundary value for a
replacement action is less or equal to 9. The calculated LCC per time unit as a
function of the condition at N = 200 is presented in fig. 7.5.
During the forthcoming time period, the income and cost figures would normally
change, and thus it is important to investigate how robust the proposed results are with
respect to external conditions. Two major income and cost elements are the market
oil price and the fuel price to fire the gas turbine. Table 7.15 presents the results from
the sensitivity analysis with respect to these two figures. An increase in the fuel cost
by 20% only leads to small deviation in TTNI. Deviations are mainly observed if the
condition is in state 5, leading to a shorter time to the next inspection. If the condition
is in state (5,7) the recommended policy is to perform a replacement followed by an
inspection after 24 kURH. Changing the the oil price (income) from −10% up to
+10% has even less impact on the results from the baseline case. The energy costs
and deterioration with respect to efficiency dominate the optimal decision policy.
Planned shutdowns of systems are normally held during a turnaround each second
summer as presented in figure 7.1. Table 7.16 presents the optimal inspection and
replacement policy at N = 200 knowing there will be a shutdown each second year
(17kURH), thus the first planned turnaround will occur at N = 184. The shut-
downs have a significant impact on the optimal policy and the policy is directed to
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Figure 7.5: The calculated life-cycle costs dependent on the observed condition at
N=200. The discount rate (β) is assumed to be 0.995.
perform the next inspection (and replacement) at the planned turnaround. If the con-
dition is too poor at N = 200, the recommended policy is to perform an immediate
replacement and plan for a new inspection at the next turnaround (marked "Replace
(16)").
Today the operators are challenging the interval between each turnaround and in
many cases the time between each turnaround is extended by typically 1-2 years.
Thus, if the time between planned turnarounds is extended from 2 to 4 years, the
turbine would probably have to be overhauled between two consecutive turnarounds.
Figure 7.6 presents the consequences with respect to average costs per time unit by
changing the elapsed time between two consecutive turnarounds. The average costs
are presented for the scenario of 2 years, 3 years and 4 years interval respectively for
a turbine in as good-as-new condition at the time of decision. In general, the average
cost per time unit of operating the gas turbine decreases as the interval between turn-
arounds is reduced, which seems intuitive. However, due to the end of horizon effect,
the resulting costs from increasing the time between two consecutive turnarounds
may in some time intervals give a lower cost per time unit for a scenario with a lower
number of tunrarounds over the operating period (e.g. TTNI [184, 192]).
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Table 7.14: The "optimal" time to the next inspection, when combining the effect of
the two deterioration processes.
C.class Condition class (Damage to internal parts)
eff. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 I-24 I-20 I-17 I-12 I-10 I-7 I-6 I-3
2 I-21 I-20 I-16 I-12 I-9 I-7 I-5 I-3
3 I-21 I-18 I-16 I-12 I-10 I-7 I-5 I-3
4 I-15 I-14 I-14 I-12 I-9 I-7 I-5
5 I-11 I-9 I-11 I-11 I-9 I-6 I-4
6
7 R/I-24
8
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
Table 7.15: Influence of change in fuel cost and oil price (income) on the "optimal"
time to the next inspection, compared to 7.14.
C.class Condition class (Damage to int. parts)a)
eff. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1
2
3 -2/0/0 -2/0/0
4 -1/-1/1
5 -3/-3/3 -1/-1/0 -2/0/0 -2/-2/0 -1/-1/0 20/20/0
6
7
8
a)The values represent deviation from the basic values of table 7.14. The first value shows the
result of an increase in fuel cost of +20%, and the second and third a change in oil price of -10%
and +10% respectively.
7.3 Present and future technologies - multiple deterioration
processes
The gas turbine technology is constantly developing, even though no revolutionary
design changes have been presented over the last years. Based on recent improve-
ments within material technology, it is expected that the performance characteristics
of the gas turbine presented above may improved even further. The improvements are
related to e.g. re-coating of turbine blades and vanes to reduce fouling and increase
their strength against non-recoverable degradation. Research on new materials which
may be exposed to higher temperature without deteriorating is a target area. Increased
temperature resistance may increase not only the length between HSRI, but also the
efficiency and the gas generator maximum output.
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Table 7.16: The optimal time to the next inspection at N=200 when the turbine is
in as good as new condition knowing there will be shutdowns (opportunities) each
second year (17 kURH).
C.class Condition class (Damage to internal parts)
eff. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 I-16 I-16 I-16 I-12 I-10 I-6 I-4
2 I-16 I-16 I-16 I-12 I-8 I-6
3 I-16 I-16 I-16 I-12 I-8
4 I-16 I-16 I-16 I-12
5 I-16 I-16 I-16
6
7 R/I-16
8
R: Immediate Replacement, I-xx: Next inspection xx time units ahead.
The objective of this section is to visualise the impact on the initial decision policy
by describing a new scenario that incorporates a release of an improved gas turbine
technology. The new technology is stated to have:
• improved efficiency by 10% (see tbl. 7.17)
• increased life-time by 35’ kURS to 40’ kURS with respect to internal crack/-
failure
Because it is difficult to determine the exact time of a release on the market, the time
of release is described using the normal distribution (other distributions may also be
used for this purpose). The probability of release is described as pB(t) ∼ N(30′, 2′),
thus after 30 kURS (3.4 years) the probability that a new technology will be released
equals 0.5.
Table 7.17: The energy and emission cost profile for an improved technology - B.
z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ΨE(z) 0.911 0.937 0.964 0.993 1.025 1.058 1.091 1.287
The estimated mean time to failure (MTTF) is set to 40’ UHR with variance parame-
ter b equal to 3:
ξ(t)internalparts =
7
6
t+
1
39
t2 + 3
√
t U U ∼ (N(0, 1) (7.7)
The number of states (condition classification scheme) is 8 with respect to efficiency
and 10 with respect to internal crack/failure, and thus fit the scheme applied to de-
scribe present available technology.
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Figure 7.6: The figure presents three different scenarios with planned shutdown each
(1) 2nd year(17 URH), (2) 3rd year (24 URH) (3) 4th year (34 URH) and correspond-
ing costs dependent on remaining time until end of horizon given as-good-as new
condition at the point of decision.
The repair and replacement costs of a turbine based on the new technology are stated
to be the same as for the present technology. However, there are extra costs asso-
ciated with the modification by changing from present to the new technology. The
investment costs are stated to be 9.5 MUSD which includes both procurement and
installation of the new turbine. The salvage value of the existing turbine depends
on the condition at replacement. The salvage value profile with respect to degree of
internal crack/failure is given in table 7.10.
7.3.1 Results
The model has been applied for three different scenarios to investigate the effect of
including an assumption regarding the forecast of a technology improvement.
The results show that the effect of including shutdowns overrides the effect of includ-
ing technology improvements. The only deviation in the inspection policy compared
to the results presented in table 7.16 (at N = 200) is observed when the gas gen-
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erator is described to be in condition (1,7) leading to an increase in TTNI from 4
kURH to 5 kURH. This conclusion can also be supported by looking at the recom-
mended inspection policy and varying the time units left to end of horizon. Figure 7.7
presents the result if the gas generator is stated to be in condition (1,1) with respect
to efficiency and internal crack/failure at the decision interval. Three scenarios are
presented:
1. New technology available at N ∼ (30′, 2′), neglecting possible planned shut-
down activities (i.e. opportunities)
2. Single technology (present), including planned shutdown each 2nd year.
3. New technology available at N ∼ (30′, 2′), also including planned shutdowns
each 2nd year.
The only deviation observed by comparing scenario [2] and scenario [3] for the spec-
ified condition in the presented time frame is at N = 187. At that decision interval,
the optimal policy when including for the scenario [3] is to continue without inspec-
tion and replacement at 20 kURH, thus not to utilise the opportunity given by the
next planned shutdown at N = 184. For scenario [2] the recommended policy is to
perform an inspection and possible replacement at N = 184. Although the effect of
planned shutdowns is the most important factor to define the optimal policy in the
presented case, the effect of including possible improvements in technology can be
of importance depending on the magnitude of costs associated with shutdowns. In
table 7.14 the planned shutdowns and possible technology improvements have been
neglected. To investigate the effect of scenario [2] (including technology improve-
ments) on the proposed policy, the deviation with resect to TTNI by including and not
including technology improvements is presented in table 7.18. The optimal policy at
N = 200 recommends an inspection and possible replacement mid-way between
today and the possible time of a release.
7.4 Summary
Use of the proposed methodology and tools may apply both to developing an ini-
tial plan as well as to support in-service inspection and maintenance planning. The
section primarily focuses on in-service inspection and maintenance planning, which
differs from an initial planning in at least two ways. First, more information becomes
available about the deterioration processes and it is therefore necessary to adjust the
forecast on the ongoing deterioration processes. Second, the economic values and
external boundary conditions for the decision problem may have to be adjusted ac-
cording to present knowledge. This implies that the decision maker has to incorporate
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Figure 7.7: The inspection and replacement policy given the following three sce-
narios when the gas turbine is in condition (1,1) at the decision interval. [1]: New
technology available (N ∼ (30′, 2′)), neglecting possible planned shutdowns; [2]:
Single technology, including planned shutdown each 2nd year; [3] Includes both the
the effect of a new technology (N ∼ (30′, 2′)) and planned shutdowns.
updated strategy for planned shutdowns as well as new forecasts for income and cost
values to encompass the present situation. Obsolescences must also be considered in
in-service inspection and maintenance planning compared to initial planning.
The results presented in this chapter show the importance of incorporating knowledge
of possible technology improvements and planned shutdowns. In the case presented
here, incorporating planned shutdowns dominates the optimal decision policy due to
the high downtime cost rate.
The same applies for the end of horizon effect. This will be even more important in
those cases where the remaining time to operate is low.
The discount rate will affect the importance of future activities, thus as the discount
rate decreases the effect of future planned shutdowns, future technology development
and end of horizon reduces.
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Table 7.18: Influence of including the effect of technology improvement presented as
deviation from optimal time to next inspection, compared to 7.14.
C.class Condition class (Damage to int. parts)a)
eff. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 -3 -3 -3 -3
2 -4 -3 1 -3 -3
3 -5 -2 -2 1 1 -3 -3
4 -2 -2 -1 1 −21∗ -3 -3
5 -1 -1 -1 1 1 −21∗ -3 -3
6 −18∗ −18∗ −18∗ −18∗ −18∗ −18∗ −20∗ -3 -3 -3
7 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3
8 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3
a)The values represent deviation from the basic values of table 7.14. In the scenario for includ-
ing new technology the optimal TTNI in condition (1,1) is thus 24− 3 = 21kURH . For those
values marked with ∗, the optimal decision have changed from "replace" to "continue as-is" and
perform the next inspection as described.
Chapter 8
Summary and future work
8.1 Summary
Managing ageing systems has been on the agenda within the Nuclear Power Plant
industry over the past decades. The topic has now also come on the agenda in the oil
and gas industry of the Norwegian Continental Shelf, which includes facilities that
have been operating for more than two decades.
Annual costs related to operation and maintenance on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf (NCS) are predicted to be in the range of 20-35 BNOK over the next ten years.
At the same time, the unit costs are predicted to increase strongly. To meet this
challenge, the authorities call for coordinated initiatives and new solutions in the
renewal of the oil and gas industry [92]. The challenges have been addressed by the
industry as well as the government. Oil and Gas in the 21st Century (OG21) is a
Task Force established by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy (MPE) of Norway
in 2001 to help the petroleum industry to formulate a national technology strategy for
added value and competitive advantage in the oil and gas industry. The objective is
to develop a more co-ordinated and focused approach to research and development
throughout the oil and gas industry.
An important aspect addressed by OG21 is to improve both technology and methods
for condition monitoring and the ability to utilise the information for decision sup-
port. That is also a key issue in managing ageing systems as discussed in chapter
2.6.2.
This thesis presents one approach for decision support utilising condition monitoring
data to manage ageing systems. The thesis focuses on the technology aspect of phys-
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ical impairment and obsolescence. The issues relating to organisation and human
resources are not considered but they are not seen as less important, on the contrary
the area would itself justify comprehensive studies.
The thesis presents a model designed to investigate and seek optimal solutions when
it is possible to classify the items present condition and predict future development
based on previous condition monitoring results. The deterioration process is de-
scribed by a Markov process, and the sequential decision problem is modelled as
a discrete time Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP). The transition probabilities
of the controlled time-variant Markov process are described in a condition transition
probability matrix (CTPM). To account for the end-of-horizon effect and time depen-
dent external parameters such as varying production profile, the optimal solution is
found by use of the value iteration procedure (stochastic dynamic programming).
The input data has to be gathered from management systems, condition monitoring
systems and/or expert judgements. The method for determining the deterioration
process which is the basis for generating the CTPM is based on regression and time
series analysis, and Bayesian methods in forecasting. Regression analysis is used to
establish the proper time series models. However, the use of time series to represent
a deterioration process has a major drawback. That is, the model does not contain
knowledge about the ongoing physical failure process, it only represents the symp-
toms of the process that are measurable. Expert judgement may compensate however
for the lack of knowledge in the model. Further, the thesis describes one approach to
convert trend models to time dependent condition transition matrixes, making the re-
sults from condition monitoring applicable to models requiring a description of state
transition.
The model provides capability to incorporate information about future planned shut-
downs which provide opportunities for inspections and repairs. The opportunities
may have significant impact on the optimal inspection and repair strategy.
The modelling approach is considered to be strongest when applied to planning of
in-service inspection and repair, but the solution methods can also be applied in the
design phase. The most important achievement is the development of a method for
obtaining cost optimal inspection and repair strategy over the entire life cycle.
In decision problems concerning strategic maintenance planning, quantitative meth-
ods like Reliability-Centered Maintenance (RCM) and Risk Based Inspection (RBI)
are often applied [93], [94]. These methods lend themselves to the initial selection of
the appropriate maintenance strategies based on an evaluation of the criticality of each
identified failure mode. A major challenge, however, is to specify the task interval.
For those items assigned a condition-based maintenance policy, the proposed model
may in some cases support the maintenance engineer in selecting an appropriate in-
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spection interval and/or control limit to perform a replacement. From a strategic point
of view, the capability to consider the impact of change in e.g. production demand,
efficiency requirements and release of new improved technology in situations which
require an evaluation of the benefit of continuation versus overhaul/replace is impor-
tant. A combination of the methods supported by theories within decision analysis as
presented in section 2.6.2 and the results achieved by applying the proposed model
may constitute a powerful tool for strategic maintenance decision making.
8.2 Future work
The main challenge regarding maintenance optimization in general, and specifically
application of the methodology as presented in this thesis, is implementation in real
operations. Application will have impact on work processes and condition monitor-
ing and diagnostic methodologies to measure and model deterioration processes as a
basis for seeking the optimal policies. Real application will also require work on the
graphical user interface both related to input of data and output and interpretation of
the results.
When it comes to the solution methodologies and software routines there are several
areas for improvement. These are:
1. To relax the assumption of knowing the true state of condition after an inspec-
tion.
2. Modelling of deterioration processes
3. Modelling of unforseen events that provide opportunities for maintenance ac-
tion.
4. Development of mathematical models and solution techniques that enable faster
solution algorithms.
(1) A limitation of the fully observable Markov decision processes stems from the
assumption that the condition state of the system is revealed without uncertainty af-
ter inspection, which is equivalent to assuming that the inspection technology used
is perfectly precise (free of random errors) and accurate (free of bias). An area of
future work is to adopt the theory and solution methods provided by partial observ-
able Markov decision processes as discussed in section 4.3. The POMDP approach
relaxes the above assumption by recognizing that the true state of the components
or systems is typically unknown. Different observations are obtained using various
inspection methodologies, having different costs, and providing more or less accurate
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depictions of true system state. The extension to accommodate partial observability
does however significantly increase the computational demand.
(2) A major challenge in describing the deterioration process (physical impairment)
is to compensate for the lack of data. For a new item, the necessary information
for the specific item may not exist, while for an item that has been in operation for
some time, there may both be qualitative and quantitative information available. This
subject has been discussed in chapter 6.
(3) The methodologies presented in the thesis provide a good framework to include
known (deterministic) events that utilise opportunities to perform actions (inspec-
tions, repair and or modifications) to limit production losses for individual (single)
items. In real time operations, there are normally many opportunities which arise
stochastically. This is a key issue within short-term maintenance planning [9]. Here,
item dependencies and grouping of activities to reduce the loss of availability and
minimize costs of a maintenance action are of key interest. The MDP approach has
the capability of describing more than two states (operating versus failed), which in
some cases may be vital to select the appropriate action.
(4) Application of Markov decision processes often requires high computational ca-
pability. In an operational setting the response time is vital in providing a user
friendly solution. Development of mathematical models and solution techniques that
enable faster solution algorithms is therefore of key interest. This will be even more
important if the solution is to include uncertainty in the observation (results from
inspections) as outlined within the area of POMDP.
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Appendix A
Fortran code for the MDP model
The Fortran (F90) source code for the SMDP.
PROGRAM MDP05
USE i _ o _ d a t a
! VARIABLES
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER∗4 : : i , j , k , l , m , n , o , s , y , c o u n t , d e l t a _ t , max_kj ! , max_k
INTEGER∗4 : : d e l t a _ 1 _ t , d e l t a _ 2 _ t , d e l t a _ 3 _ t , d e l t a _ 4 _ t
INTEGER∗4 : : d e l t a _ 1 _ a d d , d e l t a _ 2 _ a d d , d e l t a _ 3 _ a d d , d e l t a _ 4 _ a d d
INTEGER∗4 : : C P 1 _ l e v e l s , C P 2 _ l e v e l s , C P 3 _ l e v e l s , C P 4 _ l e v e l s , s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k
INTEGER∗ 4 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 3 5 ) : : c a s e o p t i o n ! 1 : Hor izon ( t ime ) , 2 : P r e s e n t t e c h n o l o g y ,
! 3 : P r e s e n t age , 4 : P r e s e n t CP1 ( S a f e t y ) , 5 : P r e s e n t CP2 ( env . ) ,
! 6 : P r e s e n t CP3 ( A v a i l a b . ) , 7 : P r e s e n t CP4 ( C o s t s ) , 8 : No . o f cond . param . used
! 9 : No . o f a v a i l . t e c h n . 1 0 : D i s c o u n t v a r i a t i o n , 1 1 : S e n s i t i v i t y Hor izon ,
! 1 2 : S e n s i t i v i t y age , 1 3 : S e n s i t i v i t y Technology , 1 4 : S e n s i t i v i t y CP1 ,
! 1 5 : S e n s i t i v i t y CP2 , 1 6 : S e n s i t i v i t y CP3 , 1 7 : S e n s i t i v i t y CP4
! 1 8 : T i m e s c a l e , 1 9 : Max no . o f a g e c l a s s e s 2 0 : Dummy , 2 1 : No of CP1 l e v e l s ,
! 2 2 : No of CP2 l e v e l s , 2 3 : No of CP3 l e v e l s , 2 4 : No . o f CP4 l e v e l s , 2 5 : Dummy
! 2 6 : CP1−E v i d e n t / Hidden , 2 7 : CP2−E v i d e n t / Hidden , 2 8 : CP3−E v i d e n t / Hidden ,
! 2 9 : CP4−E v i d e n t / Hidden , 3 0 : Dummy , 3 1 : Lower cond . bound−CP1 ,
! 3 2 : Lower cond . bound−CP2 , 3 3 : Lower cond . bound−CP3 ,
! 3 4 : Lower cond . bound−CP4 3 5 : Dummy
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 , 1 : 4 , 1 : 2 5 , 1 : 2 7 , 0 : 2 0 0 ) : : CTPM
! 1 : Technology , 2 : C o n d i t i o n p a r a m e t e r 3 : P r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n , 4 : Next c o n d i t i o n
! 5 : Time e l a p s e d s i n c e l a s t i n s p e c t i o n
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 3 , 1 : 2 5 , 1 : 1 2 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 ) : : c a p a c i t y , e n e r g y _ c
! 1 : Technology , 2 : CP1 , 3 : CP2 , 4 : CP3 , 5 : CP4
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 3 , 1 : 2 5 , 1 : 1 2 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 6 ) : : ma in t_c
! 1 : Technology , 2 : CP1 , 3 : CP2 , 4 : CP3 , 5 : CP4 , 6 : Age
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 5 , 1 : 2 5 , 1 : 1 2 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 6 ) : : r e s t o r e _ c , s a l v a g e
! 1 : From t e c h n o l o g y x t o t e c h n o l o g y y 2 : CP1 , 3 : CP2 , 4 : CP3 , 5 : CP4 , 6 : Age
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 5 ) : : e c _ v a l u e
! 1 : D i s c o u n t r a t e , 2 : Income , 3 : Energy c o s t s , 4 : Main tenance c o s t s ,
! 5 : R e s t o r a t i o n c o s t s , 6 : P e n a l t y v a l u e , 7 : S a l v a g e v a l u e ,
! 8 : MDT_Planned , 9 : MDT_Unplanned , 1 0 : MDT_Inspect , 1 1 : I n s p e c t i o n c o s t s ,
! 1 2 : E p s i l o n ( t e r m i n a t i o n v a l u e i f d i s c o u n t r a t e <1) , 13−15 :Dummy
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 4 0 0 ) : : demand , p lanned_shu tdown
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 3 , 1 : 4 0 0 ) : : p _ t e c h
! P r o b a b i l i t y o f a v a i l a b l e t e c h n o l o g y a t s t a g e i ; 1 : Tech . A , 2 : Techn B ,
! 3 : Tech . C
INTEGER∗4,DIMENSION ( 1 : 2 0 0 , 1 : 2 , 0 : 1 , 1 : 1 2 , 1 : 1 2 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 ) : : d e c i s i o n , n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n
! 1 : Hor izon , 2 : Technology , 3 : Age , 4 : CP1 , 5 : CP2 , 6 : CP3 , 7 : CP4
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 2 0 0 , 1 : 2 , 0 : 1 , 1 : 2 5 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 , 1 : 1 ) : : b , c , f , g
! 1 : Hor izon , 2 : Technology , 3 : Age , 4 : CP1 , 5 : CP2 , 6 : CP3 , 7 : CP4
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 2 5 0 , 1 : 4 ) : : d i s c _ s e n s
REAL∗ 8 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 3 , 1 : 4 , 1 : 2 5 ) : : r e s _ l i f e
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! 1 : Technology , 2 : C o n d i t i o n p a r a m e t e r , 3 : R e s i d u a l l i f e a t c o n d i t i o n i
INTEGER∗ 4 , DIMENSION ( 1 : 5 ) : : imax , max_k
REAL∗8 : : keep , modify , modify_with_A , modify_with_B ,
REAL∗8 : : modify_with_C , modify_with_D , modify_wi th_E
REAL∗8 : : b e t a , d i s c o u n t , s t o p _ c r i t , s t o p _ s e n s , m a x _ p r o f i t _ k e e p i n g ,
REAL∗8 : : m a x _ p r o f i t _ m o d i f y i n g
REAL∗8 : : c_uppe r , c_ lower , gap , max_income
CALL i n p u t ( c a s e o p t i o n , e c _ v a l u e , demand , p l anned_shu tdown , c a p a c i t y , e n e r g y _ c , &
main t_c , r e s t o r e _ c , s a l v a g e , p _ t e c h , CTPM , r e s _ l i f e )
! I n i t i a l i z a i o n of t h e d i s c o u n t r a t e s e n s i t i v i t y check method .
b e t a = e c _ v a l u e ( 1 )
d i s c o u n t = b e t a
s t o p _ c r i t = e c _ v a l u e ( 1 ) ! s t o p p i n g c r i t e r i a and s t e p s i z e f o r t h e d i s c o u n t
! s e n s . t e s t− r e m a i n s
s t o p _ s e n s =10 ! unchanged i f s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k . NE. 1
s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k = c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 0 ) ! 1 : e q u a l s d i s c o u n t r a t e s e n s i t i v i t y c a l c u l a t i o n
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 0 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN
s t o p _ c r i t = e c _ v a l u e ( 1 ) + ( e c _ v a l u e ( 1 ) / 1 0 0 )
b e t a = e c _ v a l u e (1)−( e c _ v a l u e ( 1 ) / 1 0 0 )
s t o p _ s e n s =MIN ( ( ( s t o p _ c r i t−b e t a ) / 1 0 ) , 0 . 0 0 5 )
c o u n t =1
ENDIF
c p 1 _ l e v e l s = c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 6 )
c p 2 _ l e v e l s = c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 7 )
c p 3 _ l e v e l s = c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 8 )
c p 4 _ l e v e l s = c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 9 )
max_k=999
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) . eq . 1 ) . o r . ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) ) &
. o r . ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) ) . o r .&
( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) . eq . 1 ) ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) ) THEN
DO j = 1 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )
! max_kj=min ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) )
! max_k = min ( max_kj , max_k )
max_k ( j )= min ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , 1 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) )
END DO
ELSE
max_k=0
END IF
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ RETURN FUNCTION MATRIX GENERATION ∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ ( r e f . eq . 5 . 2 and 5 . 3 ) ∗∗∗∗
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
DO i = 1 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) ! Hor izon
DO j = 1 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) ! O p t i o n s ; 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) , 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) ,
! 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( C ) , 4 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( D ) ,
! 5 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( E )
DO k = 0 , max_k ( j ) ! Age
DO l = 1 , C P 1 _ l e v e l s ! CP1
DO m= 1 , C P 2 _ l e v e l s ! CP2
DO n = 1 , C P 3 _ l e v e l s ! CP3
DO o = 1 , C P 4 _ l e v e l s ! CP4
g ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= income ( i , j , l ,m, n , o ) − &
o p _ c o s t s ( j , k , l ,m, n , o)∗(1− p lanned_shu tdown ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) )
f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o)=−99999
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
! −−−END RETURN FUNCTION GENERATION−−−
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ RECURRENCE FUNCTION ( OBJECTIVE ) ∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
i = 1 ! E qu a l s t h e s t a g e a t t h e End−Of−Hor izon
p r i n t ∗ , i
DO j = 1 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) ! O p t i o n s ; 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) , 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) ,
! 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( C ) , 4 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( D ) , 5 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( E )
DO k = 0 , max_k ( j ) ! Age |
DO l = 1 , C P 1 _ l e v e l s ! CP1 | |
DO m= 1 , C P 2 _ l e v e l s ! CP2 | | | − > P r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n
DO n = 1 , C P 3 _ l e v e l s ! CP3 | |
DO o = 1 , C P 4 _ l e v e l s ! CP4 |
! P o s s i b l e d e c i s i o n s a t s t a g e i :
! d = 1 : do n o t h i n g
keep = − i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )+ pun i ( i , j , k , L ,m, n , o , 1 )
! d = 2 : i n s p e c t
! ( an i n s p e c t i o n has t o be done t o r e v e a l t h e c o n d i t i o n b e f o r e a
! p l a n n e d a c t i o n )
! d = 3 : o v e r h a u l / r e p l a c e by s i m i l a r o r new t e c h n o l o g y
! Technology E i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_wi th_E = − o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , l ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) + pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
modify= modify_wi th_E
! ASSUMPTION : p_A > = p_B > = p_C > = p_D > = p_E f o r a l l s t a g e s ) :
! p_A= p _ t e c h _ (A, i )
! ASSUMPTION : p_A > = p_B > = p_C > = p_D > = p_E f o r a l l s t a g e s ) : p_A= p _ t e c h _ (A, i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) ) THEN ! Technology D i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_D=− o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , l ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )+ pun i ( i , ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 1 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
modify = modify_with_D∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + &
modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) THEN ! Technology C i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_C=− o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , l ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )+ pun i ( i , ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 2 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
modify = modify_with_C∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + &
modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) THEN ! Technology B i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_B=− o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) , l ,m, n , o ) − i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) &
+ pun i ( i , ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 3 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
modify = modify_with_B∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ))&
+ & modify_with_C∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i )∗(1− p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) THEN ! Technology A i n o p e r a t i o n ( model ing 5 t e c h n o l o g i e s )
modify_with_A=− o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−4) , l ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )+ pun i ( i , ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 4 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )
modify = modify_with_A∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) &
+ modify_with_B∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_C∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i )∗&
(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
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IF ( ( keep . ge . modify ) &
. and . ( ( L< c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 1 ) ) . and . (m< c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 2 ) ) . and .&
( n< c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 3 ) ) . and . ( o< c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 4 ) ) ) ) THEN
d e c i s i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=1
n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=1
b ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= keep−modify ! t h e b e n e f i t o f k e e p i n g t h e equ ipment
! i n s t e a d o f mod i fy ing
c ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= income ( i , j , l ,m, n , o )∗ b e t a−keep
f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= keep
ELSE
d e c i s i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=3
n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=1
b ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= keep−modify
c ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= income ( i , j , l ,m, n , o )∗ b e t a−modify
f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= modify
END IF
END DO ! CP4
END DO ! CP3
END DO ! CP2
END DO ! CP1
END DO ! Age
END DO ! Technology
! Second t o n ’ t h s t a g e
d e l t a _ 1 _ a d d =0
d e l t a _ 2 _ a d d =0
d e l t a _ 3 _ a d d =0
d e l t a _ 4 _ a d d =0
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) > 1 ) THEN ! N e c e s s a r y v a r i a b l e s used t o s w i t c h between
! age o r c o n d i t i o n d e p e n d e n t s t a t e d e s c r i p t i o n
d e l t a _ 1 _ a d d =1
END IF
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) > 1 ) THEN
d e l t a _ 2 _ a d d =1
END IF
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) > 1 ) THEN
d e l t a _ 3 _ a d d =1
END IF
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) > 1 ) THEN
d e l t a _ 4 _ a d d =1
END IF
7 0 0 DO WHILE ( b e t a <( s t o p _ c r i t + s t o p _ s e n s ) ) ! s e n s i t i v i t y t e s t s
DO i = 2 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 )
p r i n t ∗ , i , ( c_uppe r−c_ lower )
DO j = 1 , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) ! O p t i o n s ; 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) ,
! 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) , 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( C ) ,
! 4 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( D ) , 5 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( E )
DO k = 0 , max_k ( j ) ! Age
DO L = 1 , C P 1 _ l e v e l s ! CP1
DO m= 1 , C P 2 _ l e v e l s ! CP2
DO n = 1 , C P 3 _ l e v e l s ! CP3
DO o = 1 , C P 4 _ l e v e l s ! CP4
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
!
!PARAGRAPH MOVED LEFT TO FIT PRINTABLE LAYOUT
DO d e l t a _ t = 1 , MIN( i , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , L)−1)+ d e l t a _ 1 _ a d d , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 ,m)−1)+ &
d e l t a _ 2 _ a d d , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , n)−1)+ d e l t a _ 3 _ a d d , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , o)−1)+&
d e l t a _ 4 _ a d d )
! I f a f a i l u r e mode i s on ly d e s c r i b e d by two c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s
!−−− working and f a i l e d −−, p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n i s on ly d e t e r m i n e d by t h e age .
! Thus age i s used t o d e s c r i b e t h e p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n i n s t e a d o f ’ t ime e l a p s e d
! s i n c e l a s t i n s p e c t i o n a t a s p e s i f i c c o n d i t i o n l e v e l ’ .
d e l t a _ 1 _ t = d e l t a _ t
d e l t a _ 2 _ t = d e l t a _ t
d e l t a _ 3 _ t = d e l t a _ t
d e l t a _ 4 _ t = d e l t a _ t
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN ! CP1
d e l t a _ 1 _ t =k+ d e l t a _ t
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) ) THEN ! CP2
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d e l t a _ 2 _ t =k+ d e l t a _ t
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) ) THEN ! CP3
d e l t a _ 3 _ t =k+ d e l t a _ t
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) ) THEN ! CP4
d e l t a _ 4 _ t =k+ d e l t a _ t
END IF
! P o s s i b l e d e c i s i o n s a t s t a g e i :
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! ∗ Nomenc la tu re : ∗
! ∗ ∗
! ∗ − pun i (∗ ) e q u a l s G(∗ ) a s d e s c r i b e d by eq . 5 . 8 and g i v e s ∗
! ∗ t h e n e t p r o f i t o f o p e r a t i n g t o t h e n e x t i n s p e c t i o n ∗
! ∗ ∗
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! d = 1 : do n o t h i n g
IF ( d e l t a _ t . eq . i ) THEN
keep= pun i ( i , j , k , L ,m, n , o , d e l t a _ t ) − i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )
ELSE
keep= pun i ( i , j , k , L ,m, n , o , d e l t a _ t ) − i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) &
+( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ) )∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , j , k , L ,m, n , o , d e l t a _ t )
END IF
IF ( f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o ) . l e . keep ) THEN
IF ( b e t a . ne . 1 . 0 ) THEN
d i s c o u n t = b e t a∗(1−b e t a ∗∗( i ) ) / (1− b e t a )
ELSE
d i s c o u n t = i
END IF
d e c i s i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=1
n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= d e l t a _ t
m a x _ p r o f i t _ k e e p i n g =keep
f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= keep
max_income=0
DO y = 1 , i
max_income = max_income+income ( y , j , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )∗ b e t a∗∗y
END DO
c ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o ) = max_income− f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )
END IF
ENDDO ! d e l t a _ t
! d = 3 : r e p l a c e ( r e p l a c e wi th t h e b e s t t e c h n o l o g y a v a i l a b l e )
m a x _ p r o f i t _ m o d i f y i n g =−999999
DO d e l t a _ t = 1 , MIN( i , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j ,1,1)−1)+&
d e l t a _ 1 _ a d d , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 ,1 )−1)+ d e l t a _ 2 _ a d d , &
INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 ,1 )−1)+ d e l t a _ 3 _ a d d , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) &
−1)+ d e l t a _ 4 _ a d d )
! I f a f a i l u r e mode i s on ly d e s c r i b e d by two c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s
!−−− working and f a i l e d −−, p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n i s on ly d e t e r m i n e d by t h e age .
! Thus age i s used t o d e s c r i b e t h e p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n i n s t e a d o f ’ t ime e l a p s e d
! s i n c e l a s t i n s p e c t i o n a t a s p e s i f i c c o n d i t i o n l e v e l ’ .
! Technology E i n o p e r a t i o n .
modify_wi th_E=−o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , L ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )+ pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
! pun i : P r o f i t U n t i l Next I n s p e c t i o n
IF ( d e l t a _ t < i ) THEN
modify_wi th_E = modify_wi th_E + ( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ))&
∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
ENDIF
modify= modify_wi th_E
! ASSUMPTION : p_A > = p_B > = p_C > = p_D > = p_E f o r a l l s t a g e s ) : p_A= p _ t e c h _ (A, i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) ) THEN ! Technology D i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_D=−o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n (9)−1,L ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) + pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
! pun i : P r o f i t U n t i l Next I n s p e c t i o n
IF ( d e l t a _ t < i ) THEN
modify_with_D=modify_with_D + ( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ))&
∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
ENDIF
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modify = modify_with_D∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + &
modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) THEN ! Technology C i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_C=−o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n (9)−2,L ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) + pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 2 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
! pun i : P r o f i t U n t i l Next I n s p e c t i o n
IF ( d e l t a _ t < i ) THEN
modify_with_C=modify_with_C + ( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ))&
∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 2 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
ENDIF
modify = modify_with_C∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + &
modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) THEN ! Technology B i n o p e r a t i o n
modify_with_B=−o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n (9)−3,L ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) + pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 3 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
! pun i : P r o f i t U n t i l Next I n s p e c t i o n
IF ( d e l t a _ t < i ) THEN
modify_with_B=modify_with_B + ( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ))&
∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 3 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
ENDIF
modify = modify_with_B∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_C∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
IF ( j < c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) THEN ! Technology A i n o p e r a t i o n ( model ing 5 t e c h n o l o g i e s )
modify_with_A= − o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , c a s e o p t i o n (9)−4,L ,m, n , o ) &
− i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , L ,m, n , o ) + &
pun i ( i , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 4 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
! pun i : P r o f i t U n t i l Next I n s p e c t i o n
IF ( d e l t a _ t < i ) THEN
modify_with_A=modify_with_A + ( b e t a ∗∗( d e l t a _ t ))&
∗ p r o f i t ( i−d e l t a _ t , c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 )− 4 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , d e l t a _ t )
ENDIF
modify = modify_with_A∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_with_B∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−3) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + modify_with_C∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−2) , i )&
∗(1−p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i ))∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) )+ &
modify_with_D∗p _ t e c h ( ( c a s e o p t i o n (9 )−1) , i )∗(1− p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i ) ) + &
modify_wi th_E∗p _ t e c h ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) , i )
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
IF ( ( f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o ) . l e . modify ) &
. o r . ( ( L . ge . c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 1 ) ) . o r . (m. ge . c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 2 ) ) . o r . ( n . ge . c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 3 ) ) . o r .&
( o . ge . c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 4 ) ) ) ) THEN
! IF ( b e t a . ne . 1 . 0 ) THEN
! d i s c o u n t = b e t a∗(1−b e t a ∗∗( i ) ) / (1− b e t a )
! ELSE
! d i s c o u n t = i
!END IF
d e c i s i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )=4
n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= d e l t a _ t
f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= modify
max_income=0
DO y = 1 , i
max_income = max_income + income ( y , j , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )∗ b e t a∗∗y
END DO
c ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o ) = max_income− f ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )
END IF
IF ( m a x _ p r o f i t _ m o d i f y i n g . l e . modify ) THEN
m a x _ p r o f i t _ m o d i f y i n g =modify
END IF
END DO ! d e l t a _ t
b ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o )= m a x _ p r o f i t _ k e e p i n g−m a x _ p r o f i t _ m o d i f y i n g
! t h e b e n e f i t o f k e e p i n g t h e equ ipment i n s t e a d o f mod i fy ing
!PARAGRAPH END
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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END DO ! CP4
END DO ! CP3
END DO ! CP2
END DO ! CP1
END DO ! Technology
END DO ! Age
! E r r o r Bounds
! Qu i t a p p r o x i m a t i o n when t h e e r r o r i s belowe " e p s i l o n "
c_uppe r =0
c_ lower =9999999
IF ( b e t a < 1 ) THEN
DO k = 0 , max_k ( j ) ! Age
DO L = 1 , C P 1 _ l e v e l s ! CP1
DO m= 1 , C P 2 _ l e v e l s ! CP2
DO n = 1 , C P 3 _ l e v e l s ! CP3
DO o = 1 , C P 4 _ l e v e l s ! CP4
gap =( b e t a /(1− b e t a ) )∗ ( f ( i , 1 , k , L ,m, n , o)−&
f ( i −1,1, k , L ,m, n , o ) )
IF ( c_ lower >gap ) THEN
c_ lower =gap
END IF
IF ( c_uppe r <gap ) THEN
c_uppe r =gap
END IF
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
IF ( e c _ v a l u e ( 1 2 ) > ( c_uppe r−c_ lower ) ) THEN
c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) = i
GOTO 9 0 0
END IF
END IF ! E r r o r bounds
END DO ! Hor izon
!−−− D i s c o u n t r a t e s e n s i t i v i t y t e s t s−−−−
IF ( s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k . EQ . 1 ) THEN
d i s c _ s e n s ( c o u n t , 1 ) = b e t a
d i s c _ s e n s ( c o u n t , 2 ) = c ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 ) , &
c a s e o p t i o n ( 4 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 5 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 6 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 7 ) )
d i s c _ s e n s ( c o u n t , 3 ) = f ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 ) , &
c a s e o p t i o n ( 4 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 5 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 6 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 7 ) )
d i s c _ s e n s ( c o u n t , 4 ) = n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 ) , &
c a s e o p t i o n ( 3 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 4 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 5 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 6 ) , c a s e o p t i o n ( 7 ) )
c o u n t = c o u n t +1
b e t a = b e t a + s t o p _ s e n s
ELSE
b e t a = s t o p _ c r i t + s t o p _ s e n s
ENDIF
END DO ! DO WHILE LOOP
9 0 0 IF ( s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k . EQ . 1 ) THEN ! P e r f o r m s a new c a l c u l a t i o n o f
! keep , modify and d e c i s i o n a r r a y
! f o r t h e i n i t i a l d i s c o u n t r a t e . Th i s i s n e c e s s a r y b e c a u s e t h e s e
! a r r a y s c o n t a i n v a l u e s based on maximum d i s c o u n t r a t e s o l u t i o n s .
b e t a = e c _ v a l u e ( 1 ) ! d i s c o u n t r a t e
s t o p _ c r i t = b e t a ! s t o p p i n g c r i t e r i a and s t e p s i z e f o r t h e d i s c o u n t
! s e n s . t e s t− r e m a i n s
s t o p _ s e n s =10 ! unchanged i f s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k . NE. 1
s e n s i t i v i t y _ c h e c k = 0 ! Turns o f f t h e d i s c o u n t r a t e s e n s i t i v i t y c a l c u l a t i o n
GOTO 7 0 0
ENDIF
!−−−END RECURRENCE FUNCTION−−−
CAll o u t p u t ( c a s e o p t i o n , e c _ v a l u e , f , b , c , n e x t _ i n s p e c t i o n , &
d i s c _ s e n s , d e c i s i o n , r e s _ l i f e )
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!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
CONTAINS
! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
! ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
SUBROUTINE c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , a r g )
INTEGER : : L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , a r g
! SELECT ONE OF THE OPTIONS BELOW:
IF ( a r g . eq . 1 ) THEN
! OPTION 1 :
! Only t o be used i f t h e number o f economic c o n d i t i o n c l a s s e s wi th r e s p e c t t o
! c a p a c i t y a r e l e s s t h a n t h e number o f c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s i n use t o c l a s s i f y
! t h e c o n d i t i o n .
L _ c l a s s = c p _ c l a s s ( 1 , L )
m_c la s s =1
n _ c l a s s =1
o _ c l a s s =1
! D e f i n i n g c o n d i t i o n l i m i t s
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) THEN
m_c la s s = c p _ c l a s s ( 2 ,m)
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) THEN
n _ c l a s s = c p _ c l a s s ( 3 , n )
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) THEN
o _ c l a s s = c p _ c l a s s ( 4 , o )
END IF
END IF
END IF
ELSE IF ( a r g . eq . 2 ) THEN
! OPTION 2 :
! Used when t h e number o f c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s i n use t o c l a s s i f y t h e c o n d i t i o n
! e q u a l s t h e number o f economic c l a s s e s wi th r e s p e c t t o o v e r h a u l c o s t s ( t h e
! r e s t o r e _ c ( . . . . . ) a r r a y ) .
L _ c l a s s =L
m_c la s s =m
n _ c l a s s =n
o _ c l a s s =o
END IF
END SUBROUTINE c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s
FUNCTION c p _ c l a s s ( t , u )
! The f u n c t i o n c l a s s i f i e s t h e p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n a c c o r d i n g t o a p r e d e f i n e d c o n d i t i o n
! scheme . The v a u l e i s used t o s e l e c t t h e c o r r e c t income or c o s t a t p r e s e n t
! c o n d i t i o n . At p r e s e n t t ime 5 d i f f e r e n t c o n d i t i o n c l a s s e s a r e d e f i n e d , where
! c o n d i t i o n c l a s s 5 a l s o i s used t o r e p r e s e n t a breakdown s i t u a t i o n .
INTEGER : : c p _ c l a s s , t , u , c p _ l e v e l s
c p _ l e v e l s = c a s e o p t i o n (20+ t )
c p _ c l a s s =u
! Th i s p r o c e d u r e has t o be a d j u s t e d f o r t h e s p e s i f i c c a s e and number o f
! c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s
IF ( c p _ l e v e l s . ne . 1 ) THEN
IF ( c p _ l e v e l s . eq . 1 0 ) THEN ! Rup tu re A p p l i c a t i o n−Gas t u r b i n e
c p _ c l a s s =u
! IF ( u < 3 ) THEN
! c p _ c l a s s =1 ! New equ ipment
! ELSE IF ( ( u > 2 ) . and . ( u < 5 ) ) THEN
! c p _ c l a s s =2
! ELSE IF ( ( u > 4 ) . and . ( u < 7 ) ) THEN
! c p _ c l a s s =3
! ELSE IF ( ( u > 6 ) . and . ( u < 9 ) ) THEN
! c p _ c l a s s =4
! ELSE IF ( ( u > 8 ) . and . ( u < 1 1 ) ) THEN
! c p _ c l a s s =5 ! 6 ! Breakdown
! END IF
ELSEIF ( c p _ l e v e l s . eq . 8 ) THEN ! E f f i c i e n c y − A p p l i c a t i o n−Gas t u r b i n e , t a b l e 7 . 3
IF ( u<INT ( ( 1 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =1 ! New equ ipment
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 1 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 2 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
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c p _ c l a s s =2
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 2 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 3 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =3
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 3 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 4 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =4
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 4 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 5 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =5
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 5 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 6 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =6
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 6 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 7 / 8 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =7
ELSE
c p _ c l a s s =8 ! 8 ! Breakdown
END IF
ELSE ! E f f i c i e n c y − wi th 5 c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s ( Tab le 5 . 1 )
IF ( u<INT ( ( 1 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =1 ! New equipment
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 1 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 2 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =2
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 2 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 3 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =3
ELSE IF ( ( u>INT ( ( 3 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) ) . and . ( u<INT ( ( 4 / 5 . 0 )∗ c p _ l e v e l s ) + 1 ) ) THEN
c p _ c l a s s =4
ELSE
c p _ c l a s s =5 ! 5 ! Breakdown
END IF
END IF
END IF
END FUNCTION c p _ c l a s s
SUBROUTINE a g e _ c l a s s ( k , d )
! D e t e r m i n e s t h e p o s i t i o n " d " ( age c l a s s ) i n t h e c o s t m a t r i x e s based on t h e
! age " k " . The r o u t i n e i s a p p l i e d t o t h e m a i n t e n a n c e c o s t , s a l v a g e v a l u e
! and o p e r a t i o n a l c o s t m a t r i x e s .
INTEGER : : k , d
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 8 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN ! T i m e s c a l e months
IF ( k < 1 3 ) THEN ! n e c e s s a r y t o move t h e p o i n t e r d rows i n
d =1 ! t h e e ne rg y & m a i n t e n a n c e c o s t m a t r i x based on age j
ELSE IF ( ( k > 1 2 ) .AND. ( k < 2 5 ) ) THEN ! 2 nd y e a r
d=2
ELSE IF ( ( k > 2 4 ) .AND. ( k < 3 7 ) ) THEN ! 3 rd y e a r
d=3
ELSE IF ( ( k > 3 6 ) .AND. ( k < 4 7 ) ) THEN ! 4 t h y e a r
d=4
ELSE
d=5
END IF
ELSEIF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 8 ) . eq . 2 ) THEN ! T i m e s c a l e 1 0 0 0 Hours
IF ( k < 1 0 ) THEN ! n e c e s s a r y t o move t h e p o i n t e r d rows i n
d =1 ! t h e e ne rg y & m a i n t e n a n c e c o s t m a t r i x based on age j
ELSE IF ( ( k > 9 ) .AND. ( k < 1 9 ) ) THEN ! 2 nd y e a r
d=2
ELSE IF ( ( k > 1 8 ) .AND. ( k < 2 8 ) ) THEN ! 3 rd y e a r
d=3
ELSE IF ( ( k > 2 7 ) .AND. ( k < 3 7 ) ) THEN ! 4 t h y e a r
d=4
ELSE
d=5
END IF
ELSE ! T i m e s c a l e y e a r s
IF ( k . l e . 1 ) THEN
d=1
ELSE IF ( ( 1 < k ) . and . ( k < 5 ) ) THEN
d=k
ELSE
d=5
ENDIF
END IF
END SUBROUTINE a g e _ c l a s s
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! S t a g e
! | O p t i o n s ; 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y (A) , 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y (B) , 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y (C ) . . .
! | | CP1
! | | | CP2
! | | | | CP3
! | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | |
FUNCTION income ( i , j , L ,m, n , o )
! Th i s f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e s income f o r t h e n e x t t ime p e r i o d based on f o l l o w i n g
! i n f o r m a t i o n : p r e s e n t s t a g e , age o f f a c i l i t y s i n c e l a s t major a c t i o n ,
! d e c i s i o n made a t p r e s e n t t ime , CP1 , CP2 , CP3 and CP4 . A p e n a l t y c o s t i s
! c a l c u l a t e d i f p r o d u c t i o n s h o r t a g e e x i s t s .
INTEGER : : i , j , L , m , n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s
REAL : : income
CALL c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , 1 )
! Income = p r o d u c t i o n v a l u e − p e n a l t y due t o two low p r o d u c t i o n e c _ v a l u e .
! Note t h a t t h e p e n a l t y i s a d d i t i o n a l t o l o s s o f p r o d u c t i o n .
! ( E q u a t i o n 5 . 2 )
income = e c _ v a l u e ( 2 )∗ (MIN( demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) , &
c a p a c i t y ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) ) ) &
∗ (1.0− p lanned_shu tdown ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) ) &
− e c _ v a l u e (6 )∗ demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i )&
∗p lanned_shu tdown ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) &
− e c _ v a l u e ( 6 )∗ (MAX( 0 . 0 , ( demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i )&
−c a p a c i t y ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) ) ) ) &
∗ (1.0− p lanned_shu tdown ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) )
END FUNCTION income
FUNCTION sum_produc t ion_shu tdown ( i , a c t i o n _ d o w n t i m e )
INTEGER : : i , u , u_ lower
REAL∗8 : : a c t i o n _ d o w n t i m e , p r o d u c t i o n _ s h u t d o w n , sum_produc t ion_shu tdown
u_lower =1+INT ( a c t i o n _ d o w n t i m e−.5)
p r o d u c t i o n _ s h u t d o w n =0 .0
DO u =1 , u_ lower
IF ( ( u−i ) . l e . ( 0 ) ) THEN
p r o d u c t i o n _ s h u t d o w n = p r o d u c t i o n _ s h u t d o w n+&
planned_shu tdown ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 1 ) + u−i )
ENDIF
END DO
sum_produc t ion_shu tdown = p r o d u c t i o n _ s h u t d o w n
END FUNCTION sum_produc t ion_shu tdown
! S t a g e
! Age
! | CP1
! | | CP2
! | | | CP3
! | | | | CP4
! | | | | |
FUNCTION i n s p _ c o s t s ( i , j , l ,m, n , o )
INTEGER : : i , j , l ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s
REAL : : i n s p _ c o s t s
CALL c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , 1 )
! ( E q u a t i o n 5 . 4 )
i n s p _ c o s t s = e c _ v a l u e ( 1 1 ) + max ( 0 . 0 , e c _ v a l u e (10)−&
sum_produc t ion_shu tdown ( i , e c _ v a l u e ( 1 0 ) ) ) &
∗ ( e c _ v a l u e (2 )∗ e c _ v a l u e (13)∗min ( demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) ,&
c a p a c i t y ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) ) &
− o p _ c o s t s ( j , k , L ,m, n , o ) )
END FUNCTION i n s p _ c o s t s
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! S t a g e ( The s t a g e i s i n c l u d e d due t o t h e n e c e s s i t y
! t o model change i n s a l v a g e v a l u e due t o age
! | s i n c e r e l e a s e . Th i s i s n o t i n c l u d e d a t p r e s e n t t ime )
! | P r e s e n t t e c h n o l o g y
! | | Age
! | | | O p t i o n s ; ( 1 : − ) , 2 = Rep lace wi th t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) ,
! 3 = Rep lace t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) . . .
! | | | | CP1
! | | | | | CP2
! | | | | | | CP3
! | | | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | | | |
FUNCTION o h _ c o s t s ( i , j , k , e , l ,m, n , o ) ! Overhau l c o s t s
INTEGER : : d , e , i , j , k , l ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s
REAL : : o h _ c o s t s
d= i ! on ly i n t r o d u c e d due t o s u p r e s s warn ing FOR4269
CALL a g e _ c l a s s ( k , d )
CALL c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , 1 )
! ( E q u a t i o n 5 . 5 )
o h _ c o s t s = e c _ v a l u e (5 )∗ r e s t o r e _ c ( pos ( j , e ) , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , d ) &
− e c _ v a l u e (7 )∗ s a l v a g e ( pos ( j , e ) , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , d ) &
+ ( max ( 0 . 0 , e c _ v a l u e ( 8 ) + e c _ v a l u e (10)−&
sum_produc t ion_shu tdown ( i , e c _ v a l u e ( 8 ) + e c _ v a l u e ( 1 0 ) ) ) &
−max ( 0 . 0 , e c _ v a l u e (10)− sum_produc t ion_shu tdown ( i , e c _ v a l u e ( 1 0 ) ) ) ) &
∗ ( e c _ v a l u e (2 )∗ e c _ v a l u e (13)∗min ( demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) ,&
c a p a c i t y ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) ) &
− o p _ c o s t s ( j , k , L ,m, n , o ) )
END FUNCTION o h _ c o s t s
! S t a g e ( The s t a g e i s i n c l u d e d due t o t h e n e c e s s i t y
! t o model change i n s a l v a g e
! | v a l u e due t o age s i n c e r e l e a s e .
! Th i s i s n o t i n c l u d e d a t p r e s e n t t ime )
! | P r e s e n t t e c h n o l o g y
! | | Age
! | | | O p t i o n s ; ( 1 : − ) , 2 = Rep lace wi th t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) ,
! 3 = Rep lace t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) . . .
! | | | | CP1
! | | | | | CP2
! | | | | | | CP3
! | | | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | | | |
FUNCTION ucm_cos t s ( i , j , k , e , l ,m, n , o ) ! Overhau l c o s t s
INTEGER : : d , e , i , j , k , l ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s
REAL : : ucm_cos t s
d= i ! on ly i n t r o d u c e d due t o s u p r e s s warn ing FOR4269
CALL a g e _ c l a s s ( k , d )
CALL c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , 1 )
! ( E q u a t i o n 5 . 6 )
ucm_cos t s = e c _ v a l u e (5 )∗ r e s t o r e _ c ( pos ( j , e ) , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , d ) &
− e c _ v a l u e (7 )∗ s a l v a g e ( pos ( j , e ) , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , d ) &
+ max ( 0 . 0 , e c _ v a l u e (9)− sum_produc t ion_shu tdown ( i , e c _ v a l u e ( 9 ) ) ) &
∗ ( e c _ v a l u e (2 )∗ e c _ v a l u e (13)∗min ( demand ( c a s e o p t i o n (1)+1− i ) ,&
c a p a c i t y ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) ) &
− o p _ c o s t s ( j , k , L ,m, n , o ) )
END FUNCTION ucm_cos t s
FUNCTION pos ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h , new_tech )
INTEGER : : pos , p r e s e n t _ t e c h , new_tech
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IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN
pos =1
ELSE IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) . eq . 2 ) THEN
IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 1 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 1 ) ) THEN
pos =1 ! (A−A)
ELSE IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 1 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 2 ) ) THEN
pos =2 ! (A−B)
ELSE
pos =3 ! ( B−B)
END IF
ELSE IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 9 ) . eq . 3 ) THEN
IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 1 . ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 1 ) ) THEN
pos =1 ! (A−A)
ELSE IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 1 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 2 ) ) THEN
pos =2 ! (A−B)
ELSE IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 1 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 3 ) ) THEN
pos =3 ! (A−C)
ELSE IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 2 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 2 ) ) THEN
pos =4 ! ( B−B)
ELSE IF ( ( p r e s e n t _ t e c h . eq . 2 ) . and . ( new_tech . eq . 3 ) ) THEN
pos =5 ! ( B−C)
ELSE
pos =6 ! ( C−C)
END IF
! Note : " e l s e i f " o p t i o n f o r t e c h n o l o g y D and E n o t p r e s e n t e d
END IF
END FUNCTION pos
! Technology
! | Age
! | | CP1
! | | | CP2
! | | | | CP3
! | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | |
FUNCTION o p _ c o s t s ( j , k , l ,m, n , o ) ! O p e r a t i o n a l c o s t s
INTEGER : : d , j , k , l ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s
REAL : : o p _ c o s t s
d =0 ! on ly i n t r o d u c e d due t o s u p r e s s warn ing FOR4269
CALL a g e _ c l a s s ( k , d )
CALL c o n d i t i o n _ c l a s s ( L ,m, n , o , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , 1 )
! ( E q u a t i o n 5 . 3 )
o p _ c o s t s = e c _ v a l u e (3 )∗ e n e r g y _ c ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s ) &
+ e c _ v a l u e (4 )∗ main t_c ( j , L _ c l a s s , m_c la s s , n _ c l a s s , o _ c l a s s , d )
END FUNCTION o p _ c o s t s
! Next s t a g e
! | Technology 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) , 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) ,
! 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( C ) . . .
! | | Age
! | | | CP1
! | | | | CP2
! | | | | | CP3
! | | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | | | Time e l a p s e d s i n c e l a s t i n s p e c t i o n
! | | | | | | | |
FUNCTION p r o f i t ( i , j , k , L ,m, n , o , s )
INTEGER : : age , i , j , k , L , m , n , o , s , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4
INTEGER : : c p 1 _ n e x t , c p 2 _ n e x t , c p 3 _n e x t , c p 4 _ n e x t
INTEGER : : cp1_next_max , cp2_next_max , cp3_next_max , cp4_next_max
REAL : : p r o f i t , a c c _ p r o f i t
! −−− i n i t i a l i s a t i o n−−−
a c c _ p r o f i t =0
s1=s
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s2=s
s3=s
s4=s
age=k
cp1_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 6 )
cp2_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 7 )
cp3_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 8 )
cp4_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 9 )
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN ! CP1
s1=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , 1 ) ) )
age=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , 1 ) ) )
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) THEN ! CP2
s2=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 , 1 ) ) )
age=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 , 1 ) ) )
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) THEN ! CP3
s3=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , 1 ) ) )
age=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , 1 ) ) )
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) THEN ! CP4
s4=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) ) )
age=MIN( k+s , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) ) )
END IF
DO c p 1 _ n e x t =L , cp1_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) THEN
DO c p 2 _ n e x t =m , cp2_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) THEN
DO c p 3 _ n e x t =n , cp3_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) THEN
DO c p 4 _ n e x t =o , cp4_next_max
a c c _ p r o f i t = a c c _ p r o f i t + &
(CTPM( j , 1 , L , c p 1 _ n e x t , s1 )/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 2 ,m, c p 2 _ n e x t , s2 )/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 3 , n , c p 3 _ n e x t , s3 )/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 4 , o , c p 4 _ n e x t , s4 )/(1−CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4 ) ) )∗ &
f ( i , j , age , c p 1 _ n e x t , c p 2 _ n e x t , c p 3 _ ne x t , c p 4 _ n e x t )
END DO
ELSE
a c c _ p r o f i t = a c c _ p r o f i t + &
(CTPM( j , 1 , L , c p 1 _ n e x t , s1 )/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 2 ,m, c p 2 _ n e x t , s2 )/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 3 , n , c p 3 _ n e x t , s3 )/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 ) ) )∗ &
f ( i , j , age , c p 1 _ n e x t , c p 2 _ n e x t , c p3 _ n e x t , 1 )
ENDIF
END DO
ELSE
a c c _ p r o f i t = a c c _ p r o f i t + &
(CTPM( j , 1 , L , c p 1 _ n e x t , s1 )/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 ) ) )∗ &
(CTPM( j , 2 ,m, c p 2 _ n e x t , s2 )/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 ) ) )∗ &
f ( i , j , age , c p 1 _ n e x t , c p 2 _ n e x t , 1 , 1 )
ENDIF
END DO
ELSE
a c c _ p r o f i t = a c c _ p r o f i t +(CTPM( j , 1 , L , c p 1 _ n e x t , s1 )&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 ) ) )∗ &
f ( i , j , age , c p 1 _ n e x t , 1 , 1 , 1 )
END IF
END DO
p r o f i t = a c c _ p r o f i t
END FUNCTION p r o f i t
! P r e s e n t s t a g e
! | O p t i o n s ; 1 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( A ) , 2 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( B ) ,
! 3 = Use t e c h n o l o g y ( C ) . . .
! | | Age
! | | | CP1
! | | | | CP2
! | | | | | CP3
! | | | | | | CP4
! | | | | | | | Time e l a p s e d s i n c e l a s t i n s p e c t i o n
! where t h e c o n d i t i o n was known
! | | | | | | | |
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FUNCTION pun i ( i , j , k , l ,m, n , o , d e l t a _ t ) ! G e n e r a t e s t h e P r o f i t U n t i l
! Next I n s p e c t i o n ( PUNI )
INTEGER : : i , j , k , l ,m, n , o , s , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , d e l t a _ t , l _ n e x t , m_next , n_ nex t
INTEGER : : o_n ex t , age , min_age
INTEGER : : cp1_next_max , cp2_next_max , cp3_next_max , cp4_next_max
REAL : : pun i , op , ucmc , acc_op , acc_ucmc , f _ s u r v i v e d , s a v i n g s
acc_op =0
acc_ucmc =0
cp1_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 6 )
cp2_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 7 )
cp3_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 8 )
cp4_next_max= c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 4 ) + c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 9 )
! Semi Markov loop
DO s =1 , d e l t a _ t
s1=s
s2=s
s3=s
s4=s
age=k
min_age=k+s
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 1 ) . eq . 1 ) THEN ! CP1
s1=MIN( min_age , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 1 , 1 ) ) )
age=s1
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 2 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) ) THEN ! CP2
s2=MIN( min_age , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 2 , 1 ) ) )
age=s2
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) ) THEN ! CP3
s3=MIN( min_age , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 3 , 1 ) ) )
age=s3
END IF
IF ( ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 2 3 ) . eq . 1 ) . and . ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) ) THEN ! CP4
s4=MIN( min_age , INT ( r e s _ l i f e ( j , 4 , 1 ) ) )
age=s4 ! s4−1
END IF
op=0
ucmc=0
f _ s u r v i v e d =0
s a v i n g s =0
DO L_next = L , cp1_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) THEN
DO m_next = m , cp2_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) THEN
DO n_n ex t = n , cp3_next_max
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) THEN
DO o_n ex t = o , cp4_next_max
! O p e r a t i o n a l p r o f i t s s t a g e s ahead
op = op + g ( i−s +1 , j , age , l _ n e x t , m_next , n_ ne x t , o_ nex t ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 3 , n , n_n ex t , s3 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , cp3_next_max +1 , s3−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 4 , o , o_n ex t , s4 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 4 , o , cp4_next_max +1 , s4−1))
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
f _ s u r v i v e d = f _ s u r v i v e d + f ( i−s , j , age , L_next , m_next , n _ne x t , o_ nex t ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 3 , n , n_n ex t , s3 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , cp3_next_max +1 , s3 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 4 , o , o_n ex t , s4 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 4 , o , cp4_next_max +1 , s4 ) )
END IF
END DO ! o_ nex t
ELSE
op = op + g ( i−s +1 , j , age , L_next , m_next , n _ne x t , 1 ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 3 , n , n_n ex t , s3 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , cp3_next_max +1 , s3−1))
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
f _ s u r v i v e d = f _ s u r v i v e d + f ( i−s , j , age , L_next , m_next , n _ne x t , 1 ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 3 , n , n_n ex t , s3 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , cp3_next_max +1 , s3 ) )
END IF
END IF
END DO ! n_ ne x t
ELSE
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op = op + g ( i−s +1 , j , age , L_next , m_next , 1 , 1 ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1−1))&
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2−1))
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
f _ s u r v i v e d = f _ s u r v i v e d + f ( i−s , j , age , L_next , m_next , 1 , 1 ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1 ) ) &
∗CTPM( j , 2 ,m, m_next , s2 ) /(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, cp2_next_max +1 , s2 ) )
END IF
END IF
END DO ! m_next
ELSE
op = op + g ( i−s +1 , j , age , L_next , 1 , 1 , 1 ) &
∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 )/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1−1))
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
f _ s u r v i v e d = f _ s u r v i v e d + f ( i−s , j , age , L_next , 1 , 1 , 1 )∗CTPM( j , 1 , L , L_next , s1 )&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , cp1_next_max +1 , s1 ) )
ENDIF
ENDIF
END DO ! l _ n e x t
acc_op = acc_op +( b e t a∗∗s )∗ ( op )
!
! Unforceen c o r r e c t i v e m a i n t e n a n c e c o s t (UCMC) a t s t a g e i =N . The c o s t due t o an
! u n f o r c e e n a c t i o n s i s c a l c u l a t e d as t h e sum of r e s t o r i n g t h e i t em back t o
! a s−good−as new c o n d i t i o n , and c o s t due t o l o s s o f p r o d u c t i o n ( downt imecos t ) .
! I t i s n o t p o s s i b l e t o modify t o a new t e c h n o l o g y . S a v i n g s a c h i e v e d
! ( ove r t h e t ime t o end of h o r i z o n ) a f t e r an u n f o r c e e n r e p l a c e m e n t .
! The i t em i s r e s t o r e d back t o a new c o n d i t i o n a t a h i g h e r c o s t compared t o a
! p l a n n e d a c t i o n .
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 1 ) THEN
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 2 ) THEN
IF ( c a s e o p t i o n ( 8 ) > 3 ) THEN
ucmc= ucm_cos t s ( i−s +1 , j , age , j , L ,m, n , o ) & ! −> Cos t o f a f a i l u r e a t s t a g e i
∗ ( 1 − ( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 )&
−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 )&
−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4 )&
−CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4−1) ) ) )
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
s a v i n g s =( g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) + f ( i−s , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )− f _ s u r v i v e d ) &
∗ ( 1 − ( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 )&
−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 )&
−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4 )&
−CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 4 , o , ( cp4_next_max + 1 ) , s4−1) ) ) )
END IF
ELSE
ucmc= ucm_cos t s ( i−s +1 , j , age , j , L ,m, n , 1 ) & ! −>Cos t o f a f a i l u r e a t s t a g e i
∗ ( 1 − ( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 )&
−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 )&
−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1) ) ) )
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
s a v i n g s =( g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) + f ( i−s , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )− f _ s u r v i v e d ) &
∗(1 − &
( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 )&
−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3 )&
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−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 3 , n , ( cp3_next_max + 1 ) , s3−1) ) ) )
! ELSE
! The code i s n o t p r i n t e d o u t b u t f o l l o w s
! t h e same s t r u c t u r e as p r e s e n t e d above .
END IF
END IF
ELSE
ucmc= ucm_cos t s ( i−s +1 , j , age , j , L ,m , 1 , 1 ) & ! −> Cos t o f a f a i l u r e a t s t a g e i
∗(1 − (1−(CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1)−&
CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗(1−(CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1) ) ) )
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
s a v i n g s =( g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) + f ( i−s , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )− f _ s u r v i v e d ) &
∗ ( 1 − ( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1 )&
−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2 )&
−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1) ) ) )
ELSE
s a v i n g s = g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) &
∗ ( 1 − ( 1 − (CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1)−&
CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))) &
∗ (1 − (CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2)−&
CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 2 ,m, ( cp2_next_max + 1 ) , s2−1) ) ) )
END IF
END IF
ELSE ! ( C P 1 _ l e v e l s +1)
ucmc= ucm_cos t s ( i−s +1 , j , age , j , L , 1 , 1 , 1 ) & ! −>Cos t o f a f a i l u r e a t s t a g e i
∗(CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1)−&
CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))
IF ( ( i−s ) . ne . 0 ) THEN
s a v i n g s = ( g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) + f ( i−s , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )− f _ s u r v i v e d ) &
∗(CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1)−&
CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))
ELSE
s a v i n g s = g ( i−s +1 , j , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) &
∗(CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1)−&
CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))&
/(1−CTPM( j , 1 , L , ( cp1_next_max + 1 ) , s1−1))
END IF
END IF
acc_ucmc=acc_ucmc +( b e t a∗∗s )∗ ( ucmc−s a v i n g s )
END DO ! s
pun i = acc_op−acc_ucmc
END FUNCTION pun i
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! END SUBROUTINE
END PROGRAM MDP05
Appendix B
Fortran code for the CTPM
The Fortran (F90) source code for used to generate the Condition Transition Proba-
bility Matrix.
In addition to the code given below the program also uses a library called DCDFLIB
[95]. DCDFLIB is a FORTRAN90 library, using double precision arithmetic, for
evaluating cumulative density functions.
DCDFLIB includes routines for evaluating the cumulative density functions of a va-
riety of standard probability distributions. An unusual feature of this library is its
ability to easily compute any one parameter of the CDF given the others. This means
that a single routine can evaluate the CDF given the usual parameters, or determine
the value of a parameter that produced a given CDF value.
PROGRAM CTPM
USE NumUtils
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL∗8 : : L i _ l o w e r , L i _ u p p e r , s t e p , b , q1 , q2 ! ( q2=q_M ,M+1)
REAL∗8 : : d e l t a , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , d e l t a _ p _ i j
REAL∗8,DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 0 5 , 1 : 4 0 0 ) : : sum_norm
REAL∗8,DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 0 5 ) : : r e s _ l i f e , h o r i z o n ! Hor izon i n c l u d e d 5 . 7 2 0 0 6
REAL∗8,DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 0 5 , 1 : 1 0 6 , 1 : 4 0 0 ) : : q _ i j , q n _ i j , p _ i j , p2
REAL∗8,DIMENSION ( 1 : 1 0 5 , 1 : 2 , 1 : 4 0 0 ) : : p1
INTEGER : : i , j , k , i _ e q _ j , T , t _ s , M, M_q !M: Number o f Cond . L e v e l s
REAL∗8,DIMENSION ( 0 : 1 0 5 ) : : CB_value
! INPUT VALUES∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
M=10 ! number o f c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s ( be tween 0−100)
T=200 ! number o f t i m e s t e p s
q1 = 1 . 0 ! The p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t a f a i l u r e w i l l be d e t e c t e d by an i n s p e c t i o n q<=1
q2 = 0 . 0 ! The one s t e p t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y from c o n d i t i o n M+1 t o c o n d i t i o n
! M+2 i f q1 <1 .
b = 4 . 0 ! s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n
s t e p = 0 . 0 1 ! t ime i n c r e m e n t ( used i n t h e n u m e r i c a l i n t e g r a t i o n )
!NOTE: Remeber t o change g ( t ) , g_ inv , g _ i n v _ d e r i v and t h e c o n d i t i o n b o u n d a r i e s a s
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! d e s c r i b e d below .
CB_value ( 0 ) = 0 . 0 ! ( new c o n d i t i o n )
DO i = 1 , M !−−−− !Note : (M= 1 0 , 1 0 ; M= 2 0 , 5 ; M= 4 0 , 2 . 5 ; M= 8 0 , 1 . 2 5 )
CB_value ( i )= CB_value ( i −1)+ 10
END DO
! Gas t u r b i n e e f f i c i e n c y l o s s e s
! CB_value ( 0 ) = 0 ! ( new c o n d i t i o n ) (M=8)
! CB_value ( 1 ) = 5 0 . 0 / 4 . 0
! CB_value ( 2 ) = 5 0 . 0 / 2 . 0
! CB_value ( 3 ) = 1 5 0 . 0 / 4 . 0
! CB_value ( 4 ) = 5 0 . 0
! CB_value ( 5 ) = 1 2 5 . 0 / 2 . 0
! CB_value ( 6 ) = 1 5 0 . 0 / 2 . 0
! CB_value ( 7 ) = 1 0 0 . 0∗ 7 . 0 / 8 . 0
! CB_value ( 8 ) = 1 0 0 . 0 ! ( Breakdown )
! END INPUT VALUES∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
M_q = M+1
IF ( q1 . eq . 1 ) THEN
M_q=M
ENDIF
DO i =1 ,M
DO j = 1 , M+1
DO k =1 ,T
q _ i j ( i , 1 , k )=0
END DO
END DO
END DO
DO i = 1 , M ! Number o f working c o n d i t i o n l e v e l s
p r i n t ∗ , ’CONDITION LEVEL ’ , i
L i _ l o w e r =CB_value ( i−1)
L i _ u p p e r =CB_value ( i )
DO k =1 ,T
i _ e q _ j =1 ! True i . e . q i i i s c a l c u l a t e d
d e l t a =k∗1.0
DO j = i , M
L j _ l o w e r =CB_value ( j−1)
L j _ u p p e r =CB_value ( j )
q _ i j ( i , j , k )= Simp ( L i _ lo w e r , L i _ u p p e r , s t e p , d e l t a , L j _ l ow e r , L j _ u p p e r , i _ e q _ j , b )
i _ e q _ j =0
sum_norm ( i , k )= sum_norm ( i , k )+ q _ i j ( i , j , k )
END DO
END DO
END DO
! C o r r e c t i o n when sum_norm > 1 . 0 b e c a u s e o f r o u n d i n g e r r o r s .
DO i = 1 , M
DO k =1 ,T
IF ( sum_norm ( i , k ) > 1 . 0 ) THEN
!DO j = i , (M−1)
DO j = i , M
q _ i j ( i , j , k )= q _ i j ( i , j , k ) / sum_norm ( i , k )
END DO
sum_norm ( i , k ) = 1 . 0
END IF
ENDDO
ENDDO
! F a i l u r e c o n d i t i o n l e v e l
DO i = 1 , M
DO k =1 ,T
q _ i j ( i ,M+1 , k)=1−sum_norm ( i , k )
ENDDO
ENDDO
q n _ i j = q _ i j
IF ( q1 . eq . 1 ) THEN
p _ i j = q n _ i j
ELSE
DO i = 1 , M_q
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DO j = i , M_q
DO k = 1 , T
IF ( i . eq . M_q ) THEN
q n _ i j ( i , j , k ) = 1 . 0
END IF
IF ( j <M_q ) THEN
p _ i j ( i , j , k )= q n _ i j ( i , j , k )
ELSE
IF ( k . eq . 1 ) THEN
p _ i j ( i , j , k)=(1−q1 )∗ q n _ i j ( i , j , k )
ELSE
p _ i j ( i , j , k)=(1−q1 )∗ ( q n _ i j ( i , j , k)−q n _ i j ( i , j , ( k−1)))+(1−q2 )∗ p _ i j ( i , j , ( k−1))
ENDIF
p _ i j ( i , j +1 , k )= q n _ i j ( i , j , k)−p _ i j ( i , j , k )
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
END DO
END IF
! C a l c u l a t i o n o f maximum r e s i d u a l l i f e a t each c o n d i t i o n l e v e l
!SUM FROM k =1 TO T : [ F ( k)−F ( k−1)]∗k
DO i = 1 , M_q !∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
r e s _ l i f e ( i )=0
h o r i z o n ( i )=0
DO k = 1 , T
IF ( k . eq . 1 ) THEN
d e l t a _ p _ i j = p _ i j ( i , M_q+1 , k )
ELSE
d e l t a _ p _ i j = p _ i j ( i , M_q+1 , k)−p _ i j ( i , M_q+1 , k−1)
ENDIF
IF ( d e l t a _ p _ i j > 0 ) THEN ! e l s e , t h e equ ipment becomes b e t t e r a f t e r use
r e s _ l i f e ( i )= r e s _ l i f e ( i )+ d e l t a _ p _ i j ∗( k−0.5)
ENDIF
IF ( p _ i j ( i , M_q+1 , k ) < 0 . 9 9 9 9 9 )THEN
h o r i z o n ( i )= h o r i z o n ( i )+1
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
! Ouput
OPEN ( 1 , FILE =’CTPMx . d a t ’ ) ! N a t u r a l t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s
OPEN ( 2 , FILE =’ MRL_error . d a t ’ ) !MRL e r r o r due t o d i s c r e t i z a t i o n
! N a t u r a l t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s
WRITE ( 1 , 2 6 ) ( r e s _ l i f e ( i ) , i =1 ,M_q)
DO i = 1 , M_q !∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
DO j = 1 , ( M_q+2− i )
WRITE ( 1 , 2 5 ) ( p _ i j ( i , i + j−1,k ) , k = 1 , T )
END DO
END DO
! Mean r e s i d a u l l i f e e r r o r ( MRL1−MRL2 ) , r e f . s e c 5 . 3 . 3 )
WRITE ( 2 , ∗ ) ’MRL e r r o r due t o d i s c r e t i z a t i o n ’
DO i = 1 , M_q !∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
WRITE ( 2 , 2 2 ) i , Exac tRes ( CB_value (M))−Exac tRes ( ( CB_value ( i−1)+&
CB_value ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 ) , r e s _ l i f e ( i ) , Exac tRes ( CB_value (M))− &
ExactRes ( ( CB_value ( i−1)+CB_value ( i ) ) / 2 . 0 )− r e s _ l i f e ( i )
ENDDO
CLOSE ( 1 )
CLOSE ( 2 )
PRINT ∗ , ’ The f o l l o w i n g f i l e s have been produced : ’
PRINT ∗ , ’ 1 . ctpmx . d a t : N a t u r a l t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s ’
PRINT ∗ , ’ 2 . MRL_error . d a t : MRL e r r o r due t o d i s c r i t i z a t i o n ’
1 0 FORMAT ( I3 , ’ ; ’ , I 3 , ’ ; ’ , F8 . 6 , ’ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 0 FORMAT ( I3 , ’ ; ’ , I 3 , ’ ; ’ , F8 . 6 , ’ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 1 FORMAT ( I3 , ’ ; ’ , I 3 , ’ ; ’ , F8 . 6 , ’ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 2 FORMAT ( ’ C o n d i t i o n l e v e l : ; ’ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 5 FORMAT ( F8 . 6 , ’ , ’ , F8 . 6 , ’ , ’ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 6 FORMAT ( F8 . 3 , ’ , ’ , F8 . 3 , ’ , ’ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
END PROGRAM CTPM
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Module NumUtils
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
!∗∗ Use of t h e normal d i s t r i b u t i o n ∗∗
!∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
CONTAINS
FUNCTION Fung ( L i _ l o w e r , L i _u p p e r , omega , d e l t a , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , i _ e q _ j , b )
EXTERNAL c d f n o r , g_ inv , g _ i n v _ d e r i v , g_func
REAL∗8 : : Fung , mean , Phi1 , Ph i2 , q , b , sd , z1 , z2 , s t d
REAL∗8 : : L i _ u p p e r , L i _ l o w e r , omega , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , d e l t a
INTEGER : : s t a t u s , bound , i _ e q _ j
! The e q u a t i o n which c a l c u l a t e t h e v a r i a b l e s " b " and " mean " w i l l
! depend on t h e f u n c t i o n d e v e l o p e d f o r t h e d e g r a d a t i o n p r o c e s s :
sd=b∗ s q r t ( d e l t a )
mean= g_func ( omega , d e l t a )
z1= L j_ l o w e r
z2= Lj _ u p p e r
CALL c d f n o r ( 1 , Ph i1 , q , z1 , mean , sd , s t a t u s , bound )
CALL c d f n o r ( 1 , Ph i2 , q , z2 , mean , sd , s t a t u s , bound )
! Fung depends on t h e g ( t ) f u n c t i o n :
! ORIGINAL
IF ( i _ e q _ j . eq . 0 ) THEN
Fung = ( ( Phi2−Phi1 ) / ( g_ inv ( L i _ u p p e r)−g_ inv ( L i _ l o w e r ) ) )∗ g _ i n v _ d e r i v ( omega )
ELSE
Fung =( Phi2 / ( g_ inv ( L i _ u pp e r)−g_ inv ( L i _ l o w e r ) ) )∗ g _ i n v _ d e r i v ( omega )
ENDIF
END FUNCTION Fung
! I n t e g r a t i o n u s i n g Simpson a l g o r i t h m
FUNCTION Simp ( L i _ l o w e r , L i _ up p e r , h , d e l t a , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , i _ e q _ j , b )
REAL∗ 8 , INTENT ( IN ) : : L i _ u p p e r , L i _ l o w e r , h , d e l t a , L j _ u p p e r , L j _ l o w e r , b
REAL∗8 : : Simp
INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : i _ e q _ j
INTEGER : : i , n
Simp = 0
n = NINT ( ( L i_ u p p e r−L i _ l o w e r ) / ( 2 ∗ h ) ) ! 2N p a n e l s now
DO i = 1 , n−1
Simp = Simp + 2 ∗ Fung ( L i _ l o w e r , L i _ u pp e r , ( L i _ l o w e r + 2 ∗ i ∗ h ) , d e l t a , &
L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , i _ e q _ j , b )
END DO
DO I = 1 , n
Simp = Simp + 4 ∗ Fung ( L i _ l o w e r , L i _ u pp e r , ( L i _ l o w e r + ( 2 ∗ i − 1 ) ∗ h ) , d e l t a , &
L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , i _ e q _ j , b )
END DO
Simp = h / 3 ∗ ( Fung ( L i _ l ow e r , L i _ u p p e r , L i _ l o w e r , d e l t a , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , &
i _ e q _ j , b ) + Fung ( L i _ l o w e r , L i _ u p p e r , L i _ u p p e r , d e l t a , L j _ l o w e r , L j _ u p p e r , &
i _ e q _ j , b ) + Simp )
END FUNCTION Simp
FUNCTION Exac tRes (CB)
REAL∗8 : : CB
REAL∗8 : : Exac tRes
Exac tRes = g_ inv (CB)
END FUNCTION Exac tRes
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FUNCTION g_func ( omega , d e l t a )
EXTERNAL g_inv
REAL∗8 : : g_func , t , omega , d e l t a
t = g_ inv ( omega )+ d e l t a
! c h a p t e r 5
g_func =2∗ t ! t e c h n :A
! g_func =1.5∗ t ! t e c h n : B
! g_func =10∗SQRT(2∗ t ) ! s q u a r e r o o t
! g_func =0 .02∗ ( t )∗∗2+ t ! q u a d r a t i c
! c h a p t e r 7
! g_func =2.942166667∗ t−.00861667∗ t ∗∗2 ! E f f i c i e n c y
! g_func = ( 1 0 . 0 / 7 . 0 )∗ t + ( 2 . 0 / 4 9 . 0 )∗ t ∗∗2 ! c r a c k i n g MTTF=35
! g_func = ( 7 . 0 / 6 . 0 )∗ t + ( 1 . 0 / 3 0 . 0 )∗ t ∗∗2 ! c r a c k i n g MTTF=40
END FUNCTION g_func
FUNCTION g_inv ( omega )
! The i n v e r s e f u n c t i o n o f t h e d e t o r i a t i o n p r o c e s s
REAL∗8 : : g_ inv , omega
! c h a p t e r 5
g_ inv = 0 . 5∗ omega ! t e c h n . : A
! g_ inv = ( 2 . 0 / 3 . 0 )∗ omega ! t e c h n : B
! g_ inv = ( 1 . 0 / 2 0 0 . 0 )∗ ( omega )∗∗2 ! s q u a r e r o o t
! g_ inv =−25.0+5.0∗ s q r t ( 2 5 . 0 + 2∗ ( omega ) ) ! q u a d r a t i c
! c h a p t e r 7
! g_ inv = 170.7253385−58.02707929∗(8.6563447−&
!.0344667∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ! E f f i c i e n c y
! g_ inv =− ( 3 5 . 0 / 2 . 0 ) + 3 . 5∗ ( 2 5 . 0 + 2∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ! c r a c k i n g MTTF=35
! g_ inv =− ( 3 5 . 0 / 2 . 0 ) + 0 . 5∗ ( 1 2 2 5 . 0 + 1 2 0 . 0∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ! c r a c k i n g MTTF=40
END FUNCTION g_inv
FUNCTION g _ i n v _ d e r i v ( omega )
! The i n v e r s e d e r i v e d f u n c t i o n o f t h e d e t o r i a t i o n p r o c e s s
REAL∗8 : : g _ i n v _ d e r i v , omega
! c h a p t e r 5
g _ i n v _ d e r i v = 0 . 5 ! t e c h n :A ! l i n e r a r
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v = 2 . 0 / 3 . 0 ! t e c h n : B ! l i n e a r
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v = ( 1 . 0 / 1 0 0 . 0 )∗ ( omega ) ! s q u a r e r o o t
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v = 5 . 0 / s q r t ( 2 5 . 0 + 2 . 0∗ ( omega ) ) ! q u a d r a t i c
! c h a p t e r 7
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v =1 .0 / (8 .6563447− . 0344667∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ! E f f i c i e n c y
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v = 3 . 5 / ( ( 2 5 . 0 + 2∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ) ! c r a c k i n g MTTF35
! g _ i n v _ d e r i v = 3 0 . 0 / ( 1 2 2 5 . 0 + 1 2 0∗ omega )∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) ! c r a c k i n g MTTF40
END FUNCTION g _ i n v _ d e r i v
END MODULE
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